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Editors’ Foreword
Many things have changed at the Balkans for two years, since the previous workshop
Language and Speech Infrastructure for Information Access in the Balkan Countries was
held in conjunction with RANLP - 2005. The languages spoken in this unique region
attract more attention, due to the rapidly developing field of communication and
translation, and the interest to language technologies for these languages is increasing.
New markets appear, together with newly established collaboration and new
opportunities to extend the application areas of natural language processing.
In the last decade, numerous activities aimed at incorporating the Balkan NLP research
into the widely applied models of other European languages in the form of joint projects
like Multext-East, BALRIC-LING, BalkaNet, INTERA and others. Language resources
and grammatical knowledge for different Balkan languages have been incorporated and
processed within international NLP standards like MTE, XCES, WordNet, INTERA. As
a result of joint bilateral projects, the linguistic knowledge for some Balkan languages
has been processed according to well-known systems and models - INTEX, GATE, etc.
A unified NLP paradigm for Balkan languages favours the development of a common
idea for the creation of an NLP-driven Balkan language pool, utilizable in monolingual as
well as in multilingual - parallel or contrastive – settings. Not all Balkan languages are at
the same distance from the achievement of that goal. Thus the objective of this A
Common Natural Language Processing Paradigm for Balkan Languages workshop is not
only to survey recent advances in the domain, but also to outline a roadmap for
continuing the joint research and development within the long-lasting Balkan language
union.
The papers submitted to the workshop were reviewed by an international scientific
committee. The selection process resulted in this volume which contains ten papers
covering the interplay of the following key topics:
x morphosyntactic and semantic annotation, annotation grammars, diacritics
restoration;
x NLP-driven lexicon construction, ontologies and ontology-based products,
Wordnets, terminology extraction;
x text processing, corpora construction and alignment, biomedical data mining;
x content analysis, textual entailment, question answering, information extraction
and retrieval.
We would like to thank the authors for contributing to the workshop proceedings and the
members of the scientific committee for their high quality work. We are grateful to the
organizers of RANLP 2007 for hosting this workshop as one of its satellite events. Our
special gratitude goes to Galia Angelova for her invaluable support in the organisation of
the workshop.
September 2007
Elena Paskaleva and Milena Slavcheva
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Improving a Question Answering System for Romanian Using
Textual Entailment
Adrian Iftene

Alexandra Balahur-Dobrescu

Code 700483, Iasi, Romania
adiftene@info.uaic.ro

Code 700483, Iasi, Romania
abalahur@info.uaic.ro

Abstract

that T entails H if, typically, a human reading T would infer
that H is most likely true. This definition is based on (and
assumes) common human understanding of language as
well as common Background Knowledge.
TE systems compete each year in the RTE
competition, organized by PASCAL 3 (Pattern Analysis,
Statistical Modelling and Computational Learning) - the
European Commission's IST-funded Network of
Excellence for Multimodal Interfaces. This year, within
RTE3, we participated in this competition for the first time
with a system working in English.
Question Answering (QA) Systems are one of the
main research topics in the Natural Language Processing
field. These systems not only employ various discourse
analysis and processing tools, but require also theoretical
studies and formalizations of many language issues, like
questions structure and implied knowledge. QA systems
receive natural language queries and not keywords and
return precise answers and not documents as output.
Finding an answer to a question relies heavily on two
things: identification of the required information and the
quantity and quality of information available, therefore on
the corpus from which the information can potentially be
found.
Information within a corpus can be expressed in a
large variety of ways. QA systems must resolve this
semantic variability problem, as they must identify texts
from which the expected answer can be inferred. A good
solution to this problem could be using a TE system and
pursuing the steps described as follows:
Being given the question [2]:
Q: “Who is John Lennon’s widow?”

”Al. I. Cuza” University
Faculty of Computer Science
General Berthelot, No. 16

”Al. I. Cuza” University
Faculty of Computer Science
General Berthelot, No. 16

Information within a corpus can be expressed in a large
variety of ways. Question Answering (QA) systems must
resolve this semantic variability problem, as they must
identify texts in a given corpus from which the expected
answer can be inferred. A good solution to this problem is
using a Textual Entailment (TE) system and pursuing the
steps described in (Bar-Haim et al., 2006).
This year, within QA@CLEF 1 competition, having been
confronted with the problem of semantic variability, we
decided to include an English TE module in the QA system.
The results were encouraging, with significant growth in
precision. Therefore, we have decided to build a TE system
for Romanian which to use within the Romanian QA system.
What follows is a description of the components of the TE
system working in English, the steps we have pursued in
adapting these components for Romanian, a second approach
to building a TE system for Romanian and the results
obtained when using the Romanian TE system for QA.

Keywords

Textual Entailment, Question Answering, Semantic variability,
WordNet, DIRT, Minipar, LingPipe.

1. Introduction

Textual entailment recognition RTE 2 [1] is the task of
deciding, given two text fragments, whether the meaning of
one text is entailed (can be inferred) from the other text.
The aim in defining this task was to create an applicationindependent framework for assessing means of capturing
major semantic inferences needed in many NLP
applications. Examples of such applications are:
Information Retrieval (IR), Question Answering (QA),
Information Extraction (IE), and Text Summarization
(SUM).
Formally, textual entailment is defined in [1] as a
directional relation between two text fragments, termed T the entailing text, and H - the entailed text. It is then said
1

http://clef-qa.itc.it/

2

http://www.pascal-network.org/Challenges/RTE/

It can be transformed in a statement with a variable
PERSON:
Statement: PERSON is John Lennon’s widow.
Among the answers containing the key expression John
Lennon, the following could be found:
3

http://www.pascal-network.org/
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Answer (Text): “Yoko Ono unveiled a bronze statue of her
late husband, John Lennon, to complete the official
renaming of England’s Liverpool Airport as Liverpool
John Lennon Airport.” From this text, a candidate for the
variable X can be extracted – Yoko Ono. The hypothesis
can be built by replacing the variable PERSON with the
found candidate.

3. Building of Romanian TE system

Hypothesis: “Yoko Ono is John Lennon’s widow”.

The rule involving the identification of proper names,
numbers and dates was very important to our English
system architecture (around 16% of the system accuracy
depends on this rule).
For this reason, we tried replacing the LingPipe tool
with a very powerful one for Romanian and we decided to
work with GATE.
In [9], a Named Entity (NE) extraction system for
Romanian was developed using ANNIE, the core NE
system for English built within the GATE architecture, as a
basis from which to start in [8].
The Romanian NE system uses the tokeniser, gazetteer
and grammar modules from ANNIE. What we use in our
TE system was a combination of Romanian and English
lists of NEs, because Romanian questions from
QA@CLEF include universal writers or authors or
personalities.

The proving of whether the candidate term is correct
and the answer to the question is right is done by
evaluating the entailment relation between the Text and the
Hypothesis.
One of the competitions for QA systems is organized
within CLEF (Cross-Language Evaluation Forum). CLEF
supports the development of applications for digital
libraries by creating an infrastructure for the testing, tuning
and evaluation of Information Retrieval systems operating
in European languages, both in monolingual and crosslingual contexts. Within the QA@CLEF evaluation track,
we have been participating since 2006 with a RomanianEnglish multilingual system. Having been confronted with
the problem of semantic variability, we have decided this
year to include an English TE module in the QA system.
The results obtained by using the English TE system
withing the English QA system have proven to be
encouraging, by producing signifficant growth in precision.
Therefore, we have decided to build a TE system for
Romanian which to use within the Romanian QA system.
What follows is a description of the components of the
system working in English and the steps we have pursued
in adapting these components for Romanian.

2. English Textual Entailment system

Based on the core approach of the tree edit distance
algorithm, the system central module is designed to target
the scope of TE – semantic variability. The main idea is to
transform the hypothesis making use of extensive semantic
knowledge from sources like DIRT, WordNet, Wikipedia,
acronyms database. Additionally, we built a system to
acquire the extra Background Knowledge needed and
applied complex grammar rules for rephrasing in English.
The process requires an initial pre-processing,
followed by the execution of a core module which uses the
output of the first phase and obtains in the end the answers
for all pairs. The pre-processing is realized with the
MINIPAR [5] and LingPipe 4 modules which provide the
input for the core module. This one uses four databases:
DIRT, Acronyms, Background Knowledge and WordNet.

4

http://www.alias-i.com/lingpipe/
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3.1 Pre-processing

3.1.1 GATE for Romanian

LingPipe: Named entity recognition finds mentions of
named entities in text. For the Romanian TE system we use
GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering).

3.1.2 Romanian FDG parser

Minipar: transforms both the text and the hypothesis
into dependency trees. For Romanian, we transform the
output of a Romanian FDG parser into a Minipar-like
output.
<sentence id="*Oro.1.2.3.1*" user="*create*" date="*2006-1025*">
<word id="*1*" form="*Holul*" lemma="*hol*"
postag="*Ncmsry*" head="*0*" deprel="*ROOT*"
chunk="*Np#1*" />
<word id="*2*" form="*blocului*" lemma="*bloc*"
postag="*Ncmsoy*" head="*0*" deprel="*ROOT*"
chunk="*Np#1*" />
<word id="*3*" form="*mirosea*" lemma="*mirosi*"
postag="*Vmii3s*" head="*0*" deprel="*ROOT*"
chunk="*Vp#1*" />
<word id="*4*" form="*a*" lemma="*a*" postag="*Spsa*"
head="*0*" deprel="*ROOT*" chunk="*PpCc#1,Pp#1*" />
<word id="*5*" form="*varză*" lemma="*varză*"
postag="*Ncfsrn*" head="*0*" deprel="*ROOT*"
chunk="*PpCc#1,Pp#1,Np#2*" />
<word id="*6*" form="*călită*" lemma="*călit*"
postag="*Afpfsrn*" head="*0*" deprel="*ROOT*"
chunk="*PpCc#1,Pp#1,Np#2,Ap#1*" />
<word id="*7*" form="*úi*" lemma="*úi*" postag="*Crssp*"
head="*0*" deprel="*ROOT*" chunk="*PpCc#1*" />
<word id="*8*" form="*a*" lemma="*a*" postag="*Spsa*"
head="*0*" deprel="*ROOT*" chunk="*PpCc#1,Pp#2*" />
<word id="*9*" form="*preúuri*" lemma="*preú*"
postag="*Ncfp-n*" head="*0*" deprel="*ROOT*"
chunk="*PpCc#1,Pp#2,Np#3*" />
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<word id="*10*" form="*vechi*" lemma="*vechi*"
postag="*Afp-p-n*" head="*0*" deprel="*ROOT*"
chunk="*PpCc#1,Pp#2,Np#3,Ap#2*" />
<word id="*11*" form="*.*" lemma="*.*" postag="*punct*"
head="*0*" deprel="*punct*" chunk="" />
</sentence>

Table 1: Romanian FDG parser output
The output of our FDG parser is quite different from the
MINIPAR output and also its quality is still low. Therefore,
in order to test on Romanian the English Textual
Entailment system built for the RTE3 competition this year,
we translated to Romanian a total of 200 trees
corresponding to 100 T-H pairs. The ouput was similar to
that given by Minipar:
>(
E0 (()
fin C
*
)
1 (Placebo ~ N 2 s (gov colabora))
2 (colaborase colabora V E0 i (gov fin))
E2 (() placebo N 2 subj (gov colabora) (antecedent 1))
3 (cu ~ Prep 2 mod (gov colabora))
4 (Marilyn ~ U 5 lex-mod (gov Marilyn Manson))
5 (Manson Marilyn Manson N 3 pcomp-n (gov cu))
6 (. ~ U * punc)
)

Table 2: Romanian Minipar output
The results obtained in this way on Romanian with an
accuracy value of 67% were comparable with those
obtained by the English system in the RTE3 competition
(69.13%).

3.2 Main module

DIRT 5 (Discovery of Inference Rules from Text) is
both an algorithm and a resulting knowledge collection
created by Lin and Pantel at the University of Alberta.
Since the Romanian FDG parser’s precision is still
quite low, we could not obtain a DIRT-like paraphrase
collection for Romanian. Instead, we built such a collection
using the algorithm presented in [7]. The basic idea of the
algorithm uses the concept of Named Entity in finding
equivalent expressions. Named Entities used include names
of persons, organizations, locations and numeric
expressions. The applied definition is an extension of
Harris’ distributional hypothesis, according to which two
fragments of text containing the same Named Entities are
equivalent in meaning. The probability degree of this
statement increases proportionally to the number of Named
Entities which the two texts share in common.
The acronyms’ database helps our program in finding
relations between the acronym and its meaning: “US United States”. For Romanian, we automatically extracted

a list of acromyms from a collection of Romanian
newspaper articles from economics and politics. A list of
acronyms
for Romanian, including the domains of
economics,
politics
etc.
can
be
found
at
http://www.abbreviations.com/acronyms/ROMANIAN.
The Background Knowledge for the named entities and
for numbers was built semi-automatically from the
hypothesis without correspondence in the text. For these
NEs, we used the same module like in [13] but with a
language set of Romanian to extract from Romanian
Wikipedia 6 a file with snippets with information related to
them.
The results in Romanian are incomplete, since the
number of articles in the Romanian Wikipedia is lower.
Therefore, when the search results in Romanian are empty,
we use the English Background Knowledge.
Bucharest [in] Romania
American [in] America
America [is] United States of America
II [is] February
Chinese [in] China
Table 3: Background Knowledge

Subsequently, we use this file with snippets and some
previously set Romanian patterns of relations between NEs,
with the goal to identify a known relation between the NE
for which we have a problem and another NE. These
Romanian patterns have the same format as patterns used
for English and we also add specific rules for Romanian.
The patterns come from definition rules, used in a Question
Answering system to extract definitions. In order to reduce
the search space and the complexity of rules, the latter have
been categorized in six types:
1. “Is” Definitions containing the verb “este” (En: is):
Example: “Prescurtare pentru Hyper Text Mark Up
Language, HTML este tot un protocol folosit de World
Wide Web.” (En: Abbreviation for Hyper Text Mark Up
Language, HTML is also a protocol used by World Wide
Web).
2.

Specific Verbs Definitions containing verbs, different
by “este” (En: is). The verbs identified for Romanian
are “indica” (En: denote), “arăta” (En: show),
“preciza” (En: state), “reprezenta” (En: represent),
“defini” (En: define), “specifica” (En: specify),
“consta” (En: consist), “fixa” (En: name), “permite”
(En: permit).

Example: “Poúta electronică reprezintă transmisia
mesajelor prin intermediul unor reĠele electronice.” (En:

5

http://aclweb.org/aclwiki/index.php?title=DIRT_Paraphrase_Col
lection

6

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
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Electronic mail represents sending messages through
electronic networks).
3.

Punctuation Definitions which use punctuation signs
like the dash “-” or brackets “()”.

Example: “Bit – prescurtarea pentru binary digit” (En: Bit
– shortcut for binary digit)
4.

Layout Definitions that can be deduced by the layout:
they can be included in tables when the defined term
and the definition are in separate cells or when the
defining term is a heading and the definition is the next
sentence.

Ro:
Organizare
a datelor

Cel mai simplu mod de organizare este
cel secvenĠial.

En:
Data
organizing
5.

The simplest method is the sequential
one.

Anaphoric definitions, when the defining term is
expressed in a precedent sentence and it is only
referred in the definition, usually pronoun references.

Example: “…definirii conceptului de baze de date. Acesta
descrie metode de modelare ale problemelor reale în
scopul definirii unor structuri care să elimine redundanĠele
în stocarea datelor.” (En: …defining the database concept.
It describes methods of modeling real problems in order to
define structures which eliminate redundancy in data
collecting.)
6.

Other definitions, which cannot be included in any of
the previous categories. In this category are
constructions which do not use verbs as the
introducing term, but a specific construction, such as
“i.e.”.

Example: “triunghi echilateral, adică cu toate laturile
egale” (En: equilateral triangle i.e. having all sides equal).
If such a relation is found, we save it to an output file.
Usually, not all relations are correct, but those that are will
help us at the next run.
Our patterns identify two kinds of relations between
words:
x “is”, when the module extracts information using the
grammar rules presented above;
“in” when information extracted with rules contain
also specific words which characterize the including:
in, part of, included, region of, etc.
In this case, the local fitness for the node is set to the
maximum value for the [is]-type relations, and it receives
some penalties for the [in]-type relation.
eXtended WordNet: Nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs
are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets), each
x

10

expressing a distinct concept. For the Romanian TE
system, we used the Romanian WordNet.
Romanian WordNet:
Due to the general concern of several lexicographers,
according to whom translating the PrincetonWordNet
synsets would not result in a semantic dictionary
representative for the target language, in [10] was adopted
a language centric approach (as opposed to a simpler
method based on the translation of the literals in the
Princeton WordNet), relying on reference lexicographic
resources: the Explanatory Dictionary of Romanian, The
Dictionary of Synonyms, as well as an in-house RomanianEnglish dictionary.
Semantic variability rules: negations and context terms
The semantic variability rules for the English TE system
included rules for negation given by specific terms like
“no”, “never”, “don’t” etc., use of modal verbs in their
conditional form or use of verbs in their infinitive form.
Other rules target the influence of context positive words –
that stress upon the meaning of the verb and context
negative words – that diminish the meaning of the verb and
introduce uncertainty. For the Romanian version of the TE
system, we identified negation rules and context
influencing words and introduced similar rules.
For negation, we consider one of the following words
(pure form of negation or a modal verb in indicative or
conditional form): “nu”, “poate”. Subjunctives are
identified by the fact that they are preceded by the particle
“să”. In this case, if the subjunctive is preceded by a word
like “permite, impune, indica, propune” or their synonyms,
adjectives like “necesar”, “obligatoriu”, “liber” or their
synonyms, or nouns like “încercare”, “posibilitate”,
“opĠiune” and their synonyms, the meaning becomes
positive. For the context influencing words, we built, as for
the English system, two lists, one containing words like
“sigur”, “absolut”, “categoric”, “cert”, “precis”,
“inevitabil”, “infailibil” for context stressing words and
“probabil”, “posibil”, “fezabil”, “realizabil”, “practicabil”
– for context diminishing words.

3.3 Fitness calculation

The main idea is to see where we find the keywords from
the hypothesis in the text. The keywords represent the
words from sentences without Romanian stop words. The
first step after eliminating the stop words consists in
expanding the keywords from the hypothesis using the
following resources: WordNet, Acronyms database, and
Background Knowledge.
For example, for the hypothesis:
H: Ernest Hemingway, faimos romancier, nuvelist,
realizator de povestiri American, a trăit între anii 1899 úi
1961. (Ernest Hemingway, a famous American novelist and
short story writer lived between 1899 and 1961.)
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After eliminating the stop words, we obtain the following
list of keywords, which contains the lemmas of the words
in the hypothesis:
{Ernest Hemingway, faimos, romancier, nuvelist,
realizator, povestire, American, trăi, an, 1899, 1961}
This list is then expanded using Romanian WordNet,
resulting in the following:
{Ernest Hemingway, {faimos, celebru, excelent},
{romancier, scriitor}, nuvelist, {realizator, producător,
creator, participant}, {povestire, mit, parabolă, naraĠiune},
American, {trăi, exista, vieĠui}, an, 1899, 1961}
In what follows, the expanded list is enlarged by using
the Background Knowledge. In the BK, we find American
[in] America and we replace American with the list
{American, America}.
Lastly, using the acronyms collection, we further
expand the list of terms for America with US and USA.
Eventually, the complete list is: {Ernest Hemingway,
{faimos, celebru, excelent}, {romancier, scriitor}, nuvelist,
{realizator, producător, creator, participant, autor},
{povestire, mit, parabolă, naraĠiune}, {American, America,
US, USA}, {trăi, exista, vieĠui}, an, 1899, 1961}.
The role of “text” for our entailment system is played
by a retrieved snippet of text: “Ernest Hemingway (n.21
iulie 1899 - d.2 iulie 1961), faimos romancier, nuvelist,
realizator de povestiri (short stories în limba engleză),
reporter de război, laureat al Premiului Pulitzer în 1953,
laureat al Premiului Nobel pentru Literatură în 1954,
probabil cel mai cunoscut autor american în întreaga
lume.”
Using this list, we build a matrix containing the
appearances of words from the hypothesis in the text
without stop words:
No Word
Positions in
Text
1

Ernest Hemingway

2

faimos, celebru, excelent

3

romancier, scriitor

9

4

novelist

10

5

realizator, producător, creator,
participant, autor

6

povestire, mit, parabolă, naraĠiune

12

7

American, America, US, USA

32

8

trăi, exista, vieĠui

-

9

an

-

10

1899

4

11

1961

7

1
8, 30

11, 31

Table 4: Mapping of the Hypothesis to the Text

The formula for calculating the global fitness is the
following:

¦ max
GF

i

1
abs( PositionInText i  PositionInText i 1 )
NumberOfWords

In our case, the output of the formula is:

GF

1

1
1
1 1
1111
00

7
20
28 3
11

5.56
11

0.51

The threshold between pairs with YES and NO entailment
was established using the translated development pairs
from the RTE competition. Its value was established at
0.42. In our case, since 0.51 is greater than 0.42, we decide
entailment for this case.

4. Using the TE system in the QA
competition

The aim in using the TE system as a module in the general
architecture of a QA system is improving the ranking
between possible answers for questions in which the
answer type is PERSON, LOCATION, DATE and
ORGANIZATION.
The idea is to select all relevant named entities from
the extracted snippets for one question and to replace with
them the variables from the patterns associated to the
question. In this way we will obtain more hypotheses for
one text (represented by snippet). For every hypothesis, we
calculate the global fitness and in the end we select the
named entity for which we have the highest value. After
that we compare the highest value from every snippet and
in the end we select the global best value.
For the example given, the global fitness for the
checked snippet is 0.51. In this case, there are two more
snippets:
S1: “Petru Popescu este un romancier, scenarist úi
realizator de filme american de origine română. A emigrat
în Statele Unite ale Americii în anii 1980, unde s-a impus
drept romancier úi autor de scenarii ale unor filme de la
Hollywood.”
S2: “Americanul Ernest Hemingway (1899-1961), autor
de povestiri, nuvelist úi romancier, úi romancierul rus Yuri
Olesha (1899-1976) s-au născut la aceeaúi dată.”

For the first snippet, S1, we have only one possible
answer which is Petru Popescu. Our hypothesis will be:
Petru Popescu, faimos romancier, nuvelist, realizator de
povestiri American, a trăit între anii 1899 úi 1961. Since
in the hypothesis we have the numbers 1899 and 1961
which don’t appear in snippet S1, we use the Named Entity
rule and in this case the global fitness is 0.
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In the second snippet we have two named entities of
type PERSON: Ernest Hemingway and Yuri Olesha. We
obtain two hypotheses:
H2_1: Ernest Hemingway, faimos romancier, nuvelist,
realizator de povestiri American, a trăit între anii 1899 úi
1961.
H2_2: YuriOlesha, faimos romancier, nuvelist, realizator
de povestiri American, a trăit între anii 1899 úi 1961.

The global fitness for pair (H2_1, S2) is 0.47, and for pair
(H2_2, S2) is 0.44. Both are over 0.42, but from this
snippet we select the highest value which is obtained for
Ernest Hemingway.
Eventually,
the possible answers are Ernest
Hemingway with scores 0.51 and 0.47, Yuri Olesha with
global fitness 0.42 and Petru Popescu with score 0. This is
the final ranking obtained by our system.
For the types specified, we built specific patterns
according to the answer type:
LOCATION Where was she born?

She was born in
LOCATION.

DATE

When was the
reorganized edition
of the poem
published?

The reorganized
edition of the poem
was published at
DATE.

ORGANI
ZATION

What computer
software company
headquartered in San
Jose was founded in
1982?

ORGANIZATION,
a computer
software company
headquartered in
San Jose was
founded in 1982.

5. Results

The TE English system has an accuracy level of 69.13%
and for Romanian, the present results have an accuracy
value around 67%. The most important problem we are
confronted with in building the TE Romanian system is
still the lack of sufficient resources, which constitutes the
main reason in the results’ difference.
By adding the TE module in the QA system, for text
fragments, which do not represent coherent statements, the
TE system is useless; however, for complex statements
which express the same idea, but with different actors and
contexts, the difference in chosing the right answer is
clearly obtained with a higher degree of certainty when
using the TE module. At the moment, we only use the TE
system in finding the correct answer for questions which
have answers of the type PERSON and LOCATION. In the
case of these questions, the results show an increase in
accuracy up to 5%.
In the future, we plan to further develop the system in
order to also be able to process questions with answers of
type DATE and ORGANIZATION. Furthermore, we will
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use a Romanian-English translation module in order to be
able to use English resources.
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Abstract
In this paper we present an experiment in information retrieval in
which newspaper articles are looked for, which report on a
particular chosen subject. The subject we are interested in refers
to the attacks that are provoked by national, racial, or religious
hatred and intolerance.
In order to achieve our goal we rely on the exhaustive generalpurpose lexical resources already developed for Serbian and on
tools in the form of local grammars that have been developed
particularly for the purpose of this experiment.
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1. Introduction

More than ten years ago, during the presentation of his
book Jezik od mira do rata (Language from Peace to
War)1, the distinguished Belgrade linguist, Ranko
Bugarski, publicly challenged Dusko Vitas, asking him
whether it would be possible to design a program which
could “ring a bell” that announces an approaching war, by
analyzing the language used in newspapers, and media in
general. In this paper we will try to offer an answer to this
question. However, as much as we are interested in the
problem of “the language of war” (Vitas, Krstev 2001), we
will rather focus on the usage of language resources and
the tools in text processing that can eventually offer an
answer to the posed problem. The question that we will try
to answer is also slightly different: in this experiment our
main focus will not be the “language of hatred” promoted
sometimes by the media, but rather some negative events
reported by the media that can lead, when frequently
occurring, to the escalation of violence. The events we are
looking for could be broadly described as “attacks on a
national, or ethnic, basis.” In particular, we are interested
more in news that reports this kind of event, and less in the
news, which gives reactions, or talks about indictments,
trials, etc.
Our aim is to build a system that would recognize,
among the news, that which is covering an analyzed topic.
In order to do that our system tags the analyzed text with
1

Ranko Bugarski, Jezik od mira do rata, Beogradski krug,
Beograd, 1994.
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the various components, which the news is comprised of.
The recognized components can individually, or more
likely in conjunction with each other, recognize the news
that we are looking for.

2. Used Resources

In order to perform our experiment we have used various
language resources, some of which have been developed
for the purpose of this experiment, while others represent
general-purpose resources that we and our natural language
processing group have been developing for many years at
the Faculty of Mathematics.

2.1 The Corpus

The news we are interested in reports about various
assaults on a national or ethnic basis. In order to investigate
the language of such reports we have collected a corpus of
768 short news articles from printed media that were
published in Serbia during the years 2005 (510 articles)
and 2006 (258 articles). These articles were collected from
the official web sites of 22 different daily and weekly
newspapers. The size of the 2005 sub-corpus is 137,000
running words and the size of the 2006 sub-corpus is
67,000 running words. All these articles were beforehand
indexed by anonymous human indexers and they were
chosen for our corpus on the basis of the thus produced
index. We have decided to use the 2006 sub-corpus as the
training corpus for modeling the various components of the
system that we will presently describe. The 2005 subcorpus is the evaluation corpus, which will be used in later
stages of the experiment.

2.2 Morphological Electronic Dictionaries

A morphological electronic dictionary represents a list of
simple word forms, that is, the strings of alphabetic
characters between two separators, which can be realized in
a text, accompanied by the corresponding normalized form
(usually called a lemma) and a list of the values of the
grammatical categories that point the possible relation
between the lemma and the simple word form. For
instance, one line in such a dictionary for Serbian is:
komarcima,komarac.N+Zool:mp3v:mp6v:mp7v
which states that the lemma komarac ‘mosquito’, and the
list of codes N+Zool:mp3v:mp6v:mp7v, correspond to the
simple form komarcima. The list of codes
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N+Zool:mp3v:mp6v:mp7v describe komarcima as a noun
(N), of masculine gender (m), marked as animate (v), in the
dative, instrumental or locative case (3,6,7), and plural (p).
The Serbian tag-set used in e-dictionaries is explained in
(Krstev et al. 2006). The marks following the plus sign
additionally specify its syntactic and semantic features
(Zool stands for zoological in the given example). This
format of morphological dictionaries is known as the
LADL format (Courtois & Silberztein1990).
Compounds, as defined in Silberztein (1993), are
similar to simple words, except that they can contain
separators (characters that are usually regarded as nonalphabetic). The constituent parts of these compounds are
usually simple word forms of the language, as in vešmašina ‘washing machine’ but they need not be, as, for
instance, in naliv-pero ‘fountain pen’, naliv is not a simple
word of the language. In either case, the morphological
dictionary of compound word forms lists all of the word
forms for every compound together with their grammatical
categories. One line from such a dictionary in Serbian is:
belim lukom,beli luk.NC+Bot:ms6q
This states that the lemma beli luk ‘garlic’ and the list of
codes NC+Bot:ms6q correspond to the simple form belim
lukom. The list of codes NC+Bot:ms6q describe belim
lukom as a compound noun (N), of masculine gender (m),
marked as inanimate (q), in the instrumental case (2), and
singular (p).
The present size of the morphological electronic
dictionary of simple and compound Serbian words is given
in Table 1. It can be seen from the table that the production
of dictionaries of compounds are still in their initial phases.
Table 1: The Size of Serbian Morphological E-Dictionaries in
July, 2007
Simple words
General lexica
Geographic Names

Lemmas
84,000
4,100

Forms
1,160,000
41,000

Personal Names
Compounds
General Lexica
Geographic Names

26,000
Lemmas
1,900
290

155,000
Forms
27,000
3,100

Semantic markers that are added to almost all the lemmas
in our morphological dictionaries are very important for
performing our experiment. Semantic markers, such as
+Hum (human), +Zool (zoological), +Bot (botanic), +Conc
(concrete), etc., characterize the lemmas in the dictionary
of the general lexica. Lemmas in specialized dictionaries
are accompanied by a richer set of semantic markers. For
example, the most frequently used semantic markers in the
dictionary of geographic names, are:
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Top (toponym)
Beograd,N+Top
Hum (human)
Beograÿanin,N+Hum
XX (ISO country code) Beograd,N+RS
NProp (proper name) Beograd,N+NProp
Inh (inhabitant)
Grk,N+Hum+Inh Greak
Dr (country)
Francuska,N+Dr
Gr (city)
Sofija,N+Top+Gr+BG
Oro (mountain)
Rila,N+Oro +BG Rila
Hyd (water)
Dunav,N+Hyd
Reg (region)
Saseks,N+Top+Reg+UK

Belgrade
Belgradian

France
Sofia
Danube
Sasex

One entry in the morphological dictionary of word forms of
the simple geografic names is:
Turke,Turÿin.N+NProp+Hum+Inh+TR:mp4v
The same semantic markers are used in the dictionary of
compound geographic names, which is illustrated by the
following entry:
Dar es Salama,Dar es Salam.NC+C+NProp+Top+Gr+TZ:s2qm
Dictionaries of personal names use a different set of
semantic markers. Besides general markers +NProp, +Hum,
and an ISO country code, these dictionaries also use:
First (first name)
Ivo,N+NProp+Hum+First+RS
Last (surname)
Andriü,N+NProp+Hum+Last+RS
Nick (nick name)
Tito,N+NProp+Hum+Nick
Val= (name in original)
Olbrajt,…+Last+EN+Val=Albright
Norm= (normalized transcription)
Eugenija,...+EN+Val=Eugenie+Norm=Juženi
Markers +Val= and +Norm= are used only for foreign names
that are transcribed in Serbian. In that case, the +Val marker
has the value of the original writing while the +Norm
marker has the value of normalized transcription. This is
because, in many cases, various transcriptions not approved
by the orthography are in regular use.

2.3 Recognition of Personal Names

When recognizing Serbian personal names, additional
syntactic conditions have to be taken into consideration:
surnames in front of the first names are never inflected, and
surnames of females do not inflect after the first names
either:
Iviü ZoranU, Iviü Zoran. NPROP:Nsm
ZoranU IviüU, Zoran Iviü NPROP:Nsm
Iviü JelenI, Iviü Jelena. NPROP:Nsf
JelenI Iviü, Jelena Iviü NPROP:Nsf
The additional agreement conditions are necessary when
one last name is connected to two or more persons of
different sexes:
Jeleni i Zoranu IviüU (agree with Zoranu)
Zoranu i Jeleni Iviü (agree with Jeleni)
Using grammatical information on gender and semantic
markers of names, +First and +Last can test these
agreement conditions. The complex set of transducers has
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been developed, which recognizes (with high precision)
personal names written in various manners and assigns to
them correct morphosyntactic codes, as well as semantic
markers. Additionally, transducers have also been
developed that recognize the functions or roles that persons
mentioned in a text perform, as well as some other
designations, such as nationality or ethnicity. The
construction of these transducers and the obtained results
are described in (Krstev 2005). Some results obtained by
applying these graphs on our corpus are:
Na fasadi te ustanove, i to njenom delu koji je okrenut
prema banjskoj romskoj mahali, neko je napisao grafit
u kome se najgrubljim jezikom vreÿa Nebojša
Silistareviü, odbornik u SO Vranje i jedan od
najpoznatijih romskih aktivista na jugu Srbije.
“On the front wall of that institution, that is, on its part that
looks toward the Rom quarter, somebody wrote [a piece of]
graffiti, which by using the most insulting language offends
Nebojsa Slistarevic, the councilman of the city council Vranje
and one of the most prominent Rom activists in the south of
Serbia.”

Prema saopštenju Romske partije iz Novog Sada, u
prošlu subotu oko pola noüi došlo je do incidenta u
kome je pretuþena Romkinja Milena Petroviü, koju su
huligani pre toga vreÿali na nacionalnoj osnovi…
“According to the announcement of the Rom party from Novi
Sad, last Saturday, around midnight, the incident happened in
which Rom Milena Petrovic was beaten, and who was before
that offended by hooligans on the national basis…”

2.4 Recognition of Temporal Expressions

For the purpose of various earlier projects (Gucul et al.
2007)2 we have developed sets of graphs that recognize
some kinds of temporal expressions. Recognized are the
dates and time expressions, which are written in various
formats and, possibly, modified by some adverbs. The
graphs recognize expressions, designating some particular
moment on the time axis, like jutros u dva þasa i 10 minuta
‘this morning at two o’clock and 10 minutes’ or some time
periods like od 17. decembra 1998. godine do danas ‘from
December 17th, 1998 until today.’ The expressions
recognized include a wide range of formats, starting from
very formal and precise ones, like 07/05/1991, to very
informal writing where certain elements are missing, as
2

For lexical recognition by dictionaries and transducers, we have
used the appropriate programming environments: Unitex
(http://www-igm.univ-mlv.fr/~unitex/)
and
NooJ
(http://www.nooj4nlp.net). The produced transducers are not the
same and cannot always be automatically transformed from one
representation to another. However, all general resources,
dictionaries and transducers, can be used with both systems.
The graphs developed especially for our experiment use the
Unitex system.

they are implied or informally stated, take for instance
petak, 26. marta ‘on Friday, March 26th’ and 6.maja ove
godine ‘The 6th May this year.’ Some frequently used
adverbs, like sinoü ‘yesterday evening’ and jutros ‘this
morning,’ that more precisely define the date or time, are
recognized as a part of a temporal expression, e.g. 16.
oktobra uveþe ‘the evening of October 16th.’ Two
examples obtained by applying these graphs to our corpus
illustrate our approach:
Sud je utvrdio da je Prica neutvrÿenog dana izmeÿu 25.
oktobra i 3. novembra 2005. godine na jednoj zgradi u
Pasterovoj ulici u Novom Sadu autolakom crvene boje
pisao šovinistiþke grafite.
“The court has established that Prica has written on an
unknown day between 25th October and 3rd November 2005,
on Paster street in Novi Sad, chauvinistic graffiti with red car
paint.”

Niška policijska uprava je saopštila da su preksinoü oko
23,45 þasova Željko C. (1985) i Saša Ĉ. (1987), obojica
iz Pirota, "urinirali na zidove" Islam-agine džamije u
centru grada.
“The police department from Niš has announced that in the
evening, the day before yesterday, around 23:45 Željko C.
(1985) and Saša D. (1987), both from Pirot, had “urinated on
the walls” of The Islam-aga mosque in the city center.”

3. Recognition of News

The analysis of the news in the compiled corpus showed
that the news we are interested in has the following general
structure:
Who has When and Where Done What to Whom or to What
The example of such a statement extracted from our corpus
is:
Desetak skinhedsa preksinoü maltretirali i tukli romske
mladiüe na stanici u Ripnju.
“Around ten skinheads (Who) last night (When) bullied and
beat (Done What) boys belonging to the Rom ethnic group (to
Whom) at a station in Ripanj (Where).”

The analysis also showed that some of these components
are more or less free in structure, like When, Where, and, to
some extent, to Whom. In this sense, the general structure
of such phrases can be used in language and can generally
be applied here as well. Other components, such as Who,
Done What and to What, have a more specific structure. The
situation can best be represented by differences in the
structure of the components “Who” and “to Whom.” Both
represent individuals or a group of individuals that are
subject or object, respectively, to a certain action. Namely,
while to Whom, besides representing some structure
specific to the investigation (for instance, romski mladiüi
‘the Rom boys’ in the above example), it can also represent
some other human designation found in written texts (for
instance, by first name and surname like in the following
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example).The Who component, in most cases, uses specific
structure only, since the agents of these actions tend to
remain unknown:
Huligani su, kako "Blic" saznaje, lakše povredili Žikicu
Petroviüa…

In order to achieve this we have produced, step by step, the
complex graph presented in Figure 1.
While producing this graph we have taken into
consideration the following:

“The hooligans (Who) have hurt slightly (Done What), as
‘Blic’ finds out, Žikica Petroviü… (to Whom).”

 We have incorporated in the graph all the synonyms
that are used in printed news for grafit ‘graffiti’: natpis,
parola, poruka.

Our preliminary analysis shows that it is rarely possible to
recognize precisely this type of news through one
component only. Moreover, all the necessary information is
not limited to one sentence either. For instance, the above
example does not contain a trigger that would classify this
attack among the attacks on a national basis. The previous
sentence of this news states however that the attack
happened in the Rom settlement, which, in conjunction
with other components of the news, can correctly be
classified as a piece of news of a sought type.

 We have represented as a separate sub-graph
(PridevGrafit.grf) the list of adjectives that distinguish a
particular piece of graffiti, as one that promotes ethnic
intolerance. This list contains, not only explicit adjectives
such as nacionalistiþki ‘nationalistic’ antisemitski ‘antiSemitic,’ but also more general ones such as besraman
‘shameless’ and uvredljiv ‘insulting’, and even those that
we could treat as euphemistic, for instance sporan
‘controversial.’

In order to model these components we use our
comprehensive e-dictionaries and local grammar in the
form of the finite-state automata, which we have described
in the previous section. More specifically, we are using
local grammar for the recognition of personal names
(Krstev et al, 2005) (for the to Whom component) and for
the recognition of temporal expressions (Gucul et al, 2007)
(for the When component). For the other components of our
recognition system we have developed specific local
grammars that depend heavily on our e-dictionaries of
Serbian and various semantic markers attached to lemmas.
For the construction of these local grammars we were
inspired by the pioneer work of Maurice Gross (Gross
1998). These local grammars will be presented in the
following subsections.

3.1 What has been written?

Attacks on nationality, or ethnicity, are often performed by
writing offensive graffiti. That is why we have first
concentrated on the modeling of this type of action (the
component What of this sub-type of news). As our aim is to
recognize, as precisely as possible, the components of news
we are looking for, we are not looking for all kinds of
graffiti, but only for those that potentially convey national
or ethnic intolerance. For instance, in the following
example extracted from the general newspaper corpus the
graffiti itself can be ambiguous, but does not inspire hatred:
Kao moto filma uzet je jedan od grafita sa beogradskih
fasada (Veüi smo od ovog grada), koji je kako kaže
autor, dvosmislen, ali na svoj naþin dovoljno govori
sam za sebe.
“As a film motto one [piece] of graffiti from the Belgrade
front walls was taken (We are bigger than this city), which is,
according to the author, ambiguous, but in its own way speaks
for itself.”
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 We
have
developed
another
sub-graph
(GrafitNatpis.grf), which by recognizing the content of the
graffiti classifies it as one that spreads nationalistic or
ethnic hatred. Writers of this kind of graffiti reiterate
themselves frequently by writing the same messages like
Ovo je Srbija ‘This is Serbia,’ Manjine napolje ‘Minorities
out,’ Smrt Maÿarima ‘Death to Hungarians.’ Of course, the
content of all graffiti cannot be modeled, since too many
arise as a consequence of a certain particular event3.
 Besides by the use of an adjective or by the content
itself, a piece of graffiti can be recognized by some more
elaborate designation, for instance natpis koji je uvredljiv
za manjinski narod ‘an inscription that is offensive to
minorities.’ The special paths in the graph Grafiti.grf have
been established for this kind of specification.
 Finally, there are some special inscriptions that do not
fall into the above-mentioned broader categories, but which
repeat frequently in the investigated context, and therefore
deserve to be included in the model. The most prominent is
the case of natpis sa nacrtanim kukastim krstom ‘an
inscription with a drawn swastika’ and its variations.
All of the mentioned graphs and sub-graphs use particular
lexical patterns, for instance, the noun mržnja hatred’ or
adjectives such as meÿuetniþki ‘inter-ethnical’, more
general patterns, like an adjective that designates the
human language (<A+Lng>), a relational adjective that is
derived from the name of the country (<A+PosQ+Dr>), a
proper name that represents the inhabitant of a country, a
city or a region, or a member of a certain ethnic group
(<N+NProp+Hum+Inh>). For instance, the path “<smrt>
<N+NProp+Hum+Inh>” in the sub-graph GrafitNatpis.grf has
retrieved the following instances from our corpus: Smrt
3

Many of these pieces of “original” graffiti are so abusive that we
cannot cite them, not even for the sake of this scientific paper.
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Hrvatima ‘Death to Croats,’ Smrt Srbima ‘Death to
Serbians,’ Smrt Maÿarima ‘Death to Hungarians,’ Smrt
Maÿarþinama ‘Death to Hungarians (derogatory)’.
Some graffiti extracted from our corpus through the
graph Grafiti.grf are:
1.grafiti s antisrpskim i antidržavnim porukama na maÿarskom
2. grafit uperen protiv nacionalnih manjina
3. grafiti s nacionalistiþko-šovinistiþkim porukama
4. nacionalistiþko-šovinistiþke poruke mržnje
5. uvredljive nacionalistiþke,, rasistiþke i antisemitske parole
6. grafit "Srbija Srbima"
7. idi kuüi u Maÿarsku
1.Graffiti with anti-Serbian and anti-state messages in
Hungarian
2. Graffiti directed against national minorities
3. Graffiti with nationalistic and chauvinistic messages
4. Nationalistic and chauvinistic messages of hatred
5. Insulting nationalistic, racist and anti-Semitic messages
6. Graffiti, “Serbia for Serbians”
7. Go home to Hungary

3.2 Who Has Done It?

In order to model the other important components of the
news (Who), we have followed a similar approach that we
have used for the graffiti components. As we are trying to
identify the news that reports certain attacks for the first
time, the perpetrators are still unknown. Thus usually no
given name is used in a report. In a step-by-step approach
in building the graph Ko.grf we have taken into
consideration the following:
 The main lemma that lexicalizes the attacker is
poþinilac ‘committer.’ Sometimes more precise terms are
used, like skinhed ‘skinhead’ or stronger terms such as
vandal ‘vandal’ or huligan ‘hooligan.’ In certain cases,
however, quite neutral terms are used, for instance lice
‘person’ or maloletnik ‘minor young man.’ It is interesting
to note that these kinds of attacks are rarely performed by
only one person, so these lemmas are almost always used in
plural. Another interesting point is that there always seems
to be news reports about mladiüi ‘young men,’ muškarci
‘men,’ and napadaþi ‘attackers’ who have done this or that
kind of an attack on the national basis, but almost never (or
rarely) about devojke ‘young women,’ žene ‘women,’ or
napadaþice ‘women attackers’ doing the same thing.
 The nouns designating the attackers are often modified
by an adjective. These adjectives state that the attackers are
unknown (nepoznati ‘unknown’ or neidentifikovan
‘unidentified’), the condition in which attackers were
(pijan ‘drunk’ or naoružan ‘armed’), and sometimes their
nationality.
 Since the attackers often act in a group, it is either
stated explicitly – grupa mladiüa ‘a group of young men’–
or by some kind of a determiner, such as, nekoliko
‘several,’ þetiri ‘four,’ or desetak ‘around ten.’

 Some adverbs are optionally inserted into the phrase
designating the Who component – the most frequent being
zasad ‘for the time being’ – and they are recognized as a
part of it.
The Ko.grf graph, like Grafiti.grf graph, is based both on the
usage of particular lemmas and the usage of more general
lexical patterns. Some lexical patterns used in this graph
are <NUM> for cardinal numerals (pet ‘five’), <N+NumN>
for
numeral
nouns
(trojica
‘three
men’),
<N+NProp+Hum+Inh> for members of certain ethnic groups
(Srbi ‘Serbians’), <A+PosQ+Dr> for relational adjectives
derived from the names of the countries (albanski
‘Albanian’). Some occurrences designating the attackers
extracted from our corpus through the graph Ko.grf are:
1. 26 neidentifikovanih Albanaca
2. grupa Srba
3. napadaþa naoružanih gvozdenim šipkama
4. tri N. N. lica
5. þetvorica, za sada nepoznatih muškaraca,
6. navijaþi najverovatnije u alkoholisanom stanju
1 26 unidentified Albanians
2. A group of Serbians
3. Attackers armed with iron bars
4. Three N.N. persons
5. Four unknown men (for now)
6. Football fans most probably affected by alcohol

3.3 What Has Been Done?

When considering what has been done in order to classify
an attack as an attack on a nationalistic or ethnic basis,
there are basically two possibilites: attacks against one or
more people or attacks against property. These two types
of the attacks are caracterized in most cases by different
verbs. Those verbs in most cases are rather general in
nature, so a verb alone can rarely be significant enough for
our puroposes. We have thus decided to construct graphs
that would recognize the action (represented by certain
verbs or verbal nouns) and the people or property against
which the attack had been undertaken, while being aware at
the same time that this will reduce the recall of retrieval.
We will first consider the attacks against people, for
which the graph UraditiNekome.grf was designed.
 The most frequently used verbs to describe hostile
action against people are: napasti ‘to attack,’ tuüi ‘to beat,’
maltretirati ‘to mistreat,’ vreÿati ‘to insult,’ pretiti ‘to
threaten.’ For some verbs it is necessary to include the
recognition of compelements, since the whole phrase is
frozen and conveys a special meaning, such as in the case
of naneti telesne povrede ‘to inflict bodily harm.’
 The people that are attacked can be designated by their
full name (Elvisa Ramadanija), by their initials (V.T.), or
by their first name and the initial of their surname (Vlada
I.). On the other hand, the report can talk about them in
more general terms, in which case their nationality is
usually mentioned. Therein, reports talk about an attacked
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Romkinja ‘a woman of Rom nationality’ or pripadnik
srpske nacionalnost ‘a person of Serbian nationality.’
Like previous graphs, the graph UraditiNekome.grf also uses
both specific lemmas and more general lexical patterns.
Besides the previously described graphs and lexical
patterns,
this
graph
also
uses
the
pattern
<N+NProp+Top+gr> for city names, like vreÿanje graÿana
Kosovske Mitrovice ‘insulting the citizens of Kosovska
Mitrovica’. This graph also uses the sub-graph
Im_Prez_FM_all.grf that recognizes both male and female
full names in text, on the basis of the e-dictionary of
personal names (see section 2.3). Some occurrences
extracted from our corpus by graph UraditiNekome.grf are:
1. batinanje muškaraca
2. (je) Mileni P. naneo telesne povrede
3. maltretirala trojicu Albanaca
4. napadnut mladiü maÿarske nacionalnosti D. T.
5. napali imama
6. pretuþena Romkinja Milena Petroviü
7. vreÿajuüi Maÿare, Hrvate, Rome i Jevreje
1. The clubbing of men
2. Inflicted Mileni P. bodily harm
3. […have] bullied three Albanians
4. a young man of Hungarian nationality D.T. […was] attacked
5. (they) attacked imam
6. […was] beat the Rom woman Milena Petrovic
7. [while] insulting Hungarians, Croatians, Rom and Jews

Modeling attacks against someone's property is quite
difficult, since both the attacked property and the means of
the attack can be various in nature. For instance, in our
sample corpus we have found the following report on the
attack towards a rock-band: Grupa izgrednika je
oštetila ozvuþenje, miksetu i deo rasvete… ‘The group of
trouble-makers have damaged the sound system, mikes,
and parts of lighting.’ The means of the attack are also
various: besides the usual stones and rocks, various bottles
are used: vinska flaša ‘a wine bottle,’ pivska flaša ‘a bear
bottle,’ flaša kisele vode ‘a bottle of mineral water,’ etc. A
possible way to solve this problem is to use the very
general lexical pattern <N+Conc> both for the attacked
property and the means of the attack, where the marker
+Conc denotes concrete objects. We think, however, that
this would be too relaxed, and that our graph would
retrieve too much irrelevant information. Finally, we have
decided to develop the sub-graph Cyime.grf, where we
collect the various means of the attacks and which we plan
to constantly enhance.
For this reason, we have decided to model only the
most frequent situations, and those are attacks on sacred
objects, graveyards and public places where lectures or
similar events are held. These activities are usually
expressed with verbs such as razbiti ‘to break,’ oštetiti ‘to
damage,’ oskrnaviti ‘desecrate,’ uništiti ‘to demolish.’
Some occurrences extracted from our corpus through the
graph UraditiNecyemu.grh are:
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1. kamenovali ulazna vrata u katoliþku crkvu
2. ošteüeni unikatni vitraži
3. provalili su u pravoslavni hram
4. razbila je tri prozora na tom verskom objektu
5. srušeno devet nadgrobnih ploþa
1. (they) stoned the entrance door of the catholic church
2. the unique stained glass (was) damaged
3. (they) broke into the orthodox temple
4. (they) have broken three windows on that sacred object
5. nine grave stones (were) demolished

4. Results

The main objective of our approach is to use both the
general-purpose lexical resources and the special graphs
described in the previous sections to tag the characteristic
components of the news with appropriate XML tags. The
result of such tagging is illustrated by two short pieces of
news that had not been in the training corpus and were
taken from the daily newspaper “Danas” dated the 14th of
November, 2006:
<head><DoneWhat>Razbijeni prozori na rimokatoliþkoj
crkvi</DoneWhat> u <Where>Kaüu</Where><-head>
<head><Where>Novi Sad</Where></head>
<seg><When>U noüi izmeÿu 10. i 11. novembra</When>
<Who>nepoznata osoba</Who> <DoneWhat>grumenjem zemlje razbila
je tri prozora na rimokatoliþkoj crkvi</DoneWhat> u
<Where>Kaüu</Where>, saopštila je novosadska policija.</seg>
<seg>Policijski službenici rade na pronalaženju poþinilaca ovog nedela.
</seg>
(Broken windows of the Roman Catholic church in Kaü
Novi Sad - The police of Novi Sad has announced that during the night
between 10th a 11th November an unknown person has broken with a
lump three windows of the Roman Catholic church in Kaü. The police
officers work on the retrieval of the committers of this misdeed.)
<head>Kukasti krst u <Where>Futogu</Where></head>
<head><Where>Novi Sad</Where></head>
<seg><When>U noüi izmeÿu 9. i 10. novembra</When> u Ulici Moše
Pijade na dvorišnoj kapiji broja 41 u <Where>Futogu</Where>
<Who>nepoznato lice</Who> napisalo je <Graffiti>uvredljiv
tekst</Graffiti> i <DoneWhat>nacrtalo kukasti krst</DoneWhat>.</seg>
<seg>Time je, kako je saopštila policija, izvršeno delo izazivanja
nacionalne, rasne i verske mržnje i netrpeljivosti. </seg>
(Swastika in Futog
Novi Sad - During the night between 9th and 10th November on the
backyard fence in the Moša Pijade street number 41 in Futog the
unknown person has written the offensive text and drawn swastika. The
police has announced that by this was performed the act of national,
racial and religious hatred and intolerance.)

5. Conclusion and Future Work

Although we find our first results very promising we must
stress that our experiment is still in its initial phase: much
still has to be done to enrich and refine our model. In the
future we will improve it using our current training corpus
and newly acquired texts. In order to estimate the
generality of our approach, we will also try to apply our
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model to the news reported in the close enough languages
used in the region.
The next step in our experiment would be to refine our
tagging by adding weight factors to the recognized news
components. For instance, the component Graffiti could be
ranked as follows: neutral (for instance, the occurrence of
graffiti ‘graffiti’), less neutral (parola uvredljive sadržine
‘a sign with offensive content’), and explicit (for instance,
Srbe na vrbe ‘Serbians [to be hanged] on willows’). These
weight measures could then be used to compute the overall
importance of the news. This in turn, would correspond to
the probability that the news actually reports about the
events we are looking for. After that, the appropriate
precision and recall analyses on the evaluation corpus can
be performed.
Finally, we would like to stress that although we are
primarily interested in developing the computational model
of some specific linguistic phenomena, we would welcome
its more practical use in some sociological and/or political
research, as has been previously done in other fields of
interest (Roux et al. 2006).
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Figure 1. The graph for the recognition of graffiti with the contenct that inspires national, racial or religious intolerance
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Here we apply it to a pair of closely-related SouthSlavonic languages – Bulgarian and Macedonian –
which is of particular interest for a variety of reasons:
historical, political, and linguistic2 .
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows:
Section 2 introduces the method giving a detailed description of its ﬁve steps, section 3 describes the experiments and presents the results of the evaluation,
section 4 points to some related work, and section 5
concludes with possible directions for future work.

Abstract
The paper presents a novel approach for automatic translation lexicon extraction from a parallel sentence-aligned corpus. This is a ﬁve-step
process, which includes cognate extraction, word
alignment, phrase extraction, statistical phrase
ﬁltering, and linguistic phrase ﬁltering. Unlike
other approaches whose objective is to extract
word or phrase pairs to be used in machine translation, we try to induce meaningful linguistic
units (pairs of words or phrases) that could potentially be included as entries in a bilingual dictionary. Structural and content analysis of the
extracted phrases of length up to seven words
shows that over 90% of them are correctly translated, which suggests that this is a very promising approach.

2

Method

In our approach, the process of construction of a bilingual lexicon consists of the following ﬁve steps:
1. Cognate extraction.

Keywords

2. Word alignments.

Lexicons, parallel corpora, machine translation, word alignments, lexicography, cognates, competitive linking, longest common subsequence ratio.

3. Phrases extraction.
4. Statistical phrase ﬁltering.

1

Introduction

5. Linguistic phrase ﬁltering.

In the present paper, we describe a novel approach for
automatic translation lexicon extraction from a parallel sentence-aligned corpus, trying to induce meaningful linguistic units – pairs of words or phrases – that
could potentially be included as entries in a bilingual
dictionary.
The method is relatively language-pair independent1 ; it does not require sophisticated linguistic analysis, which makes it particularly suitable for languages
with scarce resources, for which using large corpora reﬂecting contemporary language usage is the ultimate
way to go.
1

Each step is explained in detail below.

2.1

Step 1: Cognate Extraction

Since our training corpus is relatively small, we extracted and used potential cognates in order to bias
the training of the IBM word alignment models (see
below).
Traditional linguistics deﬁnes cognates as words derived from a common root [4]. Following previous
2

Given a pair of languages, the method only requires a parallel sentence-aligned corpus for that pair as well as languagespeciﬁc lists of stopwords for the two languages.

There is a heated linguistic (and political) debate about
whether Macedonian represents a separate language or is a
regional literary form of Bulgarian. Since no clear criteria
for distinguishing a dialect from a language exist, linguists
remain divided on that issue.

1
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Bulgarian
konflikt
knigi
reqnik
stara
avtor
terorizm
drava
takava
voenno
istoriqeski
Balkanite
othvrlt
svt
oqakvaha
pokazvat
misl
iskat
razrexavane

researchers in computational linguistics [3, 14, 16],
we adopt a simpliﬁed deﬁnition, which ignores origin,
deﬁning cognates as words in diﬀerent languages that
are translations and have a similar orthography.
Following Melamed’95 [15], we measure the orthographic similarity using longest common subsequence
ratio (lcsr), which is deﬁned as follows:
lcsr(s1 , s2 ) =

|LCS(s1 ,s2 )|
max(|s1 |,|s2 |)

where lcs(s1 , s2 ) refers to the longest common subsequence of s1 and s2 , and |s| is the length of s.
Consider for example the Bulgarian b. kazarma and
its Macedonian translation m. kasarna (mil. ‘barracks’). We have:
lcs(kazarma, kasarna) = kaara
and therefore:

Following Nakov & al.’07 [18], we use the lcsr similarity measures in combination with competitive linking [17] in order to extract potential cognates from
our parallel sentence-aligned Bulgarian-Macedonian
corpus. Competitive linking assumes that given a
source Bulgarian sentence and its Macedonian translation, each source word is either translated with a
single target word or is not translated at all. Given
a sentence pair, the similarity is calculated for all
Bulgarian-Macedonian word pairs3 , which induces a
fully-connected weighted bipartite graph. Then a
greedy approximation to the maximum weighted bipartite matching in that graph is extracted as follows: First, the most similar pair of unaligned words
is aligned and both words are discarded from further
consideration. Then the next most similar pair of unaligned words is aligned and the two words are discarded, and so forth. The process is repeated until
there are no unaligned words left or until the maximal word pair similarity falls below a pre-speciﬁed
threshold θ (0 ≤ θ ≤ 1), which could leave some words
unaligned4 . As a result we end up with a list C of potential cognate pairs. Table 1 shows sample cognates
extracted using the described method.

4

lcsr
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.89
0.86
0.83
0.83
0.82
0.78
0.78
0.75
0.75
0.70
0.67
0.67
0.64

is connected to exactly one target word; the case of
source words with no translation is handled by assuming an initial null word in the target sentence to
which they are connected. Therefore, the IBM models
are directed M:1 models. In order to generate undirected M:M word-level alignments, we ﬁrst generate
two directed alignments, Bulgarian→Macedonian and
Macedonian→Bulgarian, and we subsequently symmetrize them using the interect+grow heuristic described in [20], which starts with the intersection of
the two alignments and then explores the space between the intersection and the union. The resulting
M:M word-level alignments are subsequently used for
phrases extraction, as described below.
In fact, the word alignments themselves can and
have been widely used for automatic word-level translation lexicon extraction. For example, the word links
in the intersection of the two directed alignments
are typically over 95% correct. Therefore, using the
word-level lexical probabilities and suitable thresholds,
very accurate word-level translation lexicons can be
extracted. However, it is not that easy to extract
high-quality phrase-level translation lexicons with a
dictionary-like quality.

Step 2: Word Alignments

Following [2, 13, 18] we ﬁlter out the duplicates from
the list of cognates C, and we add the remaining cognate pairs twice as additional “sentence” pairs to the
bilingual sentence-aligned corps in order to bias the
subsequent training of the IBM word alignment models. This technique has been shown to improve the
alignment quality for another pair of closely related
Slavonic languages: Bulgarian-Russian [18].
We use IBM model 4 [5] to generate two wordlevel alignments for this augmented corpus. The IBM
word alignment models assume that each source word
3

English
conﬂict
books
dictionary
old
author
terrorism
state
such (fem.)
military
historical
the Balkans
they reject
world
they expected
they show
I think
they want
solution

Table 1: Sample cognates. Extracted on step 1
using lcsr and competitive linking.

lcsr(kazarma, kasarna) = 5/7

2.2

Macedonian
konflikt
knigi
reqnik
stara
avtor
terorizam
drava
takva
voeno
istoriski
Balkanot
otfrlat
svet
oqekuvaa
pokauvaat
mislam
sakaat
rexavaǌe

2.3

Step 3: Phrases Extraction

The above-descried word-level alignments are used to
extract phrase-level translations pairs with the alignment template approach of Koehn&al.’03 [12]. The
approach extracts pairs of contiguous pieces of text,
called phrases, which do not necessarily represent linguistic units. Given a sentence pair, the phrases are
required to be consistent with the word-level alignments in that sentence pair in the sense that the words
from the source phrase should only be word-aligned
to words from the target phrase, and vice versa, the
words from the target phrase should be word-aligned
to words from the source phrase only. In addition, unlike the IBM word alignment models, empty phrases

Due to their special distribution, stopwords and short words
(one or two letters) are not used in competitive linking.
In our experiments, we use the value θ = 0.58, which has been
suggested by Kondrak&al.’03 [13] after multiple experiments
with ten European languages from the Europarl corpus [10].

2
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are not allowed. All phrases meeting these constraints
from all sentences are extracted, with an additional
limitation on the maximum phrase length5 . The extracted phrase pairs are then scored and the following conditional probabilities are calculated for each
Bulgarian-Macedonian pair (b, m):

that some extra ﬁltering might be needed in order to
achieve perfect results. While in many cases the process could be automated, in some other cases linguistic
analysis would be required, and the boundary between
the two is quite fuzzy.
Sample phrases: both correct and wrong can be seen
in Table 4.

• forward phrase translation probability: Pr(m|b);
• reverse phrase translation probability: Pr(b|m);

3

In the process of evaluation, we use the minimum
of these conditional probabilities as a measure of the
phrase pair quality.

2.4

3.1

Step 4: Statistical Phrase Filtering

3.2

Experiments

In our experiments, we applied the ﬁve steps of our
method to the above sentence-aligned corpus. The
cognate extraction step 1, yielded a total of 26,326
distinct cognate pairs. On step 2, we appended them
to the corpus twice, and we constructed word alignments using this augmented corpus and IBM model
4. On step 3, we used these word alignments and
the alignment template approach in order to extract
phrase pairs of length up to seven, obtaining a total of
1,317,635 phrase pairs. The statistical ﬁltering on step
4 reduced this number by about 90% to 137,636. The
automatic linguistic ﬁltering on step 5 further reduced
the phrase table size to 44,327 phrase pairs.

Step 5: Linguistic Phrase Filtering

We ﬁlter out any phrase containing digits or punctuation symbols, allowing for a dash “-” inside the phrase,
but not at the beginning or at the end. For example, we ﬁlter out phrases like b./m. “10 fevruari”
(‘February 10’), or b./m. “liberal -” (‘liberal -’), or
b./m. “- qlenki” (‘- members’, which is part of b./m.
“strani-qlenki”, i.e. ‘member states’). However,
we keep the Macedonian phrases m. “bugarskiot
zamenik-premier” (‘the Bulgarian vice-premier’) or
m. “anti-korupciska komisija” (‘anti-corruption
commission’), where the dash is inside the phrase.
We also ﬁlter out any phrase starting or ending with
a stopword (e.g. gi, go, da, do, za, na, no, pred, se, so,
qe, etc.), but we allow for stopwords inside the phrases.
For example, we ﬁlter out phrases like m. “razgovori
so” (‘talks with’), or b. “na Blgari ” (‘of Bulgaria’),
but we keep b. “komisi za borba s korupcita”
(‘anti-corruption commission’), where the stopword za
is inside the phrase.
The investigation of the lexical features and the syntactic structure of the remaining phrase pairs revealed
5

Resources

In our experiments, we make use of a BulgarianMacedonian bilingual corpus, consisting of 16,744
aligned sentence pairs: a total of 383,615 Bulgarian
and 401,327 Macedonian word tokens. The corpus
is part of the multilingual Balkan South-East Corpus [22], created at the Linguistic Modeling Department of the Institute for Parallel Processing, Bulgarian
Academy of Sciences and has been sentence-aligned
using the specialised aligner LORA (Language Objects Raw Analyzer); see the description in [22] for
details. The corpus contains parallel news in nine
languages, (Albanian, Bulgarian, Croatian, English,
Greek, Macedonian, Romanian, Serbian and Turkish)
from Southeast European Times6 ; it is both structurally simple and lexically rich, which makes it perfect
for the purpose of automatic lexicon extraction.

While the above-described translation table produced
with the alignment template approach is the backbone
of the state-of-the-art phrase-based statistical machine
translation model [9], it contains a lot of noise. This
is especially true for the low probability phrase pairs.
However, it is not easy to ﬁlter the phrase table; the
most obvious approaches negatively aﬀect the machine
translation quality, which is an indication that many
useful phrase pairs are lost in the ﬁltering process.
A notable exception is a recent method described by
Johnson&al.’07 [8]. Using Fisher’s exact test [1] and a
natural threshold (which excludes all pairs of phrases
such that both the source and the target phrases occur exactly once in the parallel corpus), they are able
to reduce the size of the phrase table by about 90%
without adversely aﬀecting the translation quality as
measured by bleu score [21] in some cases even a small
improvement in bleu is reported.
Indeed, a quick scan through the ﬁltered phrase table reveals that it looks much better than the original
one. In our experiments, we have found that this ﬁltered table is a better source for automatic lexicon
extraction than the original table.

2.5

Experiments and Evaluation

3.3
3.3.1

Evaluation
Phrase Subgroups

For each of the 44,327 extracted phrase pairs, we calculate a measure of the quality of that phrase, as the
minimum of the two conditional probabilities Pr(m|b)
and Pr(b|m). For the purpose of evaluation, we divided the phrases into ten equal intervals according to
this measure, and we evaluated the best ﬁve of them:
[0.5; 0.6], (0.6; 0.7], (0.7; 0.8], (0.8; 0.9] and (0.9; 1.0].
This reduced the total number of phrases we included
in our manual evaluation7 to 16,851.
Since our phrases are of length up to seven, we take
into account the phrase length in the manual evaluation and linguistic analysis. We further divide the
6
7

We use a maximum phrase length of seven in our experiments.

http://www.setimes.com
Our observation is that most of the remaining phrases that
we did not include in the manual evaluation, are good as well,
e.g. the ones of score 0.05 or more.

3
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phrase pairs into two independent sets: word-to-word
translation pairs and multi-word-to-multi-word translation pairs.
3.3.2

7,235) are named entities, and therefore were excluded
from the translation quality evaluation. The remaining 4,280 word-to-word pairs represent correct translations in 99,30% of the cases, as can be seen in Table
3. We believe this high percentage, which is close to
the quality of the human translations, is due to two
complementary reasons: the reliability of the method
and the lexical closeness between the languages.

Named Entities

News texts are rich in named entities (NEs), which
represent an essential part of the information content
of the document. This well-known fact has been conﬁrmed by the high percentage, about 40%, of phrases
containing NEs in the analysed phrase pairs: see Table
2 for the word-to-word phrase pairs and Figure 1) for
the multi-word phrase pairs.
We decided to exclude the NEs from the ﬁnal evaluations, since, being dynamic lexical elements, they are
very unlikely to be of interest as dictionary units.
3.3.3

Interval
(0.9; 1.0]
(0.8; 0.9]
(0.7; 0.8]
(0.6; 0.7]
[0.5; 0.6]
Overall

NEs
1,680
189
393
520
173
2,955

non-NEs
1,934
118
440
1,055
733
4,280

% NEs
46.49%
61.56%
47.18%
33.02%
19.09%
40.84%

Table 2: NEs proportion for the word-to-word
pairs. Number and proportion of named entities in
the extracted phrases, shown by interval.

Coordinated Phrases

As we said above, the linguistic ﬁltering on step 5
allows for stopwords inside the phrases (but not at
phrase beginning or ending). In particular, it allows
for phrases containing coordinating conjunctions like
b./m. i (‘and’), b./m. ili (‘or’), etc. Since a coordinating conjunction joins two linguistic units, it cannot
appear in an initial or in a ﬁnal position in a legitimate
phrase; therefore, we have ﬁltered out all such phrases
on step 5 of the algorithm. The phrase-internal coordinating conjunctions however, pose a particular challenge: in some cases they coordinate two independent
linguistic units, while in other cases the resulting unit
represents an entity with a strong cohesion between its
parts, which makes it a non-breakable unit, e.g.

Interval
(0.9; 1.0]
(0.8; 0.9]
(0.7; 0.8]
(0.6; 0.7]
[0.5; 0.6]
Overall

non-NEs
1,934
118
440
1,055
733
4,280

corr.
1916
116
437
1,051
730
4,250

wrong
18
2
3
4
3
30

P%
99.07%
98.31%
99.32%
99.62%
99.59%
99.30%

Table 3: Non-NEs translation precision for the
word-to-word pairs. Number of correct and wrong
translations for non-NEs, and translation precision in
%, shown by interval.

• Justice and Development Party: b. Parti za
spravedlivost i razvitie, and m. Parti
na pravdata i razvojot;
• Central and Eastern Europe: b. Centralna i
Iztoqna Evropa, and m. Centralna i Istoqna Evropa;

The analysis of the incorrect translations shows that
they stem primarily from lexical gaps and syntactic
transformations where a word is translated with a
phrase or vice versa. As a result, in some cases a
word could be wrongly paired with part of its true
phrasal translation (e.g. just one word from the target
phrase). For example, there is no corresponding verb
in Bulgarian for the Macedonian verb kamenuvam (‘to
throw stones’), which is therefore translated by a verbal phrase: b. zamervam s kamni. This causes the
generation of a wrong word-to-word translation pair:
m. kamenuvam – b. zamervam.
Similarly, the corresponding metaphorical expressions m. pokaquvam temperaturite (lit. ‘to rise
the temperatures’) and b. razpalvam strastite (lit.
‘to inﬂame passion’), give rise to the following wrong
word-to-word pair: m. pokaquvam – b. razpalvam.
The semantic transformation with negation shifting
gives the paradox pair m. zdravo – b. nezdravo, i.e.
‘healthy’ – ‘unhealthy’, for the phrases m. ne e zdravo
(‘(it) is not healthy’) and b. e nezdravo (‘(it) is unhealthy’) .

• Bosnia and Herzegovina: b./m. Bosna i Hercegovina.
In our investigation, we found that such cases are
relatively rare and therefore we removed all phrases
with a coordinating conjunction from the evaluation
set. This eliminates many problems with incomplete
phrases, e.g. extracting b. Centralna i Iztoqna
instead of b. Centralna i Iztoqna Evropa. In
future experiments, we will perform this ﬁltering as
part of step 5 of our algorithm.
3.3.4

Total
3,614
307
833
1,575
906
7,235

Word-to-Word Translation Pairs

In our evaluation, we analyse the word-to-word
and the phrase-to-phrase translation pairs separately,
which reﬂects the fact that multi-word phrase pairs
can be bad not only because of wrong translation, but
also because of wrong phrase boundaries. Therefore,
while for multi-word phrases we assess both the translation precision and the extraction precision, for wordto-word pairs we analyse the translation precision only.
As can be seen in Table 2, our analysis shows that
40,85% of the word-to-word pairs (i.e. 2,955 out of all

3.3.5

Multi-word Translation Pairs

We evaluate the multi-word phrases (word length 2–7)
according to the following two criteria:
4
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As we said in section 3.3.2 above, we have excluded
all such phrases from the manual evaluation. Table 2
also shows that 2,096 of the 5,890 multi-word phrase
pairs (39.34%) contain an NE. As for the word-to-word
translation pairs (see section 3.3.4), we removed these
phrases as well. This left us with a total of 3,573
phrase pairs with scores in the interval [0.5; 1.0] to
evaluate. As Figure 2 shows, 62,52% of them (i.e.
2,234 out of 3,573, see the CE-CT group on Figure
2) are both correctly extracted and correctly translated, while another 37,06% (i.e. 1,324 out of 3,573,
see the WE-CT group on Figure 2) are partially extracted, but still correctly translated. The phrase pairs
from the latter group (WE-CT) would have met the
requirements for a correct translation if the objective
was translation-oriented, but they cannot be treated
as dictionary units. Nevertheless, the overall quality
of the extracted phrases is very high.
Interestingly, we have no cases of correct extraction,
but wrong translation (CE-WT group on Figure 2),
which is partially due to the minimum score of 0.5 we
impose, and to the good overall quality of the human
translations of the text in the original corpus.
Finally, only 0.42% of the phrase pairs (i.e. 15
out of 3,573, see the WE-WT group on Figure 2) are
both wrongly extracted and wrongly translated, which
means that the overall translation quality is very high.
Table 4 shows sample example phrase pairs of the
categories CE-CT, WE-CT and WE-WT with translations into English.

• extraction precision;

• translation precision.
The former criterion is syntactic and checks the
structural completeness of the phrase, while the latter is semantic and checks whether the BulgarianMacedonian phrase pair represents a correct translation pair.
It is easy to see that the former does not automatically imply the latter. Consider for example
the English-Bulgarian phrase pair e. the shadow of
your smile and b. tmninata na tvota usmivka
(‘the darkness of your smile’). While this could be a
correct extraction, it is not a correct translation, since
the shadow is translated with tmninata (‘the darkness’).
It is also possible to have a correct translation, without a correct extraction. For example, b. koalici na
mestno (‘coalition on a local’) and m. koalicija na
lokalno are incorrectly extracted parts of b. koalici na mestno nivo (‘coalition on a local level’) and
m. koalicija na lokalno nivo.

4

Related Work

Many researchers have exploited the intuition that
words in two diﬀerent languages with similar or identical spelling are likely to be translations of each other.
Al-Onaizan&al.’99 [2] create improved CzechEnglish word alignments using probable cognates extracted with one of the variations of lcsr [15] described in [26]. They tried to constrain the cooccurrences, to seed the parameters of IBM model 1,
but their best results were achieved by simply adding
the cognates to the training corpus as additional “sentences”. Using a variation of that technique, Kondrak&al.’03 [13] demonstrated improved translation
quality for nine European languages.
Nakov&al.’07 [18] propose a method for achieving
improved word alignments using the Web as a corpus,
a glossary of known word translations (dynamically
augmented from the Web using bootstrapping), the
vector space model, linguistically motivated weighted
minimum edit distance, competitive linking, and the
IBM models. Evaluation results on a BulgarianRussian corpus show a sizable improvement both in
word alignment and in translation quality.
Koehn&Knight’02 [11] describe several techniques
for inducing translation lexicons. Starting with unrelated German and English corpora, they look for (1)
identical words, (2) cognates, (3) words with similar
frequencies, (4) words with similar meanings, and (5)
words with similar contexts. This is a bootstrapping
process, where new translation pairs are added to the
lexicon at each iteration. The method generates wordlevel correspondences only.

Fig. 1: Multi-word phrases. Distribution of NEs,
coordinated phrases, complete and incomplete phrases
in the multi-word phrases: length between two and
seven words.

Fig. 2: Complete and incomplete multi-word
phrases. Distribution of the four combinations of values of extraction and translation correctness: correctly
extracted (CE), correctly translated (CT), wrongly
extracted (WE) and wrongly translated (WT).
As Table 2 shows, 221 of the total 5,890 multi-word
phrases (3.75%) contain a coordinating conjunction.
5
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Rapp [23] describes a correlation between the cooccurrences of words that are translations of each
other. In particular, he shows that if in a text in one
language two words A and B co-occur more often than
expected by chance, then in a text in another language
the translations of A and B are also likely to co-occur
frequently. In later work on the same problem, Rapp
[24] represents the context of the target word with four
vectors: one for the words immediately preceding the
target, another one for the ones immediately following
the target, and two more for the words one more word
before/after the target.
Fung and Yee [7] extract word-level translations
from non-parallel corpora. They count the number of
sentence-level co-occurrences of the target word with
a ﬁxed set of “seed” words in order to rank the candidates in a vector-space model using diﬀerent similarity
measures, after normalisation and tf.idf-weighting
[25]. The process starts with a small initial set of
seed words, which are dynamically augmented as new
translation pairs are identiﬁed.
Diab & Finch [6] propose a statistical word-level
translation model for comparable corpora, which ﬁnds
a cross-linguistic mapping between the words in the
two corpora such that the source language word-level
co-occurrences are preserved as closely as possible.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

We have proposed a novel approach for automatic
translation lexicon extraction from parallel sentencealigned bilingual corpora, trying to induce meaningful
linguistic units (pairs of words or phrases) that could
potentially be included as entries in a bilingual dictionary. We have carefully evaluated the method, thus
demonstrating its potential for two very closely-related
South-Slavonic languages: Bulgarian and Macedonian.
Starting with a parallel sentence-aligned corpus of
about 400,000 words for each language, we have built
a set of translation pairs consisting of 4,250 word-toword correspondences (which could be reduced further
to approximately 3,850 lemmata) and 3,529 multiword-to-multi-word correspondences (62.4% of them
could be directly included as entries in a dictionary or
in a glossary).
The obtained results and the potential further development of the method represent a solid basis for the
creation of corpus based bilingual dictionaries, various lexicographical collections, comparative research
and typological investigations, statistic measurement
of lexical closeness between languages and various
multi-lingual applications.
We plan to further improve the method by incorporating named entity recognition, part-of-speech tagging and shallow parsing in the phrase extraction process, which should help to reduce the problems with
partial extractions and coordinations. We would also
like to try more sophisticated cognate recognition approaches, e.g. the ones described in [18] and [19]. Finally, we plan to try the method for other Balkan language pairs from the Balkan South-East Corpus [22].
Acknowledgements. The work of Veno Pacovski
is partially supported by the project BIS-21++, FP6
contract no. INCO-CT-2005-016639.
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Wrong Extraction & Correct Translation

Table 4: Sample Macedonian-Bulgarian phrase translation pairs.

zamervaha
nezdravo
punkta za naruxeni na zakonite

gora zagubi
gora ne uspha
gora elae
gora se sporazumha
dve golemi
dvete etniqeski
dvete kiprski
prestpleni da izbegnat pravosdieto
pakett predvida promeni v sotvetstvie
smrtnoto nakazanie s doivoten zatvor
speqeli izborite
u doma
prizovaha pravitelstvoto
trsene na qudestranna valuta
zemetresenie
usili
proces
dade silna
dve dvustranni
dvama srbski

gora zagubi
gora ne uspeaja
gora saka
gora se soglasija
dve golemi
dvete etniqki
dvete kiparski
zlostorstva da ja izbegnat pravdata
paketot predviduva izmeni vo soglasnost
smrtnata kazna so doivoten zatvor
pobedi na izborite
domaxen teren
pobaraa od vladata
pobaruvaqka na devizi
zemjotres
napori
proces
dade silna
dva bilateralni
dvajca srpski

forest lost (forest is part of Montenegro=‘black forest’)
forest did not succeed
forest wants
forest agreed
two big
both ethnic
both Cypriot
crimes to avoid justice
the package provides changes according to
death penalty with life inprisonment
won the elections
home ground
asked the government
demand for foreign currency
earthquake
eﬀorts
process
gave a strong
two bilateral
two Serbian

kamenuvaa
zdravo
prekrxuvaǌa na zakonite

avtor
avtor
avtorite
avtorkata
agent
agresi
zatvornici
zawita
zdravoslovni
asociacii
strani
stranite
klevetata
agresita
bankovi sektor
bankata v stranata
bankata za Evropa
podobno poslanie
sledvawite mestni izbori
svobodata na mediite
sluqa
i na vo
i na
bankovi smetki bha zamrazeni
iziskvanita na evrope
i skata komisi
uveliqavawata se slonost na razxireni sz
merki za zasilvane na sigurnostta
evrope
i skata konvenci za zawita na qovexkite prava
kandidat za posta vtrexen ministr
nacionalna sluba za borba s organiziranata prestpnost
strudniqestvo medu trgovskite kamari na dvete dravi
uqastieto na kosovskite srbi v parlamentarnite izbori
centralna banka rexi da ne priema

avtor
avtor
avtorite
avtorkata
agent
agresija
zatvorenici
zaxtita
zdravstveni
zdruenija
zemji
zemjite
klevetata
agresijata
bankarskiot sektor
bankata vo zemjata
bankata za Evropa
sliqna poraka
slednite lokalni izbori
slobodata na mediumite
sluqaj na vojna
bankarski smetki bea zamrznati
baraǌata na evropskata komisija
zgolemenata sloenost na proxirenata unija
merkite za zajaknuvaǌe na bezbednosta
evropskata konvencija za zaxtita na qovekovite prava
kandidat za mestoto minister za vnatrexni raboti
nacionalna sluba za borba protiv organiziraniot kriminal
sorabotka pomeǵu stopanskite komori na dvete zemji
uqestvoto na kosovskite srbi na parlamentarnite izbori
centralna banka odluqi da ne go prifati

author
author
the authors
the author (female)
agent
aggression
prisoners
protection
health (related to)
associations
countries
the countries
slander
the aggression
the banking sector
the bank in the country
the bank for Europe
similar message
the next local elections
the freedom of the media
case of war
bank accounts were frozen
the requirements of the European commission
the increased complexity of the expanded union
the measures for strengthening the security
European convention for human rights protection
candidate for the position of minister of the interior
national service for ﬁghting the organised crime
cooperation between the economic chambers of the two countries
participation of the Kosovo Serbs in the parliamentary elections
central bank decided not to accept
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Abstract
Multiple-choice tests are a well-known and widely used
technique for the assessment of leɚrnersƍ knowledge and
skills. However, the preparation of multiple-choice tests
is a manual, hard and time-consuming task. This project
note presents work in progress, which aims at the
development of a workbench supporting test designers
by language technologies, applied to the instructional
materials. Our approach is to design the workbench as a
useful supporting tool and then to implement and assess
it, using electronic textbooks in geography and history
for 9th grade of Bulgarian high-schools.

1. Introduction and related work
A common method to reinforce learning and verify
understanding in the training or education process is the
use of questions to the learners. In the classroom, the
questions come usually from the instructor. They are
also used in homework exercises, quizzes and tests. In
e-Learning, Computer-Based Training (CBT) or WebBased Training (WBT), there are limitations on the
types of answers that can be processed on the computer.
Thus questions with multiple-choice or true/false
answers are usually used in e-Leaning.
Having the learner answer multiple-choice questions is
a good way to keep her attention during the training
process. In fact, the challenge of guessing which answer
is correct - provided the questions are not too difficult can be like a game and make the experience enjoyable
and increase the interest in the topic at hand.
Multiple-choice tests are a well-known and widely used
technique for the assessment of leɚrnersƍ knowledge and
skills. However, designing thousands of tests is a
challenging educational activity. All questions in the
test should be appropriate for the target group of testtakers and should not underrate or overrate them. Hence
the teaching experts who prepare the tests must have
much broader knowledge in the field, compared to the
content which is explicitly included in the particular
textbook, and they have to tune the tests to the
knowledge of the test-takers. One of the most difficult
tasks in producing test items is to decide whether a
question does really have its answer in the instructional
materials.

One of the most interesting approaches in automatic test
construction is presented by Ruslan Mitkov and Le An
Ha [1]. They apply language technologies (LT) for
generation of test-items for English, focusing on the
automatic choice of distractors. The process of test
development is speeded up 6-10 times, compared to the
manual test elicitation. We are not familiar with any
related work concerning this activity for learning
materials in Bulgarian. So our efforts are strongly
inspired by the growing interest to this field, which is
due to its significant practical importance.
This article presents work in progress, which aims at the
development of a workbench supporting test designers
by language technologies, applied to the instructional
materials. We separate our task in two main subtasks –
key terms suggestion and distractors suggestions. The
first subtask is based on the classical automatic term
extraction. We propose to approach the second one
using clustering of semantically similar sections of the
instructional materials. So far, the results are obtained,
using the textbook for Geography 9 grade. We chose the
geographical domain as initial experimental source
because the textbooks are in narrative style without
many specific symbols (in contrast to mathematics, for
instance, where the texts are not easy to process). In
addition the domain has its specific terminology and
these terms are the natural subjects of multiple-choice
tests. The recourses we use are freely available on the
National Educational portal at the website of the
Bulgarian Ministry of Education and Science.
The remaining part of this paper is organised as follows:
we first describe the data preprocessing in section 2;
section 3 sketches the architecture of the workbench;
section 4 explains the experiments done so far, section 5
gives the conclusions and lists issues for future work.

2. Data preprocessing
The tasks performed at this stage aim at the preparation
of linguistic resources which are to be loaded in the
workbench to support the test designers in their work.
The input content resource consists of raw textbooks
and other instructional materials, which are considered
paragraph by paragraph. Figure 1 presents the main
preprocessing modules – lemmatiser, POS-tagger, NP-
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3. Architecture of the workbench
At the preprocessing stage, we obtain linguistic
resources by combination of rule-based text analysis
technologies and statistical methods which filter the
important domain terms. These resources are integrated
in the workbench which is sketched at Figure 2.

Figure 1. Preprocessing of instructional materials

chunker, WEKA [2] as well as the sequence of their
application. The linguistic processing is based on tools
for morphological analysis of Bulgarian texts, which are
developed in the Linguistic Modelling Department of
the Institute for Parallel Processing. The lemmatiser
uses a large morphological dictionary of Bulgarian [3].
The software package WEKA provides means to
determine the domain importance of the terminology, as
it analyses the frequency of the words per documents.
As a result of the preprocessing, we obtain:
x List of important domain nouns, with certain
threshold of importance which can be experimentally
set;
x List of noun phrases containing the important nouns
with some modifiers;
x Inverted index of key terms and the paragraphs where
they occur.
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Figure 2. Workbench supporting the development of
multiple-choice tests

Looking at figure 2, we see that the design of the
multiple-choice tests might be considered as a two-stage
process: the expert can design the question, for instance,
having in mind the correct answer and a couple of
distractors; then she can continue searching for the next
distractor. So our idea is to provide support to these two
activities.
The test maker is given a vocabulary of key terms
which are suggested as focal terms for making a
question. The terms are given once in alphabetic order
and second time in a thematic way, related to the
contents of the textbook. Once the user chooses a term
from the list she is given, a set of paragraphs from
different parts of the textbook with the highlighted
sentences, containing the chosen term (word or phrase).
At the same time some possible distractors for the
questions concerning this term appear.
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4. The experiment
4.1. Key terms suggestion
As shown in figure 1, important domain terms are
selected using the classical approach for automatic term
extraction. In our case the key terms are nouns and noun
phrases extracted from the textbook of Geography 9
grade. To obtain these terms we first run lemmatization
in order to overcome the inflection of the words and
unify the further input and output of the different tools
we used. Then we parsed the data using the POS-tagger
Morena and selected only the nouns for further
processing. As our goal was to rank the nouns by their
importance, we applied two different techniques for
term weighting - the first one was to sort the nouns
simply by their frequencies and the second one was to
sort their TF-IDF weights. It turned out that frequencies
worked much better because TF-IDF tends to give low
score to frequently used words (for example
ɫɬɨɩɚɧɫɬɜɨ - economy) which are actually quite
important in the case of instructional materials (it is
common to repeat the same information to the learners
in order to force them to better remember it). At the
same time sorting the list of nouns by their frequencies,
after removing the stop words, gave us quite satisfying
results.
In order to estimate a good threshold of word
importance we have studied some already prepared tests,
to find out how much the words and phrases used in the
test correlate with the nouns selected at the
preprocessing phase. We analysed the tests with the NPChunker Morena and compared the nouns in the
extracted NPs to the list of nouns sorted by frequency.
So we considered two sets of nouns:
Set1: list of important nouns in the instructional
materials, selected at the preprocessing phase.
Set2: list of nouns which are part of NPs in the tests.
The nouns from Set2 have comparatively high frequency
in the corpus; very seldom they have a frequency lower
than 17 (given that the frequencies vary from 1 to 360).
Due to this reason, we set 17 as a threshold of
importance, to distinguish between the essential and less
important words. In this way the threshold reflects the
NPs in the tests, which might be considered as kernel
domain subjects with particular weight in the training
process. Finally, applying the threshold, we obtained
150 nouns which are about 1/10 of the list of nouns and
a quite acceptable number for a person who has to work
with it as a test-maker.
Having adjusted the threshold, we consider all the terms
above it as key terms which should be suggested to the
test-makers. In addition, we tagged the whole corpus
with the NP-chunker and considered all the chunks
which were produced as potential key terms. We merge
the key terms with the list of NPs, extracted from the
whole corpus, and then we extract all NPs containing

key terms. For example: the term ɫɬɨɩɚɧɫɬɜɨ
(economy): for it we receive the following NPs:
ɚɝɪɚɪɧɨ ɫɬɨɩɚɧɫɬɜɨ (rural economy)
ɫɜɟɬɨɜɧɨ ɫɬɨɩɚɧɫɬɜɨ (world economy)
ɧɚɰɢɨɧɚɥɧɨ ɫɬɨɩɚɧɫɬɜɨ (national economy)
ɩɚɡɚɪɧɨ ɫɬɨɩɚɧɫɬɜɨ (market economy)
ɧɚɰɢɨɧɚɥɧo ɩɚɡɚɪɧo ɫɬɨɩɚɧɫɬɜo
(national market economy)
ɫɴɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɨ ɫɜɟɬɨɜɧɨ ɫɬɨɩɚɧɫɬɜɨ
(contemporary world economics)
ɹɩɨɧɫɤɨ ɫɬɨɩɚɧɫɬɜɨ (Japanese economy)
ɫɴɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɨ ɦɨɞɟɪɧɨ ɚɝɪɚɪɧɨ ɫɬɨɩɚɧɫɬɜɨ
(contemporary modern rural economy)
ɧɚɬɭɪɚɥɧɨ ɫɬɨɩɚɧɫɬɜɨ (natural economy)

Removing the NPs containing stop words prevents the
use of phrases like
ɬɹɯɧɨ ɫɬɨɩɚɧɫɬɜɨ (their economy)

The NPs which had a very low frequency were removed
and the rest of them, together with the selected single
terms, formed the final list of key terms.
4.2. Distractor suggestion
In the well-designed multiple-choice tests, the
distractors are always semantically close to the correct
answer (as well as to each other, in a sense). As our goal
is to offer distractors to the test designers, we tried to
use paragraph clustering in order to define groups of
text sections which have similar topics. We tried several
different approaches with the machine learning system
WEKA. We formatted the corpus according to WEKA
requirements, removed the stop words, scaled the data
in TF-IDF weights and then tried EM, SimpleKMeans
and Cobweb clustering.
As a result, we expected many small groups of
paragraphs, containing similar words, which compose a
kind of a domain concept. Unfortunately the results
were disappointing – only 5-8 clusters were created (by
EM, depending on the given parameters) and one of
them always holding the half of the documents (e.g.
paragraphs). Cobweb also did not succeed and the tree
built had very few leaves. We suppose this was due to
the large number of documents containing only few
words and that is why we looked for a different
methodology of grouping the documents. Figure 3
presents some characteristics of clustering using the EM
algorithm. Cluster number 5 contains one half of the
documents, so this approach does not seem feasible for
finding chunks of similar paragraphs.
Another issue in finding distractors is that they are often
lexically close, e.g. they can contain the same noun and
a different modifier. That is why we decided to propose
a rather simple but very convenient way of finding
distractors. For each chosen key term, we select from
the list of NPs (excluding the stop list NPs) such NPs
which contain the same noun but different modifiers.
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Instances:
1775
Attributes:
1006
(after feature selection)
Clustered Instances
0
107 ( 6%)
1
137 ( 8%)
2
272 ( 15%)
3
112 ( 6%)
4
152 ( 9%)
5
872 ( 49%)
6
3 ( 0%)
7
118 ( 7%)
8
1 ( 0%)
9
1 ( 0%)

Figure 3. Clustering with EM-algorithm in WEKA,
with a request for preparation of 10 clusters

When the key term is a simple noun, then we suggest
NPs containing the noun. We considered and assessed
manually the ‘beginner level’ tests, which are given as
samples in electronic courses; it turns out that 72% of
them use distractors that are related to the exact answer
as lexical derivatives. In this way the preprocessing
strategy, sketched in Figure 1, seems to be a promising
approach to extraction of important notions from
instructional texts.

At the end, we would like to comment the limitations of
this approach. It turned out that many important domain
notions are represented in tabular and graphical format
in the instructional material; therefore the language
technologies can be applied only to the textual
fragments in the input learning resource.
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5. Conclustion and future work
The experiments, presented in this project note, are the
first step in the application of LT for Bulgarian in elearning. As the complex task of automatic test
generation always depends on the available
technologies, we are bound to the present resources and
modules which provide shallow analysis of Bulgarian.
The study of related work shows that the shallow
approaches produce useful results primarily in tests for
beginners; all deeper semantic considerations require
more sophisticated resources and NL processing. For
the moment, our attention is focused on scenarios for
combination of NP-chunking and machine learning. We
plan to continue the experiment in multiple-document
term clustering [4], in order to obtain groups of terms
representing domain concepts, with the intention to
employ the resulting clusters as source of semantically
close distractors.
Further plans concern experiments with a much larger
corpus, perhaps in the domain of history. Special
attention is due to the named entities, which are
processed as nouns at present. Named entities are often
subjects of test for beginners, and the distractors are
named entities too. So better NER will be helpful in test
design as well.
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Abstract
The paper describes the new corpus of 9 Balkan Southeast
languages (BSEC) aligned to English with a volume of 3 Mio
words for every language. A new aligning tool for batch
alignment is created and some functional features of different
aligners – constructed and used in IPP, BAS - are discussed.
The general principles of the morphosyntactic annotations
(used in INTERA, INTEX and Multext-East projects)
available for the majority of BSEC languages are investigated
for possible harmonization and future unification. The paper
examines the principles and the main issues of the transition
INTEXÆMTE formats for Bulgarian and Russian.
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1. Aligned corpora beyond "old"
European languages

In the multilingual European world, the development of
computational data support for multilingual applications
reveals specific geopolitical characteristics. It moved
from test-bed compilations for comparative research
through unified formats and common language material
to the creation of multilingual corpora – parallel,
aligned, annotated, classified, clustered, ontologically
structured. This resource creation started with the
“oldest” European languages and in the course of EU
enlargement kept extending to the respective “new”
ones. Outside this circle, there are languages of Southeastern and Eastern regions that are connected with the
languages of the EC old members and new joiners by
virtue of belonging to the same geographical area,
language family or linguistic union. Yet, the researchers
from all these countries have developed advanced LT
tools, and have adopted common LR formats within
previous joint projects, so that their joining a common
NLP paradigm would anticipate their inclusion in the
EU paradigm. In the BIS-21++ project (Bulgarian IST
Centre of Competence in 21 Century, FP6-2004-ACCSSA-2) the work package 'Multilinguality in Advanced
Information Search' foresees the creation of basic
translation memory components for Greek-Bulgarian
translation. The collaboration experience with the Greek
partner ILSP-Athens within a previous project INTERA
[1] allowed us to take over the formats accepted for
representation of aligned corpora. As a resource for
producing a representative aligned Bulgarian-Greek
corpus, the Greek partner proposed the portal known as
Balkan-News, http://www.setimes.org. The languages
presented in this site, as well as the processing tools
developed for transforming it from multilingual web
resources into aligned corpora, allowed us to start with

the building of Parallel Balkan-South-East corpora
(BSEC) aligned to English.

1.1 The WEB source of BSEC
The site www.setimes.com is defined by the institution
maintaining it, the US ministry of Defense, as a news
and information website covering the Balkans featuring
current events, business, diplomacy, film, tourism,
sports and science. It has been maintained since 2002 in
four rubrics – News, Reportage, Features, Roundup in
10 languages – Albanian, Romanian, Greek, Turkish,
Bulgarian, Macedonian, Serbian, Croatian, Bosnian,
English (until 2007 also Serbian Cyrillic).

1.2 Volume of aligned texts
On the expectation of approximate equality of the
volumes of language material, the differences are
determined largely by the beginning of the processing
of a given language. The initial site map from 01.2002
contained four languages – English, Greek, Albanian,
and Serbian. In the following 10 months Bulgarian,
Macedonian, Romanian and Turkish have been
included, and after 5 more months – Croatian, while
Bosnian has been added in 02.2007. Serbian-Cyrillic
existed until 2007. Due to unequal start and nontranslated texts there are "holes" in the compilation.
This requires intensive manual pre- and post-editing of
the material, which is not automated yet – cf. the
difference in volumes in Table 1.
Table 1. Number of files and words –calculated for
.html format
Languages
English

Files
~15800

Words
~3 456 000

Greek

~15790

~3 942 000

Albanian

~15791

~3 740 000

Serbian

~15799

~3 380 000

Bulgarian

~13000

~3 000 000

Turkish

~13000

~3 580 000

Romanian

~13000

~3 500 000

Macedonian

~13000

~ 3 250 000

Croatian

~10826

~2 800 000

Bosnian

~1900

~380 000
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Obvious processing advantages are, on the one hand,
the uniformity of text division and, on the other hand,
the thematic diversity of the texts – i.e. simple structure
and rich lexicon.

1.3 I/O formats in processing the corpus
While producing BSE aligned corpus, the following text
formats were encountered: first, texts are extracted in
HTML format with a spider procedure storing them in
files reflecting their groups and date (Y, M and D). For
example, English groups Newsbriefs and Features for
years 2002-2006 have 26589 files in 1606 directories,
with minimal file length - a title and a single sentence.
The result of the alignment is given in two formats –
plain text and XML presentation in XCES format [2] as
used in the INTERA project. The text output of the
aligner for 26589 files produces triplets – Bulgarian,
English and aligned text - and contains 1719 files, with
given prerequisite option to the aligner to unite the
results in portions of 20 files. Maximal length of the
aligned file is 21300 words.

2. Aligning procedure
The Linguistic Modeling Department of IPP–BAS has
long experience in constructing sentence aligners. For
processing English and Bulgarian texts within
GLOSSER [3], the sentence aligner Mark Alister [4]
was created with user friendly interface which includes
possibilities for pre- and post-editing, as well as for
visualization of I/O and intermediate results. The
volume and the nature of the present task, however,
required another type of sentence alignment; work
which is more industrial, than scientific.
The difference between wholesale manufacture and
tailor-made production when aligning corpora is

analogous with producing any other product. Here, the
accent is on the existence of obligatory input format of
the processed material and the continuance of the
production process in mass production.
Mark Alister aligner, as a tailor-made product,
allows multiple text formats for each of the two input
files. The phase of preprocessing – counting and
equalization of the number of paragraphs and sentences
is separate from the actual aligning, which allows
intermediate regulation of text division entities with
editing. Also, further correction of aligned units is
allowed before the finalization of the product – see
Figure 1. However, these very useful functions
(improvements) of the program design and interface are
possible only for creating separate products, like above
mentioned single text files.
Considering the volume of BSEC, the inevitable
industrial approach prefers a batch mode alignment of
huge amounts of text as a single one time only process
with no possibility of tuning and intervening in the preprocessing module or editing the final results. Errors
(details of defects) may be signaled during processing,
but they do not stop the aligning. For aligners with
continuous production, news texts are especially useful.
Their standardized format (short notices with simple
text division structure) satisfies the requirement for
uniformity of the input product.
To meet these requirements the aligner LORA
(Language Objects Raw Analyzer) was developed – see
Figure 2. It is based on the well-known Gale-Church
algorithm for sentence alignment, written in C#
MS.NET Framework 2.0. All its modules have been
developed for adjusting the aligner to the respective
language pair, taking into consideration textual and
linguistic specificities [5].

Figure 1. Mark Alister – single mode alignment with intermediary editing facilities
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Figure 2. LORA – batch mode alignment with statistics of: processing time, number of files and text units

2.1 Language-specific components in the
aligning procedure of LORA
In applications based on the Gale-Church algorithm,
the main procedure is language independent, due to the
nature of the basic units of statistical processing –
symbols, sentences and paragraphs. From these
objects, only the last one is really language
independent. Being part of the alphabet of the given
language, the symbols are related both to the writing
system and the specific diacritics; therefore they are
language dependent on graphemic level. There are
three main writing systems in the BSEC languages –
Latin, Cyrillic and Greek. Only two of these languages
– Bulgarian and English – do not use diacritics. The
encoding system at the website has changed during the
years of its maintenance – e.g., Macedonian was
encoded in ANSI until 04.2007 and in UTF-8
afterwards, which is accepted as common format. Such
encoding differences are carried over to the alignment
results and call for special View functions of the
interface as well as for possibilities of Auto-detect or
Encoding selection. The latter is used only in single
mode, where the same encoding of both aligned files is
required. As object of alignment, the sentence
boundaries are also crucial for the work of the aligner
itself. The linguistic objects entering the sentence
splitting procedure are punctuation marks and
abbreviations – the former are universal while the latter
are language specific. We assume, based on statistical
studies of Bulgarian text, that in choosing the role of
the dot – sentence splitter or not, only two types of
abbreviation are relevant for predicting the nature of
the next string (sentence or word). These are the

abbreviations immediately preceding a proper name
(like prof and mr) and a number (like fig.or p). All the
rest, like abbreviations of measure units, dates, etc.,
cannot determine unambiguously a sentence boundary.
Therefore the lists with the two types of abbreviations
for the respective language are part of the input settings
of the language tuning of the system.
Reporting functions signal errors in the structure of
the input files related to the number of paragraphs and
sentences. Also statistics of the same parameters are
derived. The processing modes include batch alignment
as well as alignment of single files. In the latter case
there is a View option for incoming files along with
checking possibilities for alignment direction and
encoding.

3. Tools for further processing of aligned
BSEC corpora
possibilities

–

availability

and

Within the standards of INTERA project, where
three of the BSEC languages participate (Bulgarian,
Serbian and Greek), each one with its own text
resources, aligned separately to English), the project
deliverables were supplied in three types of
representation according to the standards of XCES –
.doc, .tmx and .ana [2]. The first two supply the XML
representation of both files – separately and aligned.
The third standard defines the form of grammatically
annotated single-language files, and, as a result of the
annotation, for every word form (<toc>) values for
<orth>, <base> and <msd> are calculated, i.e.
lemmatization and tagging is performed. The proposed
common tagset standard is the one used in Multext-East
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(MTE) project. Considering that there is no tagging
tool for Bulgarian according to that standard (there are
only values and single examples given in [6]), the
procedure had to be performed in two steps –
ɚ. tagging with some other morphosyntactic format,
and b. reformatting of already tagged text in MTE
formats.
When matching those two tagsets (the first one
adopted in Bulgarian Grammatical Dictionary), some
differences appeared on a conceptual level, as well as
in specific grammar values. The first could not be
overcome because of the ideological differences
between the two systems, but the latter seemed
interesting for further work, for an update of the
Bulgarian tagset in MTE family. (It was done later
when reformatting the grammar dictionary – see 4.2).
So, the family of languages with MTE annotation
tagset was enriched with Bulgarian full-form
dictionary of 80000 lemmas, and some cases in the first
Bulgarian MTE annotation were revisited.
Along with alignment tools, which are language
independent (excluding some stipulated components),
the crucial module for creation and support of common
NLP paradigm for Balkan and South-Slavic languages
is the availability for every language of tools for
grammatical annotation and tagging in unified format –
linguistic and technological.

4. Prerequisites for creation of common
annotation format and tagging tools for
BSE languages

In the creation of common annotation formats for
South-Slavic and Balkan languages, there was a
ɜɪɟɞɧɭɸ,ɜɪɟɞɧɵɣ.A:fsa
ɜɪɟɡɧɭɸ,ɜɪɟɡɧɨɣ.A:fsa
ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɭɸ,ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɨɣ.A:fsa
ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɭɸ,ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɵɣ.A:fsa
ɜɪɟɞɧɨɝɨ,ɜɪɟɞɧɵɣ.A:msg:msa:nsg
ɜɪɟɡɧɨɝɨ,ɜɪɟɡɧɨɣ.A:msg:msa:nsg c
ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɨɝɨ,ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɨɣ.A:msg:msa:nsg
ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɨɝɨ,ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɵɣ.A:msg:msa:nsg
ɜɪɟɞɧɨ,ɜɪɟɞɧɵɣ.A:nsy
ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɨ,ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɵɣ.A:nsy
ɜɪɟɞɧɟɣɲɢɦɢ,ɜɪɟɞɧɵɣ.A:spr
ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɢɤɨɜ,ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɢɤ.N+NA+M:pg
ɜɪɟɞɢɬɶ,ɜɪɟɞɢɬɶ.V+IPF+i:AI
ɜɪɟɡɚɬɶɫɹ,ɜɪɟɡɚɬɶɫɹ.V+IPF+i:AI
ɜɪɟɡɵɜɚɬɶɫɹ,ɜɪɟɡɵɜɚɬɶɫɹ.V+IPF+i:AI
ɜɪɟɦɟɧɢɬɶ,ɜɪɟɦɟɧɢɬɶ.V+IPF+i:AI
ɜɪɟɡɚɥɢɫɶ,ɜɪɟɡɚɬɶɫɹ.V+IPF+i:APp
ɜɪɟɡɚɥɢɫɶ,ɜɪɟɡɚɬɶɫɹ.V+PF+i:APp

considerable and continuous contribution by joint local
European initiatives aimed at practical unification of
NLP tools. TELRI and MTE [6] were the first with that
intent, and in the last couple of years – as already
mentioned – INTERA. The development of Bulgarian
lexical resources is connected to BILEDITA project [7]
(the first description of Bulgarian morphology with FST
on INTEX system), to some separate comparative
studies over existing tagsets for Bulgarian oriented
towards international standards, see [12] and more
details in 4.1, and to the lexical base of BALKANET
project [8].
During the last 10 years, various annotation formats
appeared and gradually there started to emerge an
intersection between the tagsets mentioned, which were
realized over more than one language. For example,
such an intersection exists for Bulgarian and Serbian in
INTEX [10] and ɆɌȿ [6]. Within the Linguistic
Modeling Department, such a transformation between
two formats issued in two variants of the Russian
grammar dictionary was performed over the Grammar
dictionary of A.A.Zaliznjak [11].
The transformation of large grammatical
dictionaries for Bulgarian and Russian was made
possible with special DB tool designed for
representation of full-form dictionaries in DELAF
format of the INTEX system – see its description in [9].
It offers tools for transformation of lexical data, as well
as annotation markers. The transition was performed
after creating the rules for the transformation of
morphosyntactic parameters of the first format to those
of the second. An example for transformation of a part
of a dictionary is shown below – see Figure 3.
ɜɪɟɞɧɭɸ,ɜɪɟɞɧɵɣ.Afpfsa---c
ɜɪɟɡɧɭɸ,ɜɪɟɡɧɨɣ.Afpfsa---c
ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɭɸ,ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɨɣ.Afpfsa---c
ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɭɸ,ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɵɣ.Afpfsa---c
ɜɪɟɞɧɨɝɨ,ɜɪɟɞɧɵɣ.Afpmsg---c,Afpmsa---c,Afpnsg---c
ɜɪɟɡɧɨɝɨ,ɜɪɟɡɧɨɣ.Afpmsg---c,Afpmsa---c,Afpnsg---c
ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɨɝɨ,ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɨɣ.Afpmsg---c,Afpmsa---c,Afpnsg---c
ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɨɝɨ,ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɵɣ.Afpmsg---c,Afpmsa---c,Afpnsg---c
ɜɪɟɞɧɨ,ɜɪɟɞɧɵɣ.Afpns----n
ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɨ,ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɵɣ.Afpns----n
ɜɪɟɞɧɟɣɲɢɦɢ,ɜɪɟɞɧɵɣ.Afs-p-i---c
ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɢɤɨɜ,ɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɢɤ.Ncmpg--n
ɜɪɟɞɢɬɶ,ɜɪɟɞɢɬɶ.Vmi----------p
ɜɪɟɡɚɬɶɫɹ,ɜɪɟɡɚɬɶɫɹ.Vmi----------p
ɜɪɟɡɵɜɚɬɶɫɹ,ɜɪɟɡɵɜɚɬɶɫɹ.Vmi----------p
ɜɪɟɦɟɧɢɬɶ,ɜɪɟɦɟɧɢɬɶ.Vmi----------p
ɜɪɟɞɢɥɢ,ɜɪɟɞɢɬɶ.Vmis-p------p
ɜɪɟɡɚɥɢɫɶ,ɜɪɟɡɚɬɶɫɹ.Vmis-p------p

Figure 3. INTEX and MTE formats of Russian grammar dictionary
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4.1 From INTEX to MTE format –
peculiarities of transition
Comparative research over tagging systems started
long ago in IPP BAS, being based on the genuine MSA
of Bulgarian, developed in the Department, that is
comparable with EAGLES and MTE annotation
standards [12]. In these works they have only
abstracted over the values of other tagsets, without any
practical experiments for full transformation of tag
values.
While transferring for one and the same language
from one morphosyntactic annotation set (MSA 1) to
another (MSA 2) in order to produce an annotated
collection in the second format, two by-products have
been manufactured, outside the original assignment;
1. a measure of equality for the methodologies
of two annotation types,

2. possibilities for separate corrections in both

formats, passed through the conversion mixer
When creating the transformation rules for a transition
between those two MSA basic components – the
objects of the transformation are

1. syntax of the group of annotation markers,
attached to a single running word;

2. content of annotation parameters – as a range

of a grammatical information and values of
separate criteria
Syntax of the annotation markers. There are two
basic differences between syntaxes of annotation of
INTEX and MTE:

1. Position, number and length of tags:
x

MTE, being a multilingual unified tagset,
implies – for a concrete POS, equal number of
tags, fixed position of tags, length of tag – 1
symbol

x

INTEX allows different number of tags for one
POS, only the relative position of tags is fixed,
but not the absolute one, the length of the tag
can exceed one symbol (especially for lexical
ones – see below)

2. Internal structure of tag sequence:
x
x

MTE – two elements are distinguished in tag
structure – POS marker, written in capitals, and
other features, not capitalized

INTEX – two substructures are distinguished in
tag structure – the lexical and the grammatical
part of the tagset. The distinction is
linguistically motivated:
a. the first one characterizes the whole
lemma, the invariant part of the features of the
whole paradigm, and
b. the second represents the individual features of
every member of the paradigm.

The a. and b. are formally separated in the tag record:
N+M+H:sh

– noun, masculine, human: singular, short
article.

None of the known (to us) tagsets for Slavic
languages makes such a distinction.
The content of annotation markers. It is defined
as a number of values, attached to a single marker, as
well as a common number of markers, creating the tag.
An example for checking according to the number
of values criteria: is there a marker for aspect in the
annotation of the verb, and if yes, what is its value –
perfective, imperfective or dual, or just the first two.
Within the last of these, dual verbs are marked as
imperfective, having in mind the maximal range of the
verb paradigm for that grammatical attribute, i.e. its
non-marked position.
The basic differences in the number of markers in
the tag, i.e. according to the range of grammatical
information for both systems, are the following:
INTEX parameters of a tagset are much richer
than those of MTE (at least, for the presumed structural
possibility to separate parameters of a lemma). Within
the local tagset for every language, the richness of the
tagset depends also on the concept of the authors –
their tendencies to record more characteristics in the
annotation markers. These collide with the necessity of
a small number of tags for the needs of statistical
tagging. The range of grammatical parameters is
defined – in its core, by:
a. necessity to differentiate the separate members
of a paradigm – each one with a unique tagset, and
after that, by
b. purpose of the annotation, for the following
types of text processing (disambiguation, shallow
parsing etc.).
These pragmatic requirements should prevent the
temptation to record everything known about the word
within the tagset of the annotation instrument. To
illustrate how the authors of tagsets for new languages
succumb to this temptation, see detailed table of tagsets
in [1] to compare the annotation markers even in a
common format. The number of markers, even in a
common format and for closely related Slavonic
languages, differs substantially.

4.2 Producing new grammar resources
with conversion of existing ones
The scheme :

text Æ annotation in ɆSȺ1 Æ converting to annotated text
in ɆSȺ2,

which was used for producing the Bulgarian annotated
resources, could be improved substantially if the sole
annotating instruments could be converted , in this case
– the full-form dictionaries. This operation, for the
Bulgarian grammar dictionary, was performed using a
special DB tool for compiling, update and correction of
grammatical dictionaries (see its description in [9]). So,
as a by-product of the assignment, a Bulgarian
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dictionary in MTE format was produced. The changes,
aimed at the harmonization of the two tagsets, were
mainly content oriented, not structural – adding some
new values to the meanings of some basic categories
(for example, for the gender of nouns a new value was
introduced – common gender), and for some POS, the
tagset was rebuilt according to the common principles
of the unified INTERA tagset. This applies mainly to
the pronouns, a famous problem (bottle neck) when
creating a tagset for Slavonic languages. The tendency
for conceptual depth of tagging leads to the
discomforting implication of trying to achieve equality
between the number of tagged elements and the
number of tags – 309 pronouns were annotated with
296 unique tags. For them, the annotation scheme was
compiled not through conversion, but starting from the
beginning, following the principles presented in [6]. 1
1

This is the place to mention our great astonishment at the
lack of a marker for owner person (in the inventory of
pronoun markers) with possessive pronouns for all ɆɌȿ
languages, yet with the notable exception of (the exotic)
Hungarian – where this marker is used in both adjectival
and nominal inflections. It is unclear why the authors of the
standard saw no real difference in the values of that
property for English my, your and his, quite obvious indeed
even for this weak morphology. Even more perplexing is
this lack for Czech pronouns muj, tvuj and jeho where these
values are also missing. And quite unexplainable for a
Slavic linguist is the absence of a category of transitivity
for verbs while aspect is added in the updated version.

5. Common resources, common standards
and instruments for Balkan, Slavic and
South-Slavic languages – realities and
intentions

The table below represents the relationship between the
three groups of languages mentioned in the subtitle
according to their NLP equipment. This is judged not
independently, but according to the link with preexisting text collections and unified processing
standards.
A terminological remark is needed for the
languages in the table. The notions – Balkan, Slavic
and Southeast (B, S and SE) refer to languages of the
Southeast part of Europe by:
a. geopolitical criteria, based mainly on their rank in
the European integration,
b. strictly geographical criteria, and
c. linguistic typological criteria.
As an intersection of these three groups, we get:
B/SE/S – Bulgarian, Serbian, Macedonian,
B/SE – Greek, Romanian, Turkish,
SE/S
– Croatian, Slovene,
S
– Russian and Czech.
Outside this classification Hungarian and Estonian
are mentioned because of their inclusion in common
standards. English being also outside this group,
figures separately – as a participant in all of the
discussed common activities.

.
Table 2. Languages, aligned corpora, standards, tools
LANGUAGE

EC MEMBER

ALBANIAN

BSEC
aligned

IRC ACQUIS

x

x

x

GREEK

x

x

x

TURKISH

x

ANNOTATING TOOLS

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

MACEDONIAN

x

SERBIAN

x

CROATIAN

x

BOSNIAN

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

SLOVENE

x

x

CZECH

x

x

x
x

x

HUNGARIAN

x

x

x

x

ESTONIAN

x

x

x

x

ENGLISH

x

x

x

RUSSIAN
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MTE tagset

x

ROMANIAN

BULGARIAN

INTERA
tagset

x

x

x
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6. Using the corpus for research and
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applications

x
Bulgarian-Greek – for preparing the basic
material for translation memories.
x
Bulgarian-English – for clusterization
experiments [13].
x
Bulgarian-Macedonian – for experiments with
cognates, false friends and lexical closeness – ongoing
work to be reported at the present workshop [14].
There is special research interest in using the corpus for
measuring the closeness of related languages, which are
well-represented in BSEC (Bulgarian, Serbian,
Macedonian, Croatian, and Bosnian). A series of such
studies and experiments have been performed for
another pair of Slavic languages Bulgarian and Russian
– and the methodology can successfully be applied to
the BSEC material.

7. Conclusions and further work
A careful look at the table representation of the
parameters of the afore-mentioned set of languages
(aligned corpora and morphosyntactic formats) shows
that – within these two collections (BSEC and
ACQUIS) and with common annotation format (MTE)
– Bulgarian, Greek and Romanian are the best
represented languages. Uniting the rest of BSEC
languages to this group will be easier in the domain of
the morphosyntactic format, rather than the ACQUIS
corpus. Pre-existing annotation instruments can be
translated in a short time, but translation of millions of
words takes a lot more time. The same applies to the
Russian language, with his undisputable place in the
typology of Slavic languages.
So, in our opinion, the realistic approach to the
unification of resources for languages in this part of
Europe, as well as of tools for their processing, is as
follows: using already aligned corpora (the topic of this
paper), the work continues with already unified ɆɌȿ
formats, which will draw Serbian, Croatian, and
Slovene in the common paradigm according to the
principle – “common corpora - common annotation
scheme”. This principle has already been established in
Ɇultext-East, but, unfortunately, for some languages,
like Bulgarian, the text volume has been too small for
the contemporary needs.
This unification must be preceded with a further
harmonization of ɆɌȿ annotation set – work, started
successfully within INTERA project, and hopefully
continued in future join local activities, over rich
enough common language material.

The work was partially funded by the project BIS-21++ at
IPP, BAS via contract no. INCO-CT-2005 -016639.
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Abstract
this paper presents the language resources, which
would facilitate the ontology-based semantic search. some
of these resources are language independent, such as the
domain ontology. some depend on the specific language:
terminological lexicons, annotation grammars, sense
disambiguation rules, gold standard corpus.
here we focus on the Bulgarian resources constructed
in two domains for supporting the semantic annotation and
subsequently – the semantic search.

Keywords

ontology, ontology-based lexicon, semantic Annotation,
semantic search, Bulgarian, Annotation Grammars

1. introduction

For many tasks related to natural language Processing and
semantic Web the semantic search in multimedia
documents is a prerequisite. But reliable automatic semantic
annotation systems do not exist for many languages. their
creation depends in many respects on the construction of
gold standard corpora and related language resources. in
two european projects - lt4el1 (language technology for
elearning) (see [7]) and AsisKnown2 (A semantic-Based
Knowledge Flow system for the european home textiles
industry) - we have created new or adapted already existing
language resources to support ontology-based semantic
search within domain specific documents. the sets of
documents are different for these projects - learning objects
on computer science for non-specialists in the case of
lt4el, and fashion textile magazines in the case of
AsisKnown. here we mainly present the language resources
for Bulgarian, which are a prerequisite for creating of such
corpora and for their subsequent applications. it is
necessary to stress that our work within both projects is by
rule multilingual (including at least two languages), since
the ontologies which we developed have to be shared
among our partners, and also the results have to be
1

http://www.lt4el.eu/

2

http://www.asisknown.org/

distributed to a wider audience. in both cases we adapt an
ontology development methodology which is inherently
incremental. We start as a first step with the creation of
corpora containing representative texts within the domains,
annotated with semantic information. As an obligatory part,
the initial corpora contain also definitions of the meanings
of the terms (or phrases) identified within the corpora. on
the basis of these corpora we construct a first version of the
ontologies. they are equipped with terminological lexicons
and annotation grammars. the lexicons are the mediators
between the ontologies and the end users. the grammars
mediate the link between ontologies and domain texts. then
the grammars are used for re-annotation of the corpora. the
result is verified manually and, as a result, new concepts are
added to the ontologies, the lexicons are extended with new
lexical items, the grammars are made more precise. in this
methodology we follow the ideas of [18] which stresses the
importance of semantically annotated corpora for ontology
evaluation and development.
As a first step to the semantic annotation we consider
the standard linguistic pre-processing of documents, such as
tokenization, morphosyntactic annotation, chunking, named
entity recognition. this pre-processing has been done in
accordance with the approach we have developed within
Bulgarian treebank [1]. needless to say, the tools had to be
adapted to the domain-based task. the adaptation required
addition of new rules and vocabulary. special attention was
paid to the new senses of words and terms in the domain
texts, since their common meaning happens to be also
frequently used in such texts.
thus, the ideal situation for an adequate ontologybased semantic annotation would be the interaction between
the domain ontology, the terminological lexicon(s) and the
annotation grammars. the ontology represents the relevant
concepts in a domain and the relations between them. the
ontology is connected to the lexicons. the concepts and the
relations in the ontology represent the semantic elements
which we annotate the documents with. For each
concept/relation in the lexicon we represent lexicalized
terms and non-lexicalized free phrases. thus, our lexicon
comprises lexicalized terms as well as free paraphrases of
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the concept in question. the grammars reflect the mapping
between the terms/phrases in the lexicon and their
realization in the text.
the structure of the paper is as follows: in the next
section we discuss our language model; then the creation of
the initial corpora in some domain is described. in section
4 the general idea behind the domain ontologies is
discussed. section 5 presents the methodology of
constructing terminological lexicons. in section 6 the
regular grammars are presented as an annotation tool, which
connects the ontological concepts via lexicons with the text
segments. section 7 describes the interaction among all the
components with respect to their improvement. the last
section concludes the paper and outlines the future work.

2. linguistic model

in this section we present briefly the linguistic model of the
annotation process adopted for the tasks within the two
projects. We assume that the ontology is the repository of
the lexical meaning of the language. thus, we have started
with a concept in the ontology and we searched for lexical
items and non-lexical phrases that convey the content of the
concept. there are two possible problems here: (1) there is
no lexical item for some of the concepts in the ontology,
and (2) there are lexical items in the language without a
concept representing the meaning of the lexical item in the
ontology. the first problem is overcome by allowing in the
lexicon also non-lexical (fully compositional) phrases to be
represented. the second problem is solved by extension of
the ontology. the lexicon items are then mapped to
grammars. these grammars relate the lexicon to the text.
this mapping is necessary as much as lexical items and
phrases from the lexicons allow for multiple realizations in
the text and require some additional linguistic knowledge in
order to disambiguate between different meanings of some
lexical item or phrase. the following figure depicts the
elements of the model.
ontology

lexicalized
terms

Grammars
Domain text
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Free Phrases

We have been using the relations between the different
elements for the task of ontology-based search. the
connection from ontology via lexicon to grammars is relied
on for the concept annotation of the text. in this way we
established a connection between the ontology and the
texts. the relation between the lexicon and the ontology is
used for definition of user queries with respect to the
appropriate segments within the documents. on this basis a
multilingual search strategy was implemented within lt4el
project [16].
our approach gains in many respects from such works
as Wordnet [11], euroWordnet [12], simPle [13]. in
spite of the fact that we employ the experience from these
projects (mapping to Wordnet and Pustejovsky’s ideas in
simPle), we also suggest an alternative for the connection
between the ontology and the lexicons. our model is very
close to linginfo model (see [15] and [8]) not only with
respect to the mapping of the lexical items to concepts, but
also with respect to the other language processing tools we
connect to the ontology – the concept annotation grammars
and concept disambiguation tools. As to Wordnet and
euroWordnet, we differ in the direction of the workflow,
i.e. we start from ontology to the lexicon, not vice versa.
From simPle we differ in using a domain ontology instead
of a general linguistic ontology. From linginfo model we
differ in the fact that the three components (ontology,
lexicon and grammars) are represented by different models.
For detailed discussion see [17].
in the next sections we present the realization of the
model for Bulgarian within the framework of the two
projects.

3. creation of the initial corpora

For most tasks in nlP a creation of the so-called gold
corpora is required. here we will discuss the content and
format of the domain corpora as well as the pre-processing
steps.
in the domain of computer science for non-specialists
we gathered learning objects in Bulgarian in several subdomains, such as Web technology, microsoft products. the
size of this corpus is 207 000 tokens. in the domain of
textile we gathered texts from Bulgarian fashion magazines
of interior design such as “Ⱦɨɦɴɬ” (the home), etc. it
comprises 50 000 tokens. some of the materials have also
an english translation.
in both domains the original files came in various
formats, such as html, Word, PDF. however, the markup language of processing is Xml. thus, an appropriate
converter is always needed to ensure the transfer of the text
data. moreover, the tasks of both projects are to work with
a dynamic database of documents. Also, the appropriate
DtDs were constructed with respect to the level of
processing. When in appropriate format for further
processing, the files underwent several pre-steps: token
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segmentation, morphological tagging, morphosyntactic
disambiguation, chunking, named-entity recognition,
sentence delimitation. All these tasks were performed
automatically or semi-automatically, re-using the Basic
language resource kit (BlArK) of BultreeBank Project
(see technical report 1 3). Additionally, a lemmatizer was
added to connect the wordforms with the base forms.
Depending on the goals of both projects, next steps of
processing showed some difference. in lt4el project the
texts were also annotated manually with keywords and
definitions. this was needed for testing the automatic
keyword extractor and glossary finder for Bulgarian. in
case of AsisKnown Project, we manually constructed a
treebank of definitions taken from the lexicons and
standards. this treebank was used as a source for
extraction of knowledge from syntactic patterns as well as
testing the automatic tools against it. the nouns in the
definitions were connected to appropriate concepts in the
domain ontology (including synsets from ontoWordnet).
then appropriate relations were defined over the syntactic
structure of the trees within the treebank.
the main problems we faced when performing the
preprocessing were of two kinds: 1) due to the quality of
the collected domain texts, and 2) due to the specificities of
the domain. concerning the first problem, the most
annoying error that caused noise to the tokenizer was the
usage of latin letters in cyrillic words, and vice versa. As
for the second problem, we had to handle the domain
specific multiwords, and to extend the dictionary with
domain specific terms or meanings. For example, in lt4el
domain there are sequences like TCP/IP, JPEG/SPIFF or
XHTML 1.0. sometimes the translation from english also
puzzled the standard Bulgarian tokenizer. For example,
complex segments like: ɇɟ–ȿ–ɑɢɫɥɨ (not-is-number) or
ɡɚɩɢɲɢ–ɜɟɞɧɴɠ–ɱɟɬɢ–ɦɧɨɝɨ–ɩɴɬɢ
(write-once-readmany-times).

4. Domain ontology

We explore two domain ontologies, created by us within the
two projects. As it was mentioned above, the domain of
lt4el Project is “computer science for non-computer
scientists”. to put it in a more detailed way, it covers
topics like operating systems; programs; document
preparation – creation, formatting, saving, printing; Web,
internet, computer networks; html, websites, html
documents; email, etc. the domain of AsisKnown Project
is “home textile”. it covers topics like carpets, curtains,
damasks, cloths, etc. and their related features. this
ontology represents features related to both the production
of home textile and the usage of it. the main application of
the lt4el ontology has to do with the indexing of learning
objects within the domain in order to support search for
3

At: http://www.bultreebank.org/techrep/BtB-tr01.pdf

learning topics. the AsisKnown ontology supports two
main tasks: (1) unification of different conceptualizations in
the domain; and (2) annotation of articles from fashion
magazines in the area of interior design. the first task is
necessary for the interchange of information between the
users of AsisKnown system. here they need to synchronize
their internal conceptualization to the conceptualization of
the ontology. the second task is necessary for the analysis
of trends (one of the services supported by AsisKnown
system). For trend analyses the search for concept cooccurrences plays an important role.
in general, the domain ontology is supposed to consist
of the main concepts in a certain domain. it has to be
connected to an upper ontology, from which to inherit the
appropriate properties. For the two projects we chose the
Dolce upper ontology - [2], [3]. the mapping to it was
done via ontoWordnet ([10]) and Wordnet 2.0 ([11]). the
mapping to Dolce ensures that the domain ontologies
satisfy the requirements of ontoclean methodology (see
[9]). the mapping to Wordnet facilitates also a mapping to
sumo (see [14]). however, domain ontologies are still a
resource that cannot be taken for granted, and hence, a
strategy is needed to construct such an ontology. Within the
two projects we used the following ways of deriving a good
network of concepts: in lt4el we annotated learning
object on the required topic with keywords. For each of
these keywords we gathered definitions in english from the
web. We also provided Bulgarian definitions via translation
or search on the web. Afterwards concepts were created on
the top of the meanings, explicated by the definitions. in the
case of AsisKnown at the beginning terminological
lexicons and standards in the textile domain were used.
then, magazines were also processed to get the terms on
the tendencies of interior design.
From the above considerations it became clear that the
resources we needed concerning Bulgarian language were
keyword lists and terms in the domains. For the distribution
of Bulgarian keywords within lt4el project see [4]. As for
AsisKnown, we initially worked preferably with english
sources. however, some Bulgarian interior design
magazines were also processed.
here we must note that the ontology is meant to be a
language-independent resource. As such, it relies on the
correct presentation of the various meanings. in a
multilingual context the ontology has to handle the
discrepancy between the conceptualization of the
knowledge and its lexicalization in languages. sometimes
there is no lexicalized term for a concept in some language,
but the concept itself should be presented in the ontology.
in such a case we either select a term naming from a list of
terms (when available), or we construct a name of
meaningful words that altogether do not form a good
expression in the language in question. We use english as
the typical lingua franca among languages. But the name of
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the concept might be in any natural language, because what
really matters is the definition. For example, in the ontology
there is a concept AuthorityFile with the meaning: A file of
authorized cataloging entries for names, subjects, and
series. The file gives the correct form of these entries, and,
in the case of series, decisions on shelving and access
within the library. however, in Bulgarian there is no
lexicalised term, and a free phrase is used: ɮɚɣɥ ɫ ɩɪɚɜɚ
(‘file with rights’).
some problems arise also from the fact that the
definitions, in general, reflect various aspects of the
concept, but very often they are either too general, or too
specific. sometimes there are not enough domain
definitions per ambiguous concepts, which leads to
availability of beyond-domain interpretations only. in these
cases the intervention of the ontology creator is required,
and he/she adds the domain meaning.

5. terminological lexicons

the terminological lexicons can be viewed as lists of the
main keywords in a certain domain. An important drawback
of the standard lexicons is that they consist of lexicalized
terms. however, in real domain texts there are much more
paraphrases of the existing lexicalized term(s), or even
worse - there are free phrases to a notion, which is not
lexicalized in the language. thus, an extension of the
lexicons is needed, which to capture the synonymy beyond
lexicalization and to suggest other phrasal units when a oneword term is missing.
thus, the entries in the lexicon should be viewed as
lists of various wordings of one and the same concept. this
approach becomes highly relevant in real search scenarios,
because users usually write expressions according to their
level of knowledge on the topic. these expressions might
be terms or some free phrases. of course, it is impossible to
predict all the wordings which correspond to a concept. For
that reason, we first concentrated on the most frequent ones.
For example, for the concept AlphanumericDisplay with
meaning: a display that gives the information in the form
of characters (numbers or letters) in Bulgarian are given 9
alternatives, some of which reflect the spelling variation
(ɛɭɤɜɟɧɨɰɢɮɪɨɜ ɞɢɫɩɥɟɣ ɛɭɤɜɟɧɨ-ɰɢɮɪɨɜ ɞɢɫɩɥɟɣ
ɫɢɦɜɨɥɟɧ ɞɢɫɩɥɟɣ ɛɭɤɜɟɧɨɰɢɮɪɨɜ ɦɨɧɢɬɨɪ ɛɭɤɜɟɧɨɰɢɮɪɨɜ ɦɨɧɢɬɨɪ ɫɢɦɜɨɥɟɧ ɦɨɧɢɬɨɪ ɛɭɤɜɟɧɨɰɢɮɪɨɜ
ɟɤɪɚɧɛɭɤɜɟɧɨ-ɰɢɮɪɨɜɟɤɪɚɧɫɢɦɜɨɥɟɧɟɤɪɚɧ).
We also used the definitions as source for extending
the lexicon (and the ontology). For example, if we have the
term AudioConference with the meaning: An electronic
meeting in which participants in different locations use
telephones or audio conferencing equipment to
interactively communicate with each other in real time,
then we could add also the concept ElectronicMeeting as a
superconcept.
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the generalized structure of the lexicons is as follows:
(1) a leading term which constitutes the meaning for all the
term wordings within the entry. this term usually ensures
the mapping to the relevant concept; (2) explanation of the
concept meaning in lingua franca (usually it is english, but
in fact it might be any natural language); and (3) a set of
terms in a given language that have the meaning expressed
by the leading term.
the idea of having a leading term when more
expressions per concept are available is a tricky issue. the
criteria for choosing such a term might be numerous: it
occurs more often than the others, it is accepted to be a
standard term in the special literature, etc. this strategy is
justified in cases like the following: for the concept
AlphabetCharacter with a meaning: the conventional
characters of the alphabet used to represent speech the
direct translation in Bulgarian ɡɧɚɤ ɨɬ ɚɡɛɭɤɚ (‘sign of
alphabet’) is not as natural as the word ɛɭɤɜɚ (‘letter’). the
same non-naturalness holds for the expressions ɛɭɤɜɟɧ
ɫɢɦɜɨɥ (‘letter symbol’), ɛɭɤɜɟɧɡɧɚɤ (‘letter sign’). on the
other hand, sometimes there are two or more competing
terms, and the only difference is that one of them has a
native origin, while the other is transliterated from another
language (e.g. in Bulgarian ɚɛɪɟɜɢɚɬɭɪɚ and ɫɴɤɪɚɳɟɧɢɟ
for abbreviation in english). in such cases the ordering in a
term group is accidental.

6. Annotation Grammars

in order to connect the relevant text chunks with the
ontological concepts, regular grammars are used. We call
them concept annotation grammars or simply annotation
grammars. in general the annotation grammars comprise
two interconnected steps: (1) concept annotation step and
(2) disambiguation step. in this initial phase of development
of annotation grammars for our ontologies we perform the
first step by the cascaded regular grammar in the clarK
system, and the second step by the constraint facilities in
the same system. thus, the grammars encode the lexicon in
the regular expression area, and the corresponding
ontological concepts in the return mark-up area. the
competing expressions get the same semantic interpretation.
We define the regular grammars as reflections of the
expressions in the lexicon. the quality of the grammar
predefines the coverage and precision of the annotation, and
hence – the efficiency of the search. since at the beginning
the ontology and the lexicons are not complete, the
grammars assign all the possible mappings of the concepts
to the detected text fragments. in order to improve the
situation we rely on the longest match strategy of the
grammar engine. For example, first the two-word sequence
of ‘personal computer’ is recognized before annotating the
occurrences of the superconcept ‘computer’. the
disambiguation is performed by two methods - rule-based,
where manually defined rules are implemented, and
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statistical, where the tools learn from the corpus and assign
the correct concept automatically. For the moment we are
working on the rule-based method. the statistical method
will be implemented later when the gold standard corpora
for Bulgarian are checked and verified.
one of the main problems with the initial development
of the annotation grammars is their interaction with the
general chunk grammars we already have developed within
Bultreebank project [1]. the chunk grammars cover the
simple noun phrases, complex named entities, the verbal
phrases, prepositional phrases and clauses in sure positions.
the concept annotation grammars at this stage are chunk
grammars related to the concepts within the ontologies. the
problems arise in the places where these two types of
grammars interact with each other. the main cases are
when the annotation grammars recognize smaller chunks in
comparison to the general chunk grammars, and when the
annotation grammars recognize bigger chunks on the basis
of the sure semantic information. in the first case we have
to decide whether the smaller chunk is really a
representative of the concept, additionally modified in the
context, or it is a not representative of the concept because
the bigger chunk is the representative of a different concept.
the second case is often related to fixed phrases which
contain a subchunk related to a concept. We have handled
the problem by an extension of the annotation grammars
with rules for bigger chunks which are not related to the
concepts in the ontologies. the case of bigger chunks,
recognized by the annotation grammar, is solved by
ordering of the applications of the grammar modules. thus
we have three layers of grammars: (1) grammars for chunks
of fixed phrases or concepts outside of the annotation
grammars, (2) annotation grammars themselves, and (3)
general annotation grammar. the application of the general
annotation grammars is not obligatory for the ontologybased semantic search task, but the result of it is very useful
for finding new concepts missing in the ontology, for
finding new phrases missing in the lexicons and for relation
annotation in future.

7. mutual improvement strategy

As it was mentioned above, the creation of domain
ontologies depends on the available domain texts and the
terminological lexicons or standards. however, these
prerequisites are never perfect – either we get a small set of
texts which are often noisy, or the lexicons present only
some terms, but not their variety. For that reason we chose a
strategy for a mutual gradual improvement of all these
resources. let us see how it works in more detail below.
in the first run, the annotation grammars encode not
only the real corresponding concepts per term expression,
but also two more possibilities: erAse and eXtenDeD.
After the grammar annotation, the constraint manager is
executed. it supports the manual concept selection in cases

of ambiguity. Actually, two constraints are provided:
constraint 1 (Select Each Concept) or constraint 2 (Select
Ambiguous-only Concept). constraint 1 stops at each
recognized term despite being ambiguous or nonambiguous. the option erAse is chosen when a concept
was assigned to a common word, not a term. the option
eXtenDeD is chosen when a concept is recognized
partially. this option covers two basic cases: occurrence of
general vs. specific notions (e.g. Internet vs. Wireless
Internet), or notions that can be expressed by a single word
as well as multiwords (disc vs. hard disc; user vs. enduser). there is a third option, which is incorporated into
both constraints, namely – adding a correction over a
concept. this happens when the term is used in a broader or
a narrower sense, which lacks in the assigned concept (e.g.
Insert concept in narrowing sense of the term Paste, and in
broader sense of the term Insert). the usage of constraint 1
is recommended at the beginning of the annotation process,
when the annotation grammar is not considered to be very
precise, and when its automatically compiled versions rely
only on lemmas.
All these repairing techniques (although subjective and
depending on the annotator) lead to the improvement of the
regular grammar, which assigns the concepts.
consequently, it means improvement to the ontology and
the lexicon.
the usage of constraint 2 can be relied on at a later
stage, when the annotation grammar has been improved at
least to some extent (as a result of the previous constraint).
this constraint does not introduce artificial ambiguity
choices. it stops only at real ambiguities in the texts. For
example, the term ‘word’ might be assigned two concepts
depending on the context: either common words
(WordLang), or elements of computer memory
(WordMemory).

8. conclusions

in this paper we presented the current state of the language
resources which are necessary for an efficient semantic
search. We concentrated especially on Bulgarian language
resources, such as domain golden corpora, terminological
lexicons, annotation grammars. the interaction among all
these components (together with the domain ontology) was
described in more detail. From our experience in two
domains we may conclude that the resources depend on
each other, and hence - develop in parallel. After taking
into account the error analysis from the annotators, the
resources raise their coverage and precision. the added
value of the semantic search becomes even better in a
multilingual environment. in both projects we work in such
a context, which gives us the opportunity to compare
language models and evaluation results.
in future we plan to apply the model to general lexica
in order to cover the most frequent meanings in Bulgarian.
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We already started the annotation of the Bulgarian treebank
in this direction. Also, we are planning the extension of the
lexicons and the grammars with respect to the relations
represented in the ontologies. We envisage such an
extension to facilitate the task of sense disambiguation and
also the development of deeper syntactic analysis.
the implementation of the lexicons and the grammars
is done within clarK system – [5], [6]. the ontology is
processed by Protègè system (http://protege.stanford.edu).
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Abstract
There are several languages that use diacritical characters
outside the ASCII charset. For some of the languages, most
diacritical characters can be deterministically recovered but in
general, this is not the prevailing case. However, the difficulty
of the task differs from language to language depending on
the functional role of the diacritical characters. For Romanian,
automatic restoration of the diacritics is a real challenge, both
because of their frequency and due to their significant
contribution to the morpho-lexical and semantic
disambiguation of the words.
In Romanian, every third word might contain at least one
diacritical character and for large texts that lack diacritics, to
insert them manually is highly time-consuming, boring and
error-prone.
We present a professional implementation, embedded into
MS Office environment, which builds on our tiered tagging
technologies.

Keywords

diacritics restoration; part-of-speech tagging, tiered tagging

1. Introduction

Spelling verification and correction is one of the oldest
natural language processing applications that were used on
large scale. Most of the spell checkers are focused on
correcting the typographical errors and cognitive errors.
Typographical errors are the most common variety of
spelling errors. In typed text, a majority of the misspellings
result from errors such as transposing characters, pressing
the wrong key, omitting a character, inserting an
unnecessary character, or omitting a space between words.
Cognitive errors occur when the user does not know the
standard spelling of a word. In this case, the user typically
enters a phonetic spelling. But there is another important
aspect of spelling verification and correction that does not
occur in English and several other languages: diacritics
insertion.
To find a way to automating the diacritics insertion is
worthy not only for old valuable texts stored in electronic
form, but also for contemporary electronic texts as they
continue to be produced in non-diacritical form. The
reasons for this could be many, including the lack of
localized and standardized keyboards. Ergonomic factors
can also be mentioned (if someone is supposed to press
more than two keys to get a diacritical character, then,
mainly in informal communication (e.g. e-mail), he/she will
probably take the easiest one-stroke solution).

We present a diacritics restoration program for
Romanian language, based on recent advances in
probabilistic tagging technology. Similar approaches have
been proposed in [8] for Romanian, [7] for French, [2] (cf.
[7]) also for French. Mihalcea [5] addresses the restoration
of diacritical characters in Romanian using an n-gram
model. Yarowsky [14] addresses this problem for Spanish
(mainly) and French but instead of POS tagging, he uses a
decision-list framework which offers very satisfactory
performance (speed & accuracy) in spite of a language
model that “was admittedly quite weak: in the absence of a
hand-tagged training corpus, he based his model on an ad
hoc set of tags” [7]. As compared to French, Romanian
makes more intensive use of diacritical signs and their
absence creates much more difficulties.

2. Diacritics in Romanian

Romanian language has 5 diacritical characters: ă,â,î,ú and
Ġ (plus their uppercase variants). A text missing the
diacritics will usually have these characters substituted by a
(for both ă and â), i, s and t respectively. For a significant
part of the words with the diacritics stripped-off their
recovering is deterministic, because the non-diacritical
variants of those words are not legal lexemes of Romanian.
But in most of the cases, the absence of diacritics creates
genuine ambiguity, hard to resolve sometimes even for a
human (when given only a limited context).
Here are some examples of strings that if missing
diacritics are not legal words of Romanian (the real word
and its translation are specified between parentheses):
A) padure (pădure- forest), tufis (tufiú- bush), autorizatie
(autorizaĠie- autorisation), cantar (cântar- balance), carare
(cărare- pathway), macar (măcar – at least), fara (fără –
without), cati (câĠi -how many) etc.
We call such strings unambiguous stripped words, or
U-words.
To exemplify the ambiguity caused by the lack of
diacritics, let us consider the string fata. In a text where the
diacritics were removed, this string could stand for any of
the following words:
B) fata – the girl, fată – a girl; or (about animals) gives
birth , fâĠa – the quick-swimming little fish/the coquette,
fâĠă – a quick-swimming little fish/a coquette, faĠa – the
face, faĠă – a face, făta – (about animals) to give birth;
gave birth, fătă – (about animals) just gave birth.
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All the strings of the fata type above (i.e which could
stand for more than one diacritical or non-diacritical word)
are referred to in the following as ambiguous stripped
words, or A-words. The strings that are neither U-words
nor A-words are simply referred to as words.

MSDtag-set and the way we solved the tension between
tagset cardinality and tagging accuracy are briefly
discussed in section 3.2.
Table 1. The distribution of the words with diacritics in texts
of different registers

We found that the morpho-syntactical information
disambiguates most A-words. Yet, there exist subsets of Awords for which morpho-syntactic descriptions are
identical and diacritics restoration distinction could be
made only based on meaning:

Corpus

Journalism

Juridical

1. Words

6, 680,448

3,511,093

2. Words with diacritics
(out of 1.)

2,004,763
(30,01%)

1,026,385
(29,23%)

C) fata (Ncfsry) – the girl, fâĠa (Ncfsry) – the quickswimming little fish/the coquette, faĠa (Ncfsry) – the face.

3. U-words (out of 2.)

238,132
(11,88%)

175,822
(17,13%)

These words, which we call C-words, require sense
disambiguation. The C-words are a subset of A-words.

4. A-words (out of 2.)

1,766,631
(88,12%)

850,563
(82,87%)

5. C-words (Ctag-set,
out of 4)

58,420
(3,31%)

38,323
(4,51%)

6. C-words
(MSDtag-set, out of 4)

24,916
(1,41%)

16,463
(1,94%)

The table in Figure 1 displays data we extracted from
our reference corpora. The journalism corpus consists of
articles from the weekly magazine “Agenda” from
Timiúoara (years 2003-2006). The juridical corpus is a
collection of around 6000 Romanian documents extracted
from the Jrc-Acquis corpus [8]. The part-of-speech
annotation was made with our tiered tagger in order to
reduce as much as possible the number of tagging errors.
The total number of words shown in Table 1 (line 1) does
not include numbers or tokens containing one or more
digits, proper names, foreign words (tagged by the X tag),
abbreviations (tagged by the Y tag), dates (tagged by the
DATE tag) and punctuation. From the total number of
tokens in the mentioned texts, the discarded tokens account
for 35.09% and 26.04% respectively. The big difference
between the number of discarded items in the two corpora
is due to the fact that journalism corpus contains lots of
numbers (in the "Sport" sections one can find scores,
minutes, timings, distances etc) dates, foreign words and
abbreviations. These categories are not significant for the
diacritics restoration problem because, in the vast majority
of cases, they do not contain diacritical signs. However, the
proper names in Romanian are words that might contain
diacritics, thus being relevant for the diacritics restoration
task. Yet, in the juridical corpus, although the names are
quite frequent, none of them contained diacritics. Thus, in
order to make a meaningful comparison among the two
register data, we excluded the proper names from our
analysis.
There are two different figures for C-words, depending
on what tagset was used in POS tagging: a reduced tagset
(Ctag-set in line 5) and the lexicon morpho-syntactic
descriptors tagset (MSDtag-set in line 6). The two figures
demonstrate that the diacritics restoration is more
accurately done when the system has access to more
linguistic contextual information. On the other hand, in
general, using a reduced tagset as compared to a large one,
increases the tagging accuracy, which is vital for our
approach in diacritics restoration. The Ctag-set and
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As one can notice in the table above, in regular
Romanian texts, almost one third of the words contain at
least one diacritical character (30.01% of the words in the
journalism data contain on average 1,17 diacritical signs,
while 29.23% of the words in the juridical texts contain on
average 1,16 diacritical signs). Out of the diacritical words
only a small percentage are U-words (11,88% in the
journalism data and 17,13% in the juridical texts). That is,
in an ideal setting, with a fully coverage dictionary
available and a text with no typographical error other than
the missing diacritics, about 25% (#A-words/#Words) of
the total number of words in a running Romanian text
would remain ambiguous. In a more realistic setting of a
diacritics restoration process, this figure is significantly
higher because no dictionary fully covers any possible text
and most texts contain typing errors (other than missing
diacritics). In our supposedly error free data we identified
72,722 (1,09%) typing errors in the journalism texts and
29,387 (0.84%) typing errors in the juridical texts. Below
we list the main categories of errors:
a) even if a word contains diacritics, it might not contain all
of the necessary ones (e.g. "invăĠămant"1 vs. "învăĠământ",
"lacătuú" vs. "lăcătuú" etc.);
b) even if a word contains diacritics, one or more of them
might be wrong (e.g. "sărmă" vs. "sârmă", "câtre" vs.
"către", "neâncăpător" vs. "neîncăpător" etc.)
c) even if a word contains diacritics, they might not be in
accordance with the current orthography of Romanian (e.g.
"considerînd" vs. "considerând", "curînd" vs. "curând" etc.)

1

All the examples provided trhoughout this paper are extracted
from real texts used during the evaluation.
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d) the words (with or without diacritics) might be
misspelled (e.g. "înopta" vs. "înnopta", "indenmizaĠie" vs.
"indemnizaĠie", "compensdiu" vs. "compendiu" etc.) or
miss-tokenized (e.g. "5%pentru" vs. "5% pentru", "20o" vs.
"200" etc.)
e) a lexical token might be distorted by a combination of
the above cases, making it very difficult to be recovered.
One could argue that a traditional spell-checker could
fix these error-cases, but at least for Romanian, this is not
entirely so, because of what we called A-words (words
which remain legal words of the language even after the
diacritics removal, e.g. "peste" (over) versus "peúte" (fish),
"scoală" (wake up) versus "úcoală" (school), "barca" (the
boat) versus "barcă" (a boat) etc. A standard spell-checker
(such as A-spell or the one included into MS Office)
would not even detect the A-words as possibly
problematic.
In a traditional spell-checker solution, the "out of the
dictionary" words are highlighted and the user is expected
to select one correction from a list of possible choices
(which might not include the proper correction). In our
approach, most of the corrections (all but the C-words) are
automatically performed without user going through each
individual token. While the automatic procedure is
practically done in no time, the manual procedure is error
prone and even when assisted by a spell-checker might
require hours, days or even months for very large textual
data. For the C-words occurring in a text, the system
behaves like a spell-checker, i.e. it requires the user to
make a choice, out of a list of contextually plausible
corrections. A contextual plausible correction should
comply with the linguistic restrictions specified by the
morpho-syntactic description associated to the respective
C-word. For instance, if the C-word "fata" was tagged as a
feminine noun, in a direct case, definite singular form, the
plausible solutions are "fata" (the girl), "faĠa" (the face),
"fâĠa" (the quick-swimming little fish/the coquette) all
characterized by the same morpho-lexical attributes as the
original C-word. All the other variants (fată, faĠă, fâĠă, făta,
fătă) should be ignored due to different morpho-syntactic
descriptors (indefinite nouns or verbs)..
The last two lines in Table 1 show that when we use a
tag-set of finer granularity (614 tags in the MSDtagset
versus 92 tags in the Ctagset) the number of C-words (the
tokens for which the diacritical forms cannot be
deterministically recovered) is more than twice less than
before. We noticed that the majority of the C-words in this
case are genuine spelling errors, very few of them requiring
sense disambiguation.
In the next sections we will briefly describe the
underlying technologies used by our diacritics restoration
system DIAC+, provide an evaluation and few details on its

implementation and conclude with a comparison between
DIAC+ and its ancestor described in [9].

3. Text pre-processing

Since the DIAC+ was designed to work with MS formatted
documents, the system extracts the textual data from the
input file and stores it in an internal format adequate for
our pre-processing tools, using as database a full-text
search engine – Lucene. The textual data extracted from the
input file is tokenized and tiered-tagged, thus creating a
linguistic knowledge space for the current text within
which the proper restoration of diacritics takes place.

3.1 Tokenization

The tokenizer is a program that identifies within the input
text the elementary processing units called lexical tokens.
A lexical token usually corresponds to the generally
accepted idea of a word, namely a sequence of characters
delimited by white spaces. However, several words may
form a natural single unit (such as “pentru că” – because)
or on the contrary, a sequence of characters delimited by
white spaces may be split into distinct lexical units (such as
“dă-mi-le” – you_(singular)_give to_me them = give them
to me). The tokenizer also recognizes dates expressed in a
large variety of formats (1 ianuarie, 1999; 01/01/99; 01ian-99, etc), abbreviations (dl, dna, dra, dr. etc.), various
types of punctuation, etc. Initially we used the MULTEXT
tokenizer - a configurable language independent tool.
However, the price the MULTEXT tokenizer pays for its
language independence and flexibility was considered too
high. We have developed our own tokenizer which
although not equally flexible, is still language independent,
smaller and at least 1000 times faster.

3.2 Tiered tagging

In highly inflectional languages, encoding the morpholexical properties of the wordforms requires a large set of
description codes. The Multext European project in cooperation with EAGLES Lexical Specification Group
developed a set of recommendations [6] for the languages
in Western Europe. Starting with these specifications, the
Multext-East Copernicus project further developed them so
that to account for the specificity of six other languages
from Central and Eastern Europe – Bulgarian, Czech,
Estonian, Hungarian, Romanian and Slovene – [4] and
developed large compliant lexical resources [13]. The set
of morpho-syntactic descriptors (MSDs) specific to
Romanian contains 615 codes.
It is well known that the larger the tag-set, the larger
the training corpora needed [1] and unfortunately this is not
a linear dependency. To avoid severe data sparseness and
accuracy degradation, a huge amount of manual work
would be necessary for building appropriately large
training corpora.
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Tiered tagging [10, 11] is a two-stage technique
addressing the issue of data-sparseness. In general terms,
tiered tagging uses a hidden tagset (we call it Ctag-set) of a
smaller size (in our case 92 tags) on the basis of which a
language model (LM) is built. This LM serves for a first
level of tagging. Then, a second phase replaces the tags
from the small tagset with contextually the most probable
tags from the large tagset (we call it MSDtag-set) which
contains 615 tags (MSDs). The fundamental idea in using
the tiered tagging approach is that the attribute values in a
MSD and the wordform are not independent. That is to say,
having a MSD-based wordform lexicon, from a wordform
and a subset of attribute-value pairs one could, in the vast
majority of cases, deduce all the rest of the feature-values
pairs characterizing the current wordform. In [10] we call
this property the MSD-recoverability. The subset of the
features in the MSDtag-set having the recoverability
property represents the set of attributes in terms of which
the Ctag-set is defined. In [10] we provided an algorithm to
construct the Ctag-set from a MSD-based lexicon. In [11]
we demonstrated that the algorithm is language
independent and that the tiered-tagging approach is
working very well for a completely different language than
Romanian. In [12] we presented a further enhanced version
of the Ctag-set automatic design and demonstrated its
effectiveness on six languages (Czech, English, Estonian,
Hungarian, Romanian and Slovene).
The lexicon, underlying the induction of the Ctag-set
and backing-up the tiered tagging approach, contains the
words annotated with the MSD tags, an entry having the
form: <word> <lemma> <msd>. For Romanian, this
lexicon, referred to in the following as LEX, contains
more than 800,000 entries.
For a small number of the C-tags, the recovering
process can face some ambiguities which have to be solved
by using additional knowledge resource. In [10] this new
resource is a set of hand-written contextual disambiguation
rules. The applicability of both the deterministic and the
rule-based recovering is limited only to the words recorded
in the MSD tag-set lexicon. We replaced the second phase
of the tiered tagging process with a maximum entropybased MSD recovery [3]. In this approach, the rules for
Ctag to MSD conversion are automatically learnt from the
corpus and their application does not require looking-up
the MSD tag-set lexicon. Therefore, even the Ctags
assigned to unknown words can be converted into MSD
tags. If an MSD-lexicon is available, replacing the Ctags
for the known words by the appropriate MSD tags is
almost 100% accurate.

4. Diacritics insertion

+

The overall architecture of DIAC is shown in Figure 1.
From the LEX lexicon, mentioned in the previous section,
the system derives a diacritical words only lexicon (D0),
and a diacritics stripped-off lexicon (D1) which are used to
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generate the hypotheses search space for the current text.
Additionally, the system builds on the fly a list of words in
the current text which are not in the previous dictionary but
which could be considered typographical errors (D2):
- D0 dictionary is the subset of LEX containing all the
diacritical words;
- D1 dictionary is the diacritics stripped-off version of
LEX; one should bear in mind that the entries from D0
corresponding to A-words will differ among each other
only by POS information
- D2 dictionary contains words in the current text which are
neither in D0 nor in D1 and which are suspected of
being typing errors; they are associated with words in
D0D1 differing by plus or minus one character or by
switching two consecutive characters (additionally, the
switched characters should be neighbors on the
keyboard).
Input text
Tokenizer
resources

D0,D1,D2
Dictionaries

Language
model

Tokenizer

Hypotheses
generation
Tiered tagger
Candidate selection
Output text & spelling
alternatives

Figure 1. General architecture of DIAC+

The procedure for automatic insertion of diacritics in
Romanian texts has four stages:
(i) TOKENIZATION. The input text is segmented into
lexical tokens according to the rules specified as external
resources.
(ii) HYPOTHESES GENERATION. In the hypotheses
generation step, a word is first searched in the union of D0
and D1 dictionary because in a text without diacritics or
with partial diacritics one cannot be sure if a word is in its
regular form or not unless contextual information is
available.
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If the word cannot be found in the union of D0 with D1
it is searched in the D2 dictionary. A word which is not
found in any of the system's lexicons is considered
unrecoverable and left untouched.
In this step, a word W, occurring in the current text,
may be associated with several entries in the LEX
wordform lexicon and as such it will be associated with a
set of pairs <surface-formk MSDk> so that the diacritics
stripped-off versions of the surface-formk and of W are
identical. The information provided by the next tagging
step will be used to filter this set and eventually to select
the single contextually correct <surface-formi>.
(iii) TIERED TAGGING. The text is tiered-tagged (tagged
with the reduced tag-set, then each C-tag is mapped to a
MSD-tag by the ME-tagger [3]; for this stage, only the
MSDs from the hypothesis generation step are taken into
consideration). In the case of unknown words the tagger
chooses the best alternative resulted from the maximum
entropy model. For tagging texts with partial or missing
diacritics we used a special HMM language model in
which the transition probabilities were computed from the
regular training corpora (i.e. with diacritics) and the
emission probabilities were computed from the diacritics
stripped-off training corpora. This way the ambiguity
classes for the words in the probabilistic lexicon and their
respective POS lexical probabilities were modified, but the
transition probabilities remained unchanged. For instance,
the two unambiguous words peste/Spsa (eng. over) and
peúte/Ncms-n (eng. fish) in the diacritics stripped-off
training corpora will be represented by the same token type
(peste) which in this case will become POS ambiguous
(Spsa or Ncms-n). It is obvious that the spurious
ambiguities created by the lack of diacritics degrade the
tagging accuracy, but as discussed in [9] not all tagging
errors are harmful for the diacritics restoration process.
(iv) CANDIDATE SELECTION. The U-words are replaced
with their diacritical counterpart. The A-words which are
not C-words are replaced by the surface-form identified by
the MSD assigned by the tagger to the respective A-word.
For the C-words, depending on the DIAC+ variant (see
further) either the user is presented with a list of
contextually meaningful choices or the replacement is
automatically done based on lexical probabilities or some
probabilistic preferences.

5. Evaluation

For the evaluation purposes we used a reference corpus R,
containing about 100,000 words. The reference corpus was
hand tagged and lemmatized. We removed all the
diacritics, from R but preserved the original tagging. This
version of R is what we call the idealized DIAC+ tagged
text (TT): it has no tokenization or tagging errors, and no
diacritical character is present in the text. Running DIAC+
on TT provided us with an evaluation of the upper-limit of
the system's accuracy (perfect tagging).

For a more realistic setting we further removed from
TT the associated tags getting a raw tokenized text (RT) on
which we applied the processing chain (tagging with the
reduced tag-set, mapping the C-tags to MSD and DIAC+).
In both of these experiments DIAC+ was used without any
user interaction (that is with the C-words automatically
dealt with).
The results of these evaluations are synthesized in
Table 2. Unlike the statistics in Table 1, here, no tokens
were removed from the evaluation. The correct surface
forms differences in the two experiments (1,28%) can be
ascribed entirely to the tagging errors, but as mentioned
before not all the tagging errors generate diacritics
restoration errors. A significant part of the incorrect surface
forms were C-words (321), which should have received the
user attention and choice. However, based on the log file
they could be easily corrected. The rest of the incorrect
surface forms resulted from tagging errors. Some of these
tagging errors in Romanian are very difficult to solve in a
limited context. Most of them refer to the tense value
attribute (present and imperfect tenses) of verbs in the first
class conjugation, the infinitive form of which ends in "a".
Their resolution would require a post-tagging processing
with an inspection of the neighboring clauses and an
analysis of sequence-of-tenses (hoping that the neighboring
verbs are not in the same conjugation class).
Table 2. DIAC+ accuracy evaluation
Text

Tagged text (TT)

Raw text (RT)

117909

117909

116812 (99.06%)

115300 (97.79%)

1097 (0,94%)

2609 (2,21)

361

361

Tokens
Correct surface forms
Incorrect surface forms
C-words

6. Implementation

The DIAC+ system is available in two implementations:
web service, requiring a licensed access on our linguistic
web-services platform for natural language processing and
a stand-alone variant intended for local recovering of the
diacritics in case of sensitive documents which the author
might be reluctant to send via internet.
The web-service version takes the file and
autonomously corrects the wordforms considered to lack
the diacritics or to contain spelling errors. The C-words are
corrected according to the statistical preferences, and a
logfile is generated documenting each correction (initial
wordform, possible replacements, the actual replacement).
Optionally, the logfile can include for each replacement the
sentence in which it was operated.
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Figure 2. Launching DIAC+

The stand-alone version of the application is embedded
into the Microsoft Office suite and complements the MS
spell checker. In Figure 2 is shown the snapshot of the
DIAC+ interface start-up.
Once an MS-Office document is opened, pressing the
Search button of the DIAC+ interface will launch the entire
processing chain (text extraction, tokenization, tieredtagging and multi-criteria indexing) discussed in the
previous sections. As a result, all the words in the current
document, potentially requiring diacritics restoration, will

be listed in the left pane (Suggestions) of the DIAC+
interface as shown in Figure 3.
Each wordform listed in the Suggestion window is
preceded by a '+' unfolding button and a "check" box. If the
"check" box is checked-out (;) the system signals that for
the respective word it found a unique correction. Selecting
a wordform in the "Suggestions" window, will bring-up in
the "Context" window (left window in the DIAC+ interface)
the sentence containing the respective occurrence and
scroll the document window highlighting the selected
wordform (see the wordform "marti" in Figure 3).
Pressing the "Insert all checked" will operate the
respective corrections and in the "Suggestions" pane will
remain only the words for which the system could not
make an informed decision. These words are preceded by
an unchecked box and pressing the '+' unfolding button will
show the contextually possible diacritical forms. Each
possible solution has a "check" button allowing the user to
specify his option.
The system can correct a few typographical errors such
as transposed characters, wrong typed characters, or
omitted characters.
The MS spell-checker underlines all the unknown
words, thus allowing the user to further inspect spelling
errors which are out of reach for DIAC+.

Figure 3. Diacritics insertion in Microsoft Word
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7. Conclusions

As compared to our previous version [9], the present
DIAC+ implementation includes a spelling corrector, and it
is more accurate due to the significant improvements in the
underlying language model (the underlying lexicon is
almost triple in size) as well as due to the increased
accuracy of our tiered tagger. Also, in the previous version
we used a combined language model (requiring the text to
be re-tagged with each of the available language models
and in the end combining the results (see [10] for details).
DIAC+ is much faster because it uses a single tagging step,
thus avoiding the time overhead of combined language
model tagging (at a price of a less than 0.3% decrease of
accuracy2). Since the coverage of the DIAC+ essentially
depends on the statistical underlying dictionary and the
language model used by the tiered tagger, the system
checks, on a regular basis, our linguistic web-service
platform for newer language models and lexicons and
updates itself accordingly.
The stand-alone version of DIAC+ is implemented as a
DLL and incorporates all the required information and
processing tools. Because of this, large MS-Office
documents require powerful computers, with more than
1MB RAM memory, and the processing time deteriorates
significantly. The web-service version does not have this
problem, as the DIAC+ code runs independently of MSOffice programs and thus, it is more appropriate for mass
document processing than the DLL-based stand-alone
version.
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Abstract
this paper presents the design and implementation of
terminological and specialized textual resources that are
produced in the framework of the Greek national r&D project
“iAtroleXi”. the aim of the project is to create the critical
infrastructure for the Greek language, i.e. linguistic resources
and tools, to be used in high level natural language
Processing (nlP) applications in the domain of Biomedicine.
the project builds upon existing resources that have been
developed by the project partners, i.e. a Greek morphological
lexicon of about 100.000 words, and language processing
tools such as a lemmatiser and a morphosyntactic tagger, and
it will further develop new resources such as a specialised
corpus of biomedical texts and an ontology of medical
terminology.

Keywords

ontologies, data mining, biomedical terminology.

1. introduction

the amount of biomedical information which is
contemporarily produced by the medical society, i.e. health
institutions, educational organisms and research institutes,
has been enormously increased. this information which is
mainly available in digital form and mostly accessible
through internet has been characterized by eysenbach [4]
as “information jungle” of narrative form, due to its
enormous size and its unstructured form. however,
information is only valuable to the extent that it is
accessible, easily retrieved and relevant to the users'
interests. the growing volume of data, the lack of
structured information, and the information diversity have
made information and knowledge management a real
challenge towards the effort to support the medical society.
it has been realised that added value is not gained merely
through larger quantities of data, but through structuring of
the data into knowledge for more sophisticated access to
the required information.
in order to access information, medical practitioners,
researchers, patients, or other interesting parts in the
medical market are usually provided with unsophisticated
tools, such as simple search engines which are seriously
limited by their reliance on keyword-matching. these

search mechanisms are unable to find information
described by different terms and they often return
information results that use the same words with a different
meaning, while they are unable to combine information
from diverse sources. these problems can be alleviated if
search engines no longer search for matching keywords but
for matching semantic concepts that underlie the
information in web pages. the lack of high level language
tools to facilitate accuracy and precision in accessing and
retrieving the relevant information is harder in a less-used
language like Greek, due to the limited research funding
and the restricted interest by the medical industry, and also
due to the intrinsic particularities of the Greek language
morphology.
the project iAtroleXi 1 (http://www.iatrolexi.gr)
aims at the creation of the critical infrastructure for the
Greek language which will constitute the groundwork for
advanced nlP applications in the domain of biomedicine:
i.e. text indexing, information extraction and retrieval, data
mining, question answering systems, etc. to accomplish
this, a number of essential tools and resources for the
Greek language are under construction, which will allow
better management and processing of the digitally encoded
information in the biomedical field.
more specifically, the expected output of the project are
tools that will address directly the final user of the
biomedical information, such as a spelling checker of
Greek medical terms as well as a specialized search engine,
and also tools that will mainly assist processing of the
Greek biomedical texts and improve search and retrieval of
biomedical data, such as a tagger for morphosyntactic
annotation appropriately tuned to the particularities of the
biomedical sublanguage and an ontology of the Greek
biomedical terminology.
this paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents
some background information on natural language
Processing in the biomedical domain towards data mining.
1

"iAtroleXi" project is being partially funded by General
secretariat of research & Development (project code: 9) within
measure 3.3 of "information society" operational Program.
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section 3 gives a description of iAtroleXi project’s
goals and presents the environment and their main
components. Finally in section 4 the conclusions are given.

2. Background

natural language Processing (nlP) has been applied to
biomedical text for decades, in fact, soon after
computerized clinical record systems were introduced in
the mid 1960s [2]. the computerization of clinical records
increased the tension in the field of medical reporting and
recording. in [12] a broad overview of nlP in medicine
can be found, with special attention to milestone projects
and systems such as the linguistic string Project,
specialist, recit, medlee, and menelas. the overview of
[6] also concentrates on nlP with clinical narrative, giving
a short summary of earlier projects and the state of the art
at that point in time.
in recent years, research has continued to focus on text
indexing and document coding to allow powerful,
meaningful retrieval of documents. Document indexing
uses terms from a glossary or ontology (mesh, Gene
ontology, Galen4) or text features such as words or
phrases. most nlP systems in clinical medicine work with
text from patient records such as discharge summaries and
diagnosis reports. nlP systems in bioinformatics use
mostly articles or abstracts from the scientific medical
literature. Differences between these two types of text
affect the choice of techniques for nlP. Biomedical
literature is carefully constructed and meticulously
proofread, so spelling errors and incomplete parses are less
of a problem. on the other hand, new concepts may be
introduced, such as a newly unraveled molecule.
ontologies are considered to be a fundamental
prerequisite for advanced language processing, knowledge
management and the semantic Web, since they offer the
mechanisms for the formal representation and the
description of the concepts in a given domain[1], [13].
typically, an ontology identifies classes of objects that are
important in a domain and organises these classes in a
hierarchy. each class is characterised by some properties
and is related to other classes or to elements of other
classes through a number of significant relations. the
predominance of ontologies as knowledge sources in
information processing lies on their power to represent
knowledge in a model that is comprehensible equally by
either humans or machines, thus assisting communication
between human agents, achieving interoperability among
computer systems, and advancing the systems' quality
performance on indexing, processing, retrieval and
extraction of required information.
A significant amount of work in developing an nlP system
concerns extending lexical knowledge. since there is a very
large number of words and phrases associated with clinical
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concepts, the task of adding entries to the lexicon is
considerable demanding [11]. the national library of
medicine has undertaken a large-scale effort to facilitate
access to biomedical information. the development of the
umls (http://umlsinfo.nlm.nih.gov/) and the release of the
sPeciAlist lexicon will substantially benefit nlP
systems. A umls concept is given a unique identifier, and
all synonymous concepts have the same identifier. this
feature provides a substantial body of knowledge that nlP
systems need: link words in text to a controlled vocabulary
(the umls or to one of the other source vocabularies).
the umls also has a semantic network and assigns
semantic categories to all concepts. For example, “fever” is
assigned the category siGn/sYmPtom.
the
categorization provides the semantic knowledge needed by
nlP systems to identify relevant units of information. the
sPeciAlist lexicon, which has over 250,000 entries,
assigns syntactic categories to words and phrases in
biomedical text. the lexicon is not only useful for nlP
extraction tasks, but also for indexing and vocabulary
development.
other nomenclatures are also important knowledge
sources. some work has been published investigating the
use of snomeD (http://www.snomed.com/) and icD10
(http://www.who.int/classifications/icd/en/) as knowledge
sources for lexical work. like the umls, these
nomenclatures are also effective for identifying relevant
clinical terms and semantic categorization. Both snomeD
and icD10 are particularly useful to groups involved in
multilingual work because they are available in other
languages and because the codes provide a way to link a
concept to a similar concept in other languages.
other types of knowledge sources needed by nlP
systems, such as grammars, and domain models, are not
available to nlP researchers. these are usually developed
by each individual research group, and are more complex
and interrelated than nomenclatures. they are also typically
very difficult to adapt to different systems.

3. Project’s main goals: resources and
tools

in order to apply data mining techniques Greek biomedical
texts, it is inevitable that a number of text analysis tools
and linguistic resources need to be developed. these tools
constitute the basis for any application regarding data
mining, nlP, indexing, etc. in this chapter the main goals
of the project are discussed as well as the environment and
its constituent parts are presented.

3.1 Corpus of biomedical texts

to the best of our knowledge, there are no Greek electronic
medical corpora, structurally or linguistically annotated.
thus within the projects' framework, a medical corpus is
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under construction, mainly from the literature that is
already published on the web.
Balance and representativeness are the main requirements
for corpus design. According to these requirements, the
scope was to develop a Greek corpus of written texts,
coming from all different domains of biomedicine. the
corpus should contain documents from as many biomedical
text fields as possible. recent research makes clear that
full-text articles are preferable from abstracts, if we want to
build high-recall text mining systems [3]. therefore, it
seems clear that a corpus that is to be used for biomedical
text mining systems should include full text and not
samples, which we seriously took under consideration in
the development of the iAtroleXi corpus.
corpus annotation is the distillation procedure adding (or
extracting the) value to the texts. the annotation process of
the iAtroleXi corpus involves almost all nlP
components adopted, constructed or under construction in
the framework of iAtroleXi: a tokeniser, a sentence
splitter, a morphosyntactic tagger, a biomedical gazetteer, a
multi-word term recogniser, and an ontology-based
semantic tagger.
Due to time limitations we considered only documents
from internet sites, thus we recorded portals or other
websites that included directories of health-related
information. We started our investigation from websites of
research and academic institutions, e.g.:
x mednet hellas – http://www.mednet.gr (a Greek
medical network),
x Greek national
http://www.ekt.gr,

Documentation

x library of university
http://www.lib.uom.gr

of

center

–

macedonia

–

the above sites proved to be very helpful, since they
contained a rather exhaustive list of directories of Greek
biomedical journals. next, we utilised popular search
engines in order to identify additional websites that might
contain interesting texts, e.g.:
x Google – http://www.google.com
x Yahoo – http://www.yahoo.gr
x

live search – http://search.live.com

through these search engines, we mainly acquired the web
addresses of Greek medical conferences that were not listed
in the directories mentioned above. overall, forty websites
were identified to contain appropriate medical documents
for iAtroleXi. so far, the total number of documents is
touching 6,250 (about 11.5 million words).

3.2 Creation, enhancement and/or adaptation
of existing resources and tools

A number of resources have been created, enhanced and/or
adapted in order to constitute an environment supporting a)
the discovery of syntactic patterns that can be candidate
multiword terms, b) the construction of the ontology, c) the
detection of medicine terms in the documents of the corpus
d) semantic indexing of the documents. the core
mechanism for the most of the software components
working on the documents of the corpus is annotation.
the software implementation platform of all nlP
components is Java v 1.5. the operational environment
integrating and orchestrating the software components
working with annotations is the Apache uimA platform.
uimA stands for unstructured information management
Architecture; it was developed by teams from iBm
research and iBm software Group and is now released to
the open-source community as an Apache project.
the main components constructed or under construction,
participating in the analysis, annotation and indexing of the
documents, along with the resources they use, are
presented in the following sections.

3.2.1 Document conversion

the documents collected from the internet are either in
html or in pdf format. on the other side all the tools
process documents in a common format which is pure text
decorated with annotations. the uimA terminology for
this common format is cAs (common Annotation
structure). to satisfy the requirement of feeding the
annotation process with documents of a common format,
we decided this format to be plain text, for the reason that
only the textual content of the documents is of interest;
scripting, styling, formatting and page rendering
information had to be filtered out. therefore, we developed
two document converters: an html-to-txt converter and a
pdf-to-txt converter.
the html-to-txt converter incorporates the functionality of
the cyberneco html Parser along with the xpath
facilities provided by Apache Xalan. to convert an html
document to plain text, it is first parsed by the html
parser and an html Dom (Document object model) is
constructed into memory; noisy elements, such as <style>,
<script> and <applet>, are filtered out during parsing.
then, the textual content is selected from the Dom with
the help of xpath queries.
the pdf-to-txt converter is based on the PDFBox library.
the main problems we faced during pdf-to-txt conversion
were: a) the incorrect interpretation of Greek characters,
especially for pdf documents produced on mac systems and
b) the injection of newline (‘\n’) characters in unwanted
positions, even in the middle of words.
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the output of document conversion is one cAs per input
document, which contains the plain text extracted from the
document along with global annotations

3.2.2 Tokenisation and sentence splitting

content analysis starts with tokenization, i.e. conversion of
the character stream to a token stream. tokenisation is
carried out in two steps. in the first step, a text stream is
roughly converted into a token stream based on white space
delimiters and some symbol characters. At the same time,
the orthography of each token is recorded. By “token
orthography” we mean the classes of the constituent
characters, e.g. ȞȩıȠȢ is a Greek-letter-lower-case token,
Disease is an English-letter-first-capital token, H.I.V.
is an English-letter-all-capital + middle-dots + ending-dot
token. in the second step, the token stream passes through a
refinement module. tokens of a specific orthography may
further split into two or three tokens. For example, a token
that ends with a comma or question mark or exclamation
mark or colon or semi-colon will split into two tokens; a
token that starts with a quote and ends with a quote will
split into three tokens.
special care is taken for tokens that end with a dot, so as to
decide whether this dot is part of the token (e.g. the token
is an abbreviation) or the dot is a punctuation mark (i.e. a
full stop). Among the various tests performed towards the
disambiguation of the ending dot, the one worthmentioning (because it covers the ninety percent of the
cases) refers to tokens where all the characters before the
dot are Greek letters. if these letters are more than two and
constitute a valid Greek word, then the token splits into two
tokens: a Greek-word token and a full-stop token. the
validity of a Greek word is examined through lookup in
neurosoft’s morphological lexicon, a broad-coverage
lexicon of modern Greek (~90.000 words, ~1.200.000
word-forms).
sentence splitting examines the token stream produced
from the second step of tokenization and locates tokens that
traditionally play the role of sentence delimiters, i.e. full
stops, question marks, exclamation marks and dot-ending
tokens. it then examines the local context of the candidate
sentence delimiters and sets the sentence boundaries on
tokens that are proved to be real sentence delimiters.

3.2.3 Morphosyntactic tagging

morphosyntactic tagging is based on the morphological
lexicon. the contents of the lexicon are organised into
morphological lemmas. each lemma contains all the wordforms of a Greek word accompanied by the values of their
morphosyntactic attributes. the basic morphosyntactic
attribute of a word-form is its part-of-speech. the value of
part-of-speech determines what other morphosyntactic
attributes characterise a word-form: gender, number and
case for nouns, adjectives, articles, pronouns and present
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perfect participles; voice, tense, mood, number and person
for verbs. the first word-form of a morphological lemma,
the headword, plays the role of lemma representative;
referring to the headword is the same as referring to the
lemma. As the morphological lexicon is monolingual,
morphosyntactic annotations are assigned only to Greek
words.
each Greek-letter token identified during tokenization is
assumed to be a Greek word-form. every word-form is
looked-up in the morphological lexicon. the possible
outcomes are three: a) the word-form is found in one
morphological lemma, b) the word-form is found in two or
more morphological lemmas and c) the word-form is not
found. since the goal of morphosyntactic analysis is to
assign unambiguous morphosyntactic annotations to wordforms, outcomes (b) and (c) are problematic; outcome (b)
introduces ambiguity while outcome (c) introduces failure.
if the morphological lemmas of outcome (b) have different
part-of-speech values (which is the most frequent), the
selection of the appropriate lemma can be interpreted as the
selection of the appropriate part-of-speech value. Also, to
overpass the failure of outcome (c), the only way is to
guess the values of as many morphosyntactic attributes as
possible – at least the part-of-speech. Part-of-speech
disambiguation and guessing is carried out with the help of
decision trees through examination of the local context (see
[10]), achieving an accuracy of ninety-seven percent in
part-of-speech disambiguation and eighty-nine percent in
part-of-speech guessing.

3.2.4 Biomedical word identification

the next step was to mark words that belong to the
biomedical domain. this marking was crucial for the next
processing steps. every single biomedical word may be a
biomedical term by itself (which can be certified through
look-up in a biomedical dictionary or ontology) or may be
part of a multi-word biomedical term.
Biomedical words are identified with the help of a
gazetteer that currently contains ~52,000 biomedical wordforms (that correspond to ~9,000 biomedical words). the
contents of the gazetteer partly come from the
morphological lexicon and partly were collected through a
process described in section 3.3.

3.2.5 Multi-word term recognition

the multiword recognition mechanism is one of the
advanced outcomes of the project. it is based on a rule
description system where every rule recognizes a syntactic
pattern in the input text. rules can be applied in a
consecutive and aggregative manner. consecutive means
that rules are applied in the same sequence of annotated
text spans repeatedly i.e. as far as we can apply rules and
the size of the text span’s sequence is decreased, the
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processing continues. Aggregative means that a set of rules
can be applied after another set of rules.
the format of the rules resembles the context free BnF
rules where every symbol is represented as a set of feature
value pairs. the grammar is strongly typed in the sense that
every feature has a type which specifies the values of its
instances in the rules. the syntax of the rules is depicted in
the following sample grammar consisting of two rules:
options:
grammar = "Article";
maxdepth = "8";
types:
ATTRS is set of external
"com.neurolingo.NLP3.morphology.IMorphology";
features:
MORPHO is object;
ONTO
is object;
functions:
Contains in module Morpho of file internal
is object of (ATTRS) as object;
GNC_Agreement in module Agreement of file
internal is predicate of (number, ATTRS)
as object;
GNC_Reduction in module Reduction of file
internal is rule of (number, ATTRS,
ATTRS, text) as object;
//GNC_Reduction is called in order to create the
// reduced predicate. The arguments are:
// pivot:
number is the pivot predicate
//
(in our case the second).
// select_attrs: The attributes of the pivot
//
element (in case that the pivot
//
predicate has more than one alts)
// common_attrs: The result attributes (or the
//
common one) The Gender, Case & Number
//
attributes are taken from pivot
//
predicate. The remaining attributes
//
are these attributes
// lemma_frmt: Is an format string describing
//
how the headword (lemma) of the
//
multiword text span will be computed
rules:
/* A_R1 */
[MORPHO=GNC_Reduction(2,[N],[N],"%2")] =>
\
[MORPHO=Contains([ART]),
ONTO=$x:GNC_Agreement(1,[ART])],

which specifies the name of the annotator that will
apply these rules to text spans. the other option with
name “maxdepth” specifies the number of levels that
operators like * (Kleene star) and + will be expanded.
x

types presents new derived types that features can use.
our formalism uses the primitive types number and
text and the derived types of set and value. in our
sample we can see another important characteristic of
the formalism, the ability to communicate with the
implementation Java environment. the members of set
Attrs is defined in the interface class identified with
the full path name "com.neurolingo.NLP3.
morphology.IMorphology". this way we can use the
morphological attributes of our lexical resources in
grammar rules and in the software components we
develop without the need to have duplicate definitions.

x

features defines the names and types of the features
we are going to use in the grammar rules. All features
that are going to define grammar symbols in the
following rules must be defined in this section. there
are no untyped features, as we already mentioned, and
the system accomplishes a strong type checking of
how values and types are used in the rules. in our
sample we define two features with names morPho
and onto which both are of type object. this is
another extension characteristic of our formalism
permitting incomplete or generic types that are defined
in the Java environment. the way these types are
instantiated and used in the rules will be shown in the
following paragraphs.

x

functions section defines functions that can appear in
expressions specifying the values of features in the
rules. there are four types of functions
1.

Object functions can appear in the body symbols
(predicates) of a rule. there are object (instance)
methods (in Java parlance) that can take a list of
parameters and return a value assigned in a
feature. Function Contains in the sample grammar
takes as input parameter a set of attributes and its
return type is the superclass type object. the
module Morpho must be known to the
environment executing these rules. this module
contains the definition of the object’s actual type
where this function is encapsulated. the system
can accept external modules placed in jar files and
loaded dynamically where needed permitting the
extension or incorporation of the rules component
with external systems.

2.

Predicate functions are static methods of a Java
class. they can be represented only in the body
predicates. except for the defined parameter list,
these functions are enriched with an extra

[MORPHO=Contains([N]),
ONTO=$x:GNC_Agreement(1,[N])]
/
;
/* A_R2 */
[MORPHO=GNC_Reduction(2,[ADJ], [ADJ],"%2")] =>
\
[MORPHO=Contains([ART]),
ONTO=$x:GNC_Agreement(1,[ART])],
[MORPHO=Contains([ADJ]),
ONTO=$x:GNC_Agreement(1,[ADJ])]
/
;

Figure 1 sample grammar

the parts presented in a rules file are:
x

options affects the way the rules will be processed and
used. in the sample grammar of Figure 1 we set two
options. the name of the grammar rules “Article”
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parameter. this parameter is the table of all
feature value pairs assigned to the predicate they
appear in. the function GNC_Agreement checks
the agreement of Gender, number and case of the
neighbor symbols found in input. the first
parameter appearing in its definition is a number
denoting the way this agreement must be checked.
We can specify if we want full agreement in
Gender, number and case or partial agreement in
Gender and number, in number and case, only in
case, etc. the second parameter specifies a set of
attributes that the symbol must possess as an extra
matching condition.
3.

4.

x

Rule functions are used in the head symbol
(predicate) of a rule and are mapped to static
methods of a class. they take as extra input
parameter, a representation of the reduction i.e.
the predicates recognized accompanied with the
values of the features they contain. Function
GNC_reduction is used in order to compute the
morphological attributes and the headword of the
multiword reduced text span of the rule. the
interpretation of the parameters, appearing in line
comments, follows the definition.
Feature functions are the fourth type of functions.
they appear in the head predicates and are
mapped also to static functions of a class. they
take as input parameters a list of feature names.
these feature names must appear in the body
predicates and when called by the system all
values of these body features have been evaluated.

rules section contains the actual grammar rules. every
rule contains a head predicate and one or more body
predicates. head is defined in terms of the body
predicates and this means that if a sequence of symbols
(text spans) matches the body predicates then we can
reduce these predicates to the one of the body. rules
are independent of each other. their order does not
matter the way they are evaluated. the system can use
different heuristics about which rule to choose for
reduction in case that multiple rules match an input
sequence of symbols. the current applied technique
chooses the longest (in terms of size of predicates in
the body of a rule) rule. the symbols ‘\’ and ‘/’ specify
the left and right context of a reduction. We can have a
list of predicates at the left of the ‘\’ symbol denoting
the left context of the reduction. the meaning of the
left context is that we expect to match all the
predicates presented in the left context but we will not
use them in the reduction. the same holds for the right
context. only the predicates presented between the ‘\’
and ‘/’ symbols will be reduced. Parentheses can also
be used to group sequence of predicates. A body
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predicate or group can be right followed by a repeating
operator of the ‘*’, ‘+’, {m,n}. the meaning of ‘*’ is
zero or more instances of the predicate or group
existing in the left of the operator must be matched.
the ‘+’ operator is interpreted as one or more
instances while the expression {m,n} means that we
expect to match at least m and an most n instances.
We constructed a parser based on Antlr. the parser
takes as input a unification grammar (written according to
the already specified formalism) and produces a compiled
representation of the rules. the actual application of the
rules is performed by an execution engine, which loads the
compiled rules at start-up (i.e. the parser is the execution
engine plus the parsing model). the execution engine
incorporates a prototype unification algorithm for the
efficient handling of multi-valued features, which
facilitates the treatment of the inherent morphosyntactic
ambiguity (for more on unification, see [8]).

3.2.6 Ontology-based semantic tagging

According to Kiryakov et al. [7], there are a number of
basic prerequisites for the representation of semantic
annotations:
x

an ontology (or taxonomy, at the least), defining the
entity classes;

x

entity identifiers, which allow those to be
distinguished and linked to their semantic descriptions;

x

a knowledge base with entity descriptions.

As the aim of iAtroleXi is to build a generic and
application independent infrastructure for the language
processing of the Greek biomedical data, the project team
opted for the adoption of the umls knowledge resources,
namely umls metathesaurus (mt) and umls semantic
network (sn). Adopting umls semantic network as an
initial top-level ontology, and mapping it into Greek, we
gain access to the conceptual information for some
thousands of biomedical terms. up to now, the whole
number of the sn semantic types and semantic relations
have been translated into Greek, while both english and
Greek versions of the sn have been fed into Protégé for
further processing and evaluation.
By semantic tagging in the context of iAtroleXi we
mean providing automatic annotations with references to
the semantic types of the Greek version of the umls
semantic network.

3.3 A methodology for the development of a
biomedical ontology

the methodology will combine bottom-up and top-down
approaches
for
the
determination
of
the
semantic/conceptual framework to be used for the
knowledge representation of the biomedical domain (i.e.
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selection of a conceptual hierarchy, semantic classes,
relations between concepts, etc.) and the selection of the
relevant biomedical terms that designate and instantiate the
concepts of those hierarchy nodes. the umls semantic
network will be used as a frame basis for expressing the
iAtroleXi's ontology. the construction and the gradual
enrichment of the ontology will be accomplished through
the following steps:
1.

determination of an initial up-level taxonomy which
will be gradually enriched with lower level
information on concepts and terms,

2.

collection of specialized texts in the biomedical
domain,

3.

semi-automatic excerption of the texts' terminology,

4.

determination of the morpho-syntactic rules that
describe the structures in which the relevant terms are
realised,

5.

extraction of candidate terms,

6.

enrichment of the ontology with selected terms and
relations, and

7.

a loop of steps 4, 5 and 6, for as many times as needed.

4. conclusions

nlP infrastructure is a key element in the further
development of informatics applications in several areas,
such as data mining, knowledge-based decision support,
terminology management, and systems interoperability and
integration. A significant body of work now exists that
reports on experiences with various approaches in
important problem areas of research. on the contrary in the
biomedical field and especially for the Greek language,
there is not much work implemented.
currently, a part of our efforts focuses on the
completion of the multi-word term recogniser. in
subsection 3.2.5 we presented the extraction of candidate
multi-word terms from the corpus, based on linguistic
knowledge. to automatically decide upon real multi-word
terms, we have to exploit some type of statistical evidence
which will help us to compute a term-validity metric (e.g.
the c/nc-value metric, see [5]).
Project iAtroleXi aims to cover this certain gap by
developing a number of nlP resources as well as
application for the scientific community. on the one hand
the scientist may use the outcomes of the project in his/her
own way towards his/her special research needs. on the
other hand, the user may look for information in texts or
make searches with specific terms or combination of terms
or relations that relate terms to each other.
We envisage (at least) three applications of the bilingual
biomedical dictionary:

1.

semantic tagging. Any term found in the dictionary
can receive an annotation that encodes its semantic
type and thus links the term with the umls semantic
network.

2.

Bilingual term searching. A Greek term can be
translated to its American equivalent(s) and then
searched in American texts, and vice-versa.

3.

ontology-based query expansion. A query that
contains a term of a specific semantic type can be
enriched with other terms of the same semantic type or
with terms of narrower semantic types.
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Abstract
We present the first results in the development of a
multilingual resource that should enable the exploration of the
possibility to apply various different lexical bases, such as edictionaries in LADL format and multilingual lexical
databases like Wordnet and Prolex that were developed
during the last decade. We discuss the problems of
morphosyntactic annotation of the phenomena of regular
derivation, MWUs and one class of named entities. This paper
is limited to two Balkan languages, Serbian and Bulgarian.
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1. Introduction

The paper outlines an approach for morpho-syntactic
annotation and the first results in the creation and
exploitation of an aligned and annotated text for the
Bulgarian-Serbian pair. The main goal of this effort is to
establish a proper and flexible method for morphosyntactic annotation taking in consideration such language
phenomena as multi-word units, complex word forms,
regular and productive derivational processes, etc., which
usually remain outside the scope of the morpho-syntactic
annotation. Some of the existing morpho-syntactic
annotation schemes consider only tokens thus neglecting
the fact that a token is not always equal to a word form –
apparently, a word form can consist of several tokens (not
necessarily contiguous) and several word forms can build a
token. On the other hand, some of the proposed sets of
morpho-syntactic attributes and their values are
inconsistently composed, not taking into consideration the
relative function of the chosen attributes or their relations
with the higher language levels. In our approach we accept
the assumption that the morpho-syntactic annotation has to
be assigned to the word forms irrespective of their
continuity and contiguity. Thus the term word form here
means contiguous or non-contiguous unit consisting of one
or more tokens that refers to a single concept: single word,
complex word forms (i.e. complex tenses, mood, aspect)
and multi-word units. We also agree that the
standardization in morpho-syntactic annotation has to cover
both correspondences between different languages as well
as language specific features. That is why two Balkan and
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South Slavic languages are taken in focus: Bulgarian and
Serbian, for which similar language resources have been
developed recently,
The particular research aims, stated in this paper, are
as follows:
x
Briefly to show some of the gaps in the existing
annotation schemes;
x
To offer some techniques for handling the
morpho-syntactic annotation of word forms rather than
tokens;
x
To exploit parallel language resources.
In the following section we present a short analysis of
the related work. In the third section, we describe the
different resources for Bulgarian and Serbian developed
during the past years in the same or comparable format
which are used in the course of the work. The forth and the
fifth sections explain how we apply different techniques for
morpho-syntactic annotation compatible to word forms
corresponding to one ore more tokens. Finally, we discuss
the presented study and propose future work to be done.

2. Previous research

One of the basic common resources for European
languages during the last decade was developed within the
Multext-East project [6]1. This resource consists of three
main components for each of the languages included in the
project, namely a proposed standard for morpho-syntactic
description (further on, MSD), the text of the translation of
Orwell’s novel 1984 in the corresponding language, and
the application of MSD on the annotation of the
lemmatized version of the text of this novel. Besides these
components, Multext-East encompasses the aligned
versions of 1984 on the sentence level, by means of the
Vanilla-aligner, for all languages included (and also added
later) in the project. The results of this project on the level
of the description of morpho-syntactic parameters were
refined and enhanced several times, and the project results
found a wide use in the research community.
At present, despite the success of this project, its
shortcomings can be observed both regarding the content
1

http://nl.ijs.si/ME/
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of the MSD, and in the way this description has been
applied to specific languages, as presented, for instance, in
[14]. First of all, the principles taken into consideration
when particular attributes and values are included in the
Multext-East MSD are not always clear and consistent.
Some of the attributes are properties of the lemma, some of
them – properties of particular word forms only. The
question is how the recommended attributes and values are
chosen to be included in the MSD – are they those that
determine the inflectional paradigm, or the agreement
properties, or those relevant for the temporal and modal
features, etc. If we consider the inflectional paradigms in
Bulgarian and Serbian, we can give examples showing that
other sets of categories than those defined in the MultextEast MSD determine these paradigms. The attribute
Animateness with values human, animate and non-animate
is not specified for Bulgarian but it determines the vocative
and count slots in the noun paradigm. The word form
dvojica ‘two men’ in Serbian is the nominative singular of
the noun dvojica that behaves on the inflectional level as a
noun of feminine gender in singular, while it actually
represents the natural masculine gender in plural. This
information has to be attached to the lemma and it
determines the complex agreement conditions in Serbian
which cannot be expressed within the Multext-East MSD.
Thus the criterion for the morpho-syntactic
specifications of any language has not to be based on the
set of the attributes shared with a group of other languages
rather than on the set describing morpho-syntactic
properties of a given language: a minimal set has to include
those attributes and values that are relevant for the
inflectional paradigms of the single word; more descriptive
sets have to include attributes and values relevant for
complex word forms as well as for the multi-word units,
etc. The parallel processing of two or more languages has
not to be limited to a predefined set of attributes and values
that the languages share but to a flexible set that can be
relevant for a particular NLP task.
Considering the application of MSD on text annotation
of Orwell’s novel, a unique method for obtaining annotated
versions of the novel in different languages was not
established, neither were methods for producing annotated
text (automatically or manually) explicitly stated. This
observation means that the information for resolving
possible ambiguities in annotation is not explicitly
represented and especially that the manner of
disambiguation is not explained. As a consequence of this
inconsistency the obtained annotated texts of Orwell’s
1984 contain only the final result of the morphological and
lexical analysis, where the mechanism of morphological
analysis remains hidden, which means that the method of
the assignment of the lemma and the MSD to the word
form cannot be reproduced on a new text in the same
manner. A possible application of a stochastic tagger
trained on such a training set to a new text requires a
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thorough verification of the obtained results, which is in
essence a more complicated task than the initial annotation
of Orwell’s text (because it has to be established whether
the MSD attributed to a word in the text in such a manner
is correct or false, instead of selecting the correct MSD
among several possibilities).

3. Parallel language resources

3.1 Parallel Bulgarian-Serbian corpus

The parallel corpus is compiled from the French text of
Jules Verne's novel Around the world in 80 days, which
has been aligned with its translations in a number of
languages including English, Bulgarian and Serbian2. The
alignment was accomplished using the Xalign system [15]3.
From the TEI-format obtained in this way, several versions
of texts have been created in other formats such as TMX,
Vanilla-like format and HTML (Appendix 1). The
alignment was performed at the paragraph and segment
levels in a manner that established a one-to-one
correspondence between the original and the translation by
means of additional manual segmentation, but preserving
the segmentation of the original. This enabled the
maintenance of the one-to-one correspondence between all
the language pairs processed (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Sentence aligned Bulgarian-Serbian parallel corpus

Although the aligned parallel corpus is relatively small at
this stage (see figures in the Table 1) it is a part of the
MaT4 project, whose aims are directed to the compilation
of a large multilingual parallel corpus of Balkan and South
Slavic languages that will be constituted of texts from
different ranges (most of the existing parallel corpora of
European languages as Acquis Communautaire5 consist of
legislation documents only).
Table 1. Statistical data for the parallel corpus
# simple words
# sentences
# paragraphs

Bulgarian
58 162
4 435
1 963

English
64 831
4 435
1960

French
68 359
4 435
1963

Serbian
60 227
4 435
1963

Starting from the text obtained in the above-mentioned
manner we analyze different issues of morpho-syntactic
annotation. All examples in this paper are taken from the
Bulgarian and Serbian subparts of the parallel corpus.
2

Besides these languages, the novel is fully or partially aligned in
as many as nine other languages
3
led.loria.fr/outils.php
4
SEE-ERANET project Building Language Resources and
Translation Models for Machine Translation focused on South
Slavic and Balkan Languages
5
http://langtech.jrc.it/JRC-Acquis.html
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3.2 Bulgarian and Serbian electronic
dictionaries

Various formalisms for the representation of linguistic
knowledge are available, and at the first place, different
types of morphological dictionaries and local grammars.
The basic monolingual lexical resources for Bulgarian and
Serbian considered in this paper are systems of
morphological dictionaries in the so-called LADL-format
[2]. This format is compatible with the draft of Lexical
markup framework (LMF) standard6, and an automatic
conversion from this format into LMF is enabled [11]
Automatic conversion from this format into Multext-East
has also been successfully performed for Serbian [9]. The
dictionaries for Bulgarian are described in [7], [8] and
some samples are presently available under the NooJ
format7, whereas the dictionaries for Serbian, developed
under both the Unitex system8 and NooJ, are outlined in
[20]9.

have the semantic feature Hum (for humans) (e.g. seg
1915: Svoje brige poveri Fiksu, koji - prevejani lisac pokusxa... ‘He had confided his anxiety to Fix who--the
sly rascal!--tried...’) and Zool (for animals) and
respectively ɥɢɫɢɰɚ ‘fox’ in Bulgarian as feminine (F)
noun (N) whose form ɥɢɫɢɰɢ is in singular (s) and
indefinite (0) (e.g. seg. 1915: Ɍɨɣ ɛɟ ɞɨɜɟɪɢɥ
ɩɪɢɬɟɫɧɟɧɢɹɬɚ ɫɢ ɧɚ Ɏɢɤɫ, ɚ ɬɨɣ – ɯɢɬɪɚɬɚ ɥɢɫɢɰɚ –
ɫɟ ɨɩɢɬɜɚɲɟ ...).

4. Ambiguity

At least two types of PoS ambiguity can be distinguished in
Bulgarian and Serbian.

The common feature of these dictionaries is that they
are developed within the same theoretical and
methodological framework that enables a multi-level
application of the results of the theory of finite state
transducers to text processing. The basic form10 of the entry
in the morphological dictionary is described by the
following pattern:
(*) ..... word form, lemma. K+SynSem:(mc;)*

Lexical ambiguity is observed when the ambiguous word
forms pertain to different lemmas (usually with different
POS) e. g. in Bulgarian the word ɪɚɡɯɨɞɢ may either be the
plural indefinite form of the masculine noun ɪɚɡɯɨɞ
‘expense’ - ɪɚɡɯɨɞɢ,ɪɚɡɯɨɞ.N+M:p0,, or the third person
singular present tense; second person singular aorist; third
person singular aorist; and second person singular
imperative of the verb ɪɚɡɯɨɞɹ ‘to take for a walk’ ɪɚɡɯɨɞɢ,ɪɚɡɯɨɞɹ.V+F+T:P2s:R2s:R3s:I2s (i.e. seg 2345:
Ɍɨɜɚ ɜɥɢɡɚ ɜ ɨɛɳɢɬɟ ɪɚɡɯɨɞɢ! /This enters into ... general
expenses/ and seg 1761: …ɝɨɫɩɨɠɚ Ⱥɭɞɚ, ɤɨɹɬɨ ɛɟ
ɩɪɨɹɜɢɥɚ ɠɟɥɚɧɢɟ ɞɚ ɫɟ ɪɚɡɯɨɞɢ /...Aouda, who betrayed
a desire for a walk.../).

where word form and lemma are simple words or
continuous multi-word units, whereas K is a code that
contains the information on the part-of-speech and
inflective properties of the lemma, usually in the form of a
corresponding finite transducer. SynSem is the sequence of
syntactic and semantic attributes attached to the lemma,
while mc represents the sequence that describes the relation
between the word form and the lemma by means of
specified values of grammatical categories. For instance,
the following entries from the Serbian and Bulgarian
dictionaries

Processing the words in the following Serbian sentence
(seg 56) (see Figure 2):

Morphological ambiguity occurs when a given lemma has
two or more identical distinct word forms, e.g. in Bulgarian
inanimate masculine nouns such as ɜɴɩɪɨɫ ‘question’
whose singular definite short article (sh) and counted form
(c) coincide: ɜɴɩɪɨɫɚ,ɜɴɩɪɨɫ.N+M:sh:c (seg. 1223: ɋɴɪ
Ɏɪɚɧɫɢɫ Ʉɪɨɦɚɪɬɢ ɦɭ ɩɨɫɬɚɜɢ ɨɬɤɪɢɬɨ ɜɴɩɪɨɫɚ. /Sir
Francis frankly put the question to him/ vs. seg. 1896:
Ɂɚɞɚɞɟ ɫɬɨ ɜɴɩɪɨɫɚ ɧɚ ɤɚɩɢɬɚɧɚ, ɨɮɢɰɟɪɢɬɟ,
ɦɨɪɹɰɢɬɟ /He overwhelmed the captain/).

lisca,lisac.N+Hum+Zool:ms2v;ms4v
ɥɢɫɢɰɚ,ɥɢɫɢɰɚ.N+F:s0
establish lisca ‘fox’ in Serbian as the genitive (2) or
accusative (4) singular (s) form of masculine gender (m)
noun (N) lisac that is marked as animate (v) and that can
6

http:// www.tc37sc4.org

7

http://www.nooj4nlp.net/

8

http://www-igm.univ-mlv.fr/~unitex/

9

Dictionaries in this format exist for several other Balkan and
South Slavic languages: Greek [12], Romanian [4], Macedonian
as well as for Albanian and Croatian in an initial stage.
10
This is the format of the dictionary of inflected forms, the so
called DELAF, derivable from a dictionary of non-inflected
forms called DELAS

Figure 2 The sentence graph for the Serbian sentence 1

(1-sr) Pojavi se momak tridesetih godina i pozdravi.
(1-bg) ȼɥɟɡɟ ɟɞɢɧ ɦɥɚɞ ɦɴɠ ɧɚ ɨɤɨɥɨ ɬɪɢɞɟɫɟɬ ɝɨɞɢɧɢ
ɢ ɩɨɡɞɪɚɜɢ.
(1-en) A young man of thirty advanced and bowed.
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all its possible morphological interpretations will be listed
where among other things, we can see that (a) the form of
the word pojavi can be interpreted as a form of the noun
pojava ‘appearance’ or as a form of the verb pojaviti (se)
‘to appear’, (b) the form pozdravi as a form of the noun
pozdrav ‘greeting’ or a form of the verb pozdraviti (se) ‘to
greet’. At the same time, both forms realize several
different values of morphological categories. For example,
if pozdravi is the form of the verb pozdraviti, then it can
represent the third person of the present tense or the second
person of imperative or aorist singular. Similar ambiguity is
observed in Bulgarian: ɩɨɹɜɢ is either plural of the noun
ɩɨɹɜɚ ‘appearance’ or one of the four different forms of the
verb ɩɨɹɜɹ ɫɟ ‘to appear’; ɩɨɡɞɪɚɜɢ is either plural of the
noun ɩɨɡɞɪɚɜ ‘greeting’ or one of the four different forms
of the verb ɩɨɡɞɪɚɜɹ ‘to greet’.
This illustrates the problem of essential ambiguity in
the interpretation of the incoming sentence. Let us compare
the sentence (sr-1) with the result obtained by TnT [1],
trained on the Serbian annotated text of 1984:
Pojavi
Vm-p3s-an-n---e
se
Q
(..............................................)
i
C-s
pozdravi
Ncmpn--n
Here MSD values are incorrectly established for the forms
of pojavi (present instead of aorist) and pozdravi (noun
instead of verb), and the problem of ambiguity of forms,
characteristic for Slavic languages, remains completely
hidden in the method used by TnT.

5. Annotation refinement

The parallel Bulgarian-Serbian corpus is annotated with the
grammatical information available from Bulgarian and
Serbian morphological dictionaries. After the annotation
most of the unrecognized words are foreign proper names
but there are also some words built by the regular
derivation rules. Bulgarian and Serbian are languages with
highly productive derivation concerning diminutives,
relative adjectives, negative adjectives, adjective and
adverb comparative forms (we are not going to discuss here
whether comparison reflects in different lexemes or
different word forms), verb aspect pairs, etc. Some of the
words built by the regular derivation rules which are not
included in the electronic dictionaries might be recognized
by means of the respective morphological grammars. On
the other hand, neither multi-word units nor complex word
forms (both continuous and discontinuous) are recognized
by the traditional electronic dictionaries. Continuous
MWUs and complex word forms might be handled in an
uniform way in morphological dictionaries together with
the simple words, while discontinuous word forms might
be processed by means of local grammars. Providing these
techniques for a morpho-syntactic annotation of the word
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forms might bring new horizons in the POS tagging – to
the best of our knowledge there are no POS taggers
available that handle MWUs or complex word forms.
Thus the basic annotation assigned from morphological
dictionaries can be refined in several ways. We shall
indicate here only some of these techniques in order to
show the directions towards a proper morpho-syntactic
annotation.

5.1 Contiguous multi-word units

The issue of morpho-syntactic specifications of multi-word
units (distributed among natural languages approximately
equivalently and covering one fourth of the lexis according
to the data represented in the European wordnets and one
tenth of the words used in real texts according to the data
coming from the Bulgarian sense tagged corpus) is very
important. A multi-word unit can correspond to a single
word in another language, for example: the multi-word unit
ɮɪɟɧɫɤɨ ɝɪɨɡɞɟ ‘red currants’ in Bulgarian corresponds to
the single word ribizlama in Serbian or groseilles in French
(seg 154: … ɩɴɥɧɟɧ ɫɴɫ ɫɬɪɴɤɱɟɬɚ ɪɟɜɟɧ ɢ ɡɟɥɟɧɨ
ɮɪɟɧɫɤɨ ɝɪɨɡɞɟ… kolacya punxenih stablxikama ravente i
zelenim ribizlama…un gâteau farci de tiges de rhubarbe et
de groseilles vertes... ‘a rhubarb and gooseberry tart’).
Consequently multi-word units refer to a unique concept
and have to be treated in a uniform way together with the
single words. Attempts towards proper morpho-syntactic
description of both single words and MWUs, were scarce
so far. However, a description of the inflection of multiword units based on dictionaries of simple words is given
in [17], and further enhanced for some Slavic languages in
[8] and [10].
An example of a MWU is presented by the expression
s vremena na vreme in Serbian or oɬ ɜɪɟɦɟ ɧɚ ɜɪɟɦɟ in
Bulgarian that represents an adverbial syntagma, not a
sequence Preposition Noun Preposition Noun, as it will be
analyzed by TnT:
s (Spsg) vremena (Ncnsg--n) na (Spsa) vreme (Ncnsa--n)
On the level of the dictionary of muilti-word units such a
sequence is described as adverbial syntagma, and the result
of the annotation has the following form:
s vremena na vreme.ADV+C
oɬ ɜɪɟɦɟ ɧɚ ɜɪɟɦɟ.ADV+C
(from time to time)
where C indicates that a compound is in question.
Another example of MWU is the sequence Hong Kong
in the following sentence (seg 1963):
(2-sr) Hong Kong je ostrvce koje je ... pripalo Engleskoj
(2-bg) ɏɨɧɤɨɧɝ ɟ ɨɫɬɪɨɜɱɟ ɩɨɞ ɚɧɝɥɢɣɫɤɨ ɜɥɚɞɟɧɢɟ...
(2-fr) Hong-Kong n'est qu'un îlot (...) assura la
possession à l'Angleterre
(2-eng) Hong Kong is an island which came into the
possession of the English...
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In Serbian Hong Kong can be written in three different
ways: Hongkong (as in the Bulgarian translation), Hong
Kong (as in English) or Hong-Kong (as in French). In the
first case, it is a simple word (as a contingent sequence of
alphabetic characters), whereas in the other two cases it is a
multi-word unit or a compound word (composed of two
simple words divided by a separator). As components of
the MWU Honk Kong do not exist in the dictionary
(neither Hong, nor Kong), the analysis on the level of
simple words will mark this sequence as two unknown
words. One solution of this problem would be the
construction of a dictionary of MWUs with a structure
analogous to the structure described by the pattern (*). In
[16] a formalism is presented that enables the formalization
of inflections of MWUs, analogous to the definition of the
inflection of simple words.

Figure 3. The inflectional graph for two-component
compound for which the first component does not inflect, and
a space between them can be either omitted or replaced by a
hyphen.

The result of the application of this formalism is that, on
the basis of the graph depicted in Figure 3, all forms of the
inflectional paradigm will be generated for the three
graphemic representations of the sequence Hong Kong.
The analysis of the initial part of the sentence (sr-2) yields
the graph given in Figure 4.

deduced from the meaning of the initial word [18]. In this
way it is possible to associate the word forms that usually
do not belong to the dictionary of simple words and thus
remain in the category of unrecognized words after text
analysis with the precise description (the level of precision
is the same as that obtained by the word forms belonging to
the dictionary). These processes are present both in Serbian
and Bulgarian in deriving the diminutives, possessive
adjectives, negative adjectives, verb aspect pairs, etc.
among others.
This issue is illustrated in the example (sr-2) by the
forms ostrvce in Serbian and (bg-2) by ɨɫɬɪɨɜɱɟ in
Bulgarian, which are diminutive forms of the respective
nouns ostrvo ‘island’ in Serbian and ɨɫɬɪɨɜ in Bulgarian.
The productivity of certain derivational processes such as
the formation of diminutives, possessive and relational
adjective, etc. are characteristic for Bulgarian and Serbian.
From the angle of the completeness of electronic
dictionaries, it is clear that all results of such derivational
processes, which we will call regular derivation, cannot be
described in the dictionary of simple words.
The forms generated by such processes can be
described by a specific type of finite-state transducers, the
so-called morphological grammars, which represent models
of respective derivational processes. Such grammars are
applied to words that remained unrecognized in the process
of analysis, and enable the reduction of the unrecognized
form to a lemma form missing from the dictionary. Thus,
by applying the appropriate morphological grammar, for
the word ostrvce in Serbian and ɨɫɬɪɨɜɱɟ Bulgarian the
following sequence is generated on the output of the
analyzer:
ostrvce,ostrvce.N+Dem+Sr:ns1q:ns4q:ns5q
ɨɫɬɪɨɜɱɟ,ɨɫɬɪɨɜɱɟ. N+NE+Dem:s0
where the attribute Dem, added by a morphological
grammar, indicates that the word is a form of diminutive.
In the example of sentence (2) a problem in the
multilingual context is also posed by the identification of
proper names. Namely, in Serbian the toponym Engleska
was used, whereas in (2-bg) the translation uses the
adjective form ɚɧɝɥɢɣɫɤɨ. The linking of these two word
forms in a multilingual context is analyzed in [13].

Figure 4. Sentence graph for the beginning of the sentence sr2

In the interaction of the system of electronic dictionaries
with the lexical database of proper names Prolex, the
sequence Hong-Kong obtains also the attributes NProp
(proper name), Top (toponym) and Gr (city).

5.2 Regular productive derivation

Another issue arises on the level of regular derivation.
Namely, in the recognition of the results of the derivational
processes the meaning of the derived form that is usually
not described in the dictionary of the simple words is

5.3 Complex word forms and discontinuous
MWUs

The third question concerns complex morphological
categories which are usually excluded from the morphosyntactic specifications. But a synthetic form in one
language might correspond to an analytical one in another
language, i.e. ɳɟ ɱɟɬɚ ‘will read’ in Bulgarian
corresponds to üe þitatiti = üitaüe in Serbian, consequently
they should also be treated in a uniform way. Most of the
analytical forms are discontinuous – they allow other words
– mainly clitics in Bulgarian to interrupt their parts.
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Local grammars, as concepts defined in [5], enable the
construction of finite transducers, which recognize and tag
different structures in a text, on the basis of the content of
the dictionary (and other local grammars). One example of
local grammars for Bulgarian and Serbian are local
grammars for the recognition of complex tenses (for
Serbian see [19]). These grammars enable not only the
recognition of a compound tense in the sentence, but also
the transformation of the sequence of words, or the
transformation of the tense.

5.4 Named entities

Local grammars can be applied in other ways also. For
example, let us observe the example of annotation of
named entities for some measures on the aligned texts of
Verne’s novel in the sense of [3]. The general expression
for a measure is depicted by the graph Measure.grf in
Figure 5 which describes it as a structure of a sequence of
numbers written by words or digits followed by a measure
indicator (kilometer, grade, mile, foot, etc).

Figure 5. The graph for the recognition of measure
expressions

Examples of sequences which correspond to this graph are
ɩɟɬ, ɲɟɫɬ ɢɥɢ ɞɟɫɟɬ ɫɬɴɩɤɢ in Bulgarian or in Serbian
hilxadu tri stotine osamdeset i dve milxe ‘one thousand
three hundred eighty two miles’. The same graph refers to
words that have the categories NUM (numbers) or
N+NumN (number nouns) assigned in dictionaries of
Bulgarian and Serbian. In the subgraph digit any sequence
of digits is recognized. The difference between the Serbian
and Bulgarian lexis of measures is described by the graph
measure where the units of measure are named. Some
examples of concordances extracted by the automat in
Figure 5 are given in Appendix 2. The graph produces the
concordance lines that contain the number of segments
where some entity appeared as well as the measure entity
itself. Certain differences in recognition are a consequence
of the phenomenon of regular derivation:
(seg 2256, seg 2280) bg: ɞɜɚɞɟɫɟɬɬɨɧɟɧ ɤɨɪɚɛ = sr. brod
od dvadeset tona = en. craft of twenty tons
or inconsistency in the translation:
(seg 4397) bg. ɬɪɢɫɬɚ ɢ ɲɟɫɬɞɟɫɟɬ ɝɪɚɞɭɫɚ = sr. tri
stotine sxezdeset meridijana = en. three hundred and sixty
degrees
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6. Conclusion and further work

We have presented some techniques directed towards the
establishment of a flexible and uniform method for
morpho-syntactic annotation concerning not only single
words but multi-word units, complex word forms and
productive derivational rules. We have treated single words
and continuous MWUs in a uniform way presenting them
in a common inflexional dictionary format. We have
applied morphological grammars for the morpho-syntactic
annotation of unknown words that are derived by
productive derivational rules, and local grammars for the
recognition of the complex word forms and named entities.
Further developments of the method include:
x
Compilation of large and range balanced
multilingual parallel corpus of Balkan and South Slavic
languages;
x
Development of large inflectional dictionaries
including continuous multi-word units,
x
Coverage of all productive and regular
derivational rules by means of morphological
grammars,
x
Extensive coverage of complex word forms by
means of local grammars,
x
Analyzing the similar language phenomena in
Balkan and South Slavic languages.
The further extension of the research is presupposed by the
developing of equivalent language resources for other
Balkan and South Slavic languages.
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Appendix 1. Text fragment from Figure 1 in TMX format

<tu> <tuv xml:lang="BG" creationid="n506 " creationdate="20070801T123334Z">
<seg>ɋɢɝɭɪɧɨ ɞɨɛɪɟ ɡɧɚɟ, ɱɟ ɜ ɂɧɞɢɹ, ɤɨɹɬɨ ɟ ɚɧɝɥɢɣɫɤɚ ɡɟɦɹ, ɧɹɦɚ ɞɚ ɟ ɜ ɛɟɡɨɩɚɫɧɨɫɬ. </seg>
</tuv>
<tuv xml:lang="SR" creationid="n506 " creationdate="20070801T123334Z">
<seg>On dobro zna da necxe biti siguran u Indiji jer je to engleska zemlxa. </seg>
</tuv>
</tu>
<tu> <tuv xml:lang="BG" creationid="n507 " creationdate="20070801T123334Z">
<seg>– Ɉɫɜɟɧ ɚɤɨ ɧɟ ɟ ɦɧɨɝɨ ɨɩɢɬɟɧ – ɨɬɝɨɜɨɪɢ ɤɨɧɫɭɥɴɬ. </seg>
</tuv>
<tuv xml:lang="SR" creationid="n507 " creationdate="20070801T123334Z">
<seg>-- Sem ako to nije vrlo odvazxan cyovek. </seg>
</tuv> </tu>

Appendix 2. Some of the entities extracted by the graph mere.grf
<seg id="n50">... osamdeset cyetiri stepena Farenhajtovih ... ɨɫɟɦɞɟɫɟɬ ɢ ɱɟɬɢɪɢ ɝɪɚɞɭɫɚ ɩɨ Ɏɚɪɟɧɯɚɣɬ
<seg id="n449">... dve hilxade osam sto tona ... ɞɜɟ ɯɢɥɹɞɢ ɢ ɨɫɟɦɫɬɨɬɢɧ ɬɨɧɚ
<seg id="n451">... devet i po milxa ... ɞɟɜɟɬ ɦɢɥɢ ɢ ɩɟɬɞɟɫɟɬ ɢ ɬɪɢ ɫɬɨɬɧɢ
<seg id="n464">... sto sxezdeset kilometara ... ɫɬɨ ɢ ɲɟɫɬɞɟɫɟɬɬɟ ɤɢɥɨɦɟɬɪɚ
<seg id="n493">... dve hilxade metara ... ɞɜɟ ɯɢɥɹɞɢ ɦɟɬɪɚ
<seg id="n839">... hilxadu do hilxadu sto milxa ... ɯɢɥɹɞɚ ɞɨ ɯɢɥɹɞɚ ɢ ɫɬɨ ɦɢɥɢ
<seg id="n969">... sedamdeset i sedam stepeni ... ɫɟɞɟɦɞɟɫɟɬ ɢ ɫɟɞɟɦ ɝɪɚɞɭɫɚ
<seg id="n2689">... pet, sxest, deset stopa ... ɩɟɬ, ɲɟɫɬ ɢɥɢ ɞɟɫɟɬ ɫɬɴɩɤɢ
<seg id="n2961">... tri hilxade sedam stotina osamdeset sxest milxa ... ɬɪɢ ɯɢɥɹɞɢ ɫɟɞɟɦɫɬɨɬɢɧ ɨɫɟɦɞɟɫɟɬ ɢ ɲɟɫɬ ɦɢɥɢ
<seg id="n3098">... tri hilxade osam stotina stopa ... ɬɪɢ ɯɢɥɹɞɢ ɢ ɨɫɟɦɫɬɨɬɢɧ ɫɬɴɩɤɢ
<seg id="n3664">... pola milxe ... ɩɨɥɨɜɢɧ ɦɢɥɹ
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